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FOREWORD

The container industry is very closely associated with industrial
expansion, and the cost, weight, and efficiency of the container i s
often is large factor in the profitable market range of a commodity .

The forester and the timber owner are interested in containers
scats they are mostly manufactured from forest products and can

i See p. 2 for footnotes 1 and 2 .
83899 °__30__._. .1
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number of which were packed and shipped in a larger wooden box .
The constantly increasing demand for lighter and cheaper container s
soon caused competition between fiber and wooden boxes . In 1906
the fiber box had found a small use as a shipping container and was
accepted by the western railroads with restrictions . Three years later
three railway-classification committees accepted the fiber box inter-
changeably with the wooden shipping container for the smaller size s
and for weights of contents up to 90 pounds .

To meet the competition of the lighter and cheaper fiber box ,
and to reduce loss and damage and shipping costs, the wooden-bo x
industry turned its attention to reducing the weight and cost of its
product, to better proportioning the parts of the boxes and to variou s
ways of reinforcement . Several new types of boxes, such as the wire _
bound, cleated plywood, and hinge-corner boxes, were also develope d.

The first recorded laboratory tests (8) 3 for the improvement of
shipping containers were made in 1905 by the Forest Service in cooper _
ation with Purdue University, at Lafayette, Ind . The purpose of
these tests was to determine the merits of different kinds of wood a s
box material . The method of test consisted of applying a load along
the diagonal of a box to simulate the action which occurs when a bo x
is dropped on one of its corners. These early investigations clearly
demonstrated that the details of construction have far greater
influence on the strength of a box than the species of wood used an d
indicated the need for extensive studies of the design of shipping
containers .

After the establishment of the Forest Products Laboratory a t
Madison, Wis ., in 1910, research on container design was greatl y
expanded and centered at this laboratory, where special testin g
machines and methods of testing have been developed. The chief
endeavor of the laboratory in connection with shipping container s
has been to develop the fundamental principles of design and the
relationships of the various details necessary to produce container s
that are balanced in strength. Other container-testing laboratories ,
patterned after that of the Forest Products Laboratory, have been
established by box manufacturers, by associations of manufacturers ,
by shippers, and by box specialists . The chief function of these
laboratories is to apply the fundamental principles and to adjust th e
various details of design to the needs of the individual shipper .

To further the movement for improvement in containers, th e
carriers, and manufacturers of containers and of container materials ,
together with other interested agencies, have organized to develo p
better practices. The efforts of these various interests have led t o
the recognition of the United States as the foremost country in the
development of shipping containers .

RELATION OF TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS TO CONTAINER S

In recent years the demand for tie quick delivery of goods has
resulted in longer and heavier trains, faster operations in distributin g
cars and making up trains, and more expeditious handling of packages
at receiving, transfer, and delivery points. New equipment and new
methods of handling are continually being introduced to speed

3 Italic numbers in parentheses refer to "Literature Cited," p . 132 .
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operations and to reduce costs . Such developments do not neces-
sarily result in increased hazards to the commodities shipped ; on. the
contrary, the hazards in many instances are reduced .

While with this development of transportation and handling
methods has come remarkable progress toward the uniformity of th e
shocks incident to shipping, yet there is a wide variation in the inten-
sities of the shocks that packages encounter under any particula r
combination of transportation and handling methods. Packages of
miscellaneous commodities shipped in a car encounter shocks an d
stresses that are severer and of a greater variety than are encountere d
by packages of a carload lot of a single commodity . Furthermore, the
shocks and stresses encountered differ between localities . Severely
congested and less congested districts demand different facilitie s
and methods of transportation ; likewise different equipment an d
methods of handling are required at different water terminals .
Shocks to containers in motor-truck shipment are less severe than i n
railway shipment ; yet the severity of the weaving and wrenching
strains may be greater in the motor truck.

The hazards in export shipment are more numerous, more variable ,
and usually more severe than in domestic shipment ; an export ship-
ment may meet all the hazards of domestic transportation befor e
being loaded into the vessel and after reaching a foreign port ma y
undergo the further hazards of a long journey inland . The hazards
from the tendency of cargo to shift in rough seas as well as those fro m
varying climatic conditions are, as a rule, more severe than the
hazards in domestic shipment . Furthermore, goods must frequently
be unloaded from vessels into lighters, and if the sea is rough thi s
occasions extremely severe handling .

A commodity in shipment may need protection against numerou s
other kinds of hazards . For instance, great losses sometimes occu r
from theft in transit ; therefore certain products require container s
that can not be readily opened and reclosed without detection . Again
protection against vermin or severe weather is often important .

RELATION OF THE COMMODITY TO CONTAINER DESIG N
The purpose of any shipping container is to aid the commodity t o

withstand the hazards of transportation and to facilitate handlin g
and stowage . The nature of the commodity, therefore, is a funda-
mental consideration in designing a container .

The protection needed varies from the mere holding together of a
number of such units as railway spikes to elaborate protection o f
delicate X-ray tubes . Some articles have highly polished surfaces ,
some have slender legs or other projecting and fragile parts, and some
have large thin plates of easily broken material . Other articles have
heavy parts supported by relatively weak parts, such as the heavy
dm of a flywheel with slender spokes, and still others, such as acid s
and explosives, are a menace to life and pro perty .

Itu is evident, therefore, that each commodity presents its ow nproblem, and consequently neither weight, nor distance traveled ,
nor method of shipment taken alone constitutes an accurate criterio n
for designing a container . Even with the innumerable kinds o f
damage and hazards, however, relatively few kinds of stresses an d
'undamental principles of design are involved .
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The followirT are the forces and stresses produced by shippin g
hazards : Crushing, bending, shearing, diagonal distorting, twisting ,
puncturing, and abrading, The principles involved in aiding the
commodity to withstand any one of these stresses are the same regard
less of the hazard that produces the stress, and frequently the sam e
principle may be employed to prevent several different kinds o f
stresses. For instance, diagonal distorting, or twisting, may result i n
racking of the joints in a piece of furniture, rubbing of the finishe d
surface against the container, breaking of thin plates of glass, or chip -
ping of enamel ware . One of two principles may be employed in
preventing these stresses and the consequent damage : (1) The con-
tainer can be made rigid so that it can not distort diagonally in an y
direction, or (2) the container can be made nonrigid and the product
so packed that the container can distort considerably without touch-
ing or without introducing stresses in its contents . The relation
between the damage observed and the methods of overcoming any
particular trouble are discussed under the different types of con-
tainers .

ECONOMIC FACTORS ENTERING CONTAINER DESIG N

The best container for a given service is one which will deliver the
commodity satisfactorily at the minimum of total cost . Its design is
subject to all the varying conditions of cost, value of the commodity,
protection required, method of packing, transportation hazards ,
freight charges, personal and property damage likely to result from
handling or from failures, inconveniences of making replacements ,
and facilities for handling and transporting packages .

A balanced container is one in which each part has strength in bal-
ance with that of every other part . Such a container, however, may
not be the most economical because it may be made of high-grad e
expensive wood rather than of a low-grade Inexpensive wood whic h
would give equal service ; it may require a multiplicity of sizes of
material rather than a relatively few standard sizes or may be other -
wise expensive to manufacture or to pack ; it may not have sufficien t
strength to deliver its contents in a satisfactory condition, or it ma y
contain more material and have greater strength than is necessary .
Furthermore, the balancing of the construction depends upon th e
hazards to which the package is subjected and a. container whose
construction is so balanced that under one set of shipping conditions
one kind of failure is just as likely to occur as another may under
other conditions be subject to but a single kind of failure .

Containers and packing which deliver every unit in every packag e
undamaged may be quite inconsistent with minimum total cost ,
since the ideal container will always be so eight and fragile tha t
occasional accidental rough usage will sometimes cause a small
amount of damage. It should be borne in mind, however, that the
economic loss resulting from delay, loss of good will, and the cost o f
making settlements is always greater than indicated by claims file d
against the carriers . In addition, it must be recognized that all
losses are reflected in the ultimate cost of the commodity to the
consumers .
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IMPORTANCE OF LABORATORY TESTS IN CONTAINER DESIG N

Consideration of the nature of the commodity and the economic
factors involved leads to the conclusion that there can be no fixed
standards of serviceability or fixed rules of design for containers .
Some general principles and rules have been worked out experi-
mentally and may be used to advantage in designing an original con-
tainer or in correcting difficulties experienced in service, but it is im-
possible to make definite rules for designing boxes and crates whic h
will have just sufficient strength to deliver the commodity withou t
damage.

Tests and experiments that reproduce in the laboratory the stresse s
of transportation are of utmost value in determining the principles t o
apply in designincontainers, in developing rules for the detaile d
application of thesT principles, and in showing how containers ma y
be lightened and reduced in cost ; yet such tests do not furnish a
measure of the minimum resistance needed . Because of the lack o f
definite information on the requirements of service, it is seldom possibl e
to find the best design of container and packing for a given commodity
other than by making successive improvements as dictated by diag-
nosis of failures or damage occurring in service . Study of failures and
damages experienced in service will usually reveal the nature of th e
stress and suggest the principles to apply . In some instances the
cause of damage will be apparent, but in others neither the containe r
nor packing may show evidence of failure, yet the character of th e
damage to the commodity may reveal that the stress resulted from
such causes as the sides of the container springing in, diagonal dis-
tortion, twisting of the container, or the use of too rigid packing
materials .

COOPERATION REQUIRED TO PRODUCE SATISFACTORY CONTAINE R

The proper adjustment of all factors involved in designing con -
tamers requires the combined organized effort and close cooperatio n
of laboratories, manufacturers, shippers, carriers, and consumers . The
design of containers having the minimum required strength is com-
plex, but to attain the most economical distribution of the commodit y
is still more intricate . Such distribution must be studied not only on
the basis of designing the most economical containers for existing
conditions but also on the basis of reducing the hazards of transporta-
tion and the cost of handling, of designing the commodity to bette r
withstand shipment, and of eliminating unnecessary and expensiv e
trade customs . It is evident,, therefore, that what constitutes the
most economical container will vary with improvements in container
design and in methods of packing, with variations in transportatio n
and handling methods, and with chan ges in economic conditions.
Although the ideal container can never lbe attained, careful study wil lusually result in improving containers, lessening their cost, reducin gtransportation hazards, lowering costs of handling, and reducing los sand damage .

APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES
Examples of the practical application of the fundamental principles

o_
,Exam

efficient box and crate construction contained in this bulletin are
mvaen in the specifications presented in Appendix G . Although pia -

1'11Y intended for the use of Government purchasing units, the
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specifications may be employed by the manufacturer, the jobber, and
the dealer. These specifications give detailed information on the
construction of various sizes, kinds, and styles of boxes for differen t
classes of commodities .

The principal purposes of the discussion given on pages 9 to 39 ,
; .'. ; inclusive, are to afford the reader information that will be helpful i n

selecting the best type of container for a specific service and mor e
particularly to show him how study of failures in containers in servic e
may be made the basis of improving the container .

Although the formulas, rules, and spec if i atiotis presented in
Appendixes E and G are the best available guide to the design o f-k, container of any of these types for a specific service, it is seldo m
possible to determine the best design of container other than b y
making successive improvements to correct weaknesses developed in
service . The following discussion of principles will serve as a guide
in the making of such improvements ,

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF BOXES AND CRATES
TYPES OF CONTAINERS

To satisfy the varying conditions of service, a number of Wel1_ -
defined types of containers, such nailed wooden boxes, crates, fiber
boxes, barrels, baskets, drums, plywood boxes, and wire-bound boxes ,
have been developed . Each of these, because of the very nature o f
its design and the materials of its construction, fulfills some particula r
purpose better than the others . In selecting a type of container fo r
a specific use it should be remembered that what constitutes a weak- '
ness in a container for one commodity may be an advantage fo r
another commodity . The characteristic strength and weakness of
several types of boxes and crates and the construction details influ-
encing their serviceability are discussed in the following pages .

INFLUENCE OF SIZE AND FORM OF WOODEN MEMBIRS ON THEI R
STRENGTH AND STIFFNES S

In designing any wooden box or crate a knowledge of the relatio n
of the form and size of each part to its strength is necessary . The ,
static bending strength of a box part varies inversely as its length ,
directly as its width, and directly as the square of its thickness .
For example, a box side 20 inches long will support twice as muc h
static load as one 40 inches long ; a side 8 inches wide will suppor t
twice as much load as one 4 inches wide ; and a side 1 inch thick wil l
support four times as much load as one one-half inch thick, the othe r
dimensions and the quality of the lumber being the same in eac h
case. The stiffness of a part varies inversely as the cube of the length ,

4~• directly as the width, and directly as the cube of the thickness .
The ability of a part to withstand shocks or blows without breaking
varies directly as its length, its width, and its thickness ; that . is, the

I'. shock-resisting capacity of a box side increases in the same ratio as
each of its dimensions . Resistance to splitting at the nails or to
nails shearing from the end of the piece increases with its thicknes s
and with the distance of the nails from the end of the piece .

Torsional rigidity of individual members varies inversely as thei r
length, directly as the cube of their thickness, and apprqumately,
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A, Method of measuring knots ; B and C, typical failures of side nailing
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directly a,s their width . Torsional stresses are seldom considered in
container design but are sometimes the cause of failure .

All of the foregoing relationships apply to plywood when they ar e
properly modified for direction of grain and for the number an d
thickness of plies . (See p. 22.) Their application to fiber board
requires a knowledge of the properties of the individual plies. (See
p . 31 .)

NAILED AND LOCKED-CORNER BOXE S

The several styles of nailed and locked-corner wooden boxes shown
in Plate 1 have been developed to meet the requirements of differen t
commodities and conditions of service, and have been adopted by th e
National Association of Wooden Box Manufacturers . The end
construction is the basis of the classification .

The outstanding characteristics common to all these styles ar e
great resistance to crushing, puncturing, and mashing of the corners .
They stack Fell, are easy to manufacture, and the strength of eac h
may be ready adjusted to different service requirements by varyin g
the details of construction .

•

	

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

THICKNESS OF SIDES, Top, AND BOTTO M

Although the joints and fastenings are actually the principa l
points of weakness in boxes, it is common belief that the thinness
of material for sides, top, or bottom is limited by the breaking strengt h
of the lumber . As a matter of fact the thicknesses of these parts
are usually determined by nailing requirements rather than by th e
breaking strength of the lumber . Because the resistance of wood to
withdrawal of nails, to splitting at nails, and to shearing at nails i s
low in comparison with its other strength properties, it is impractica l
with clear material to so proportion box ends and the fastenings a t
the joints that failure will be by breaking across the grain of the sides ,
top, or bottom .

The type of nail failure depends on the relation of the thicknesses o f
sides, top, and bottom to the size of the box . Repeated bending o f
long thin sides, tops, and bottoms causes the nails to work loose, t o
shear out, or to split the part that holds thei r points. In boxes with
relatively short and thick sides, the shocks incident to rough handlin g
are not absorbed by the springing of the boards, and failures occur a s
a result of the contents of the box pulling directly on the nails . If
boxes are properly nailed the two types of failure are about equall y
common when the slenderness ratio, that is, the ratio of length to
thickness of the boards in the sides, top, or bottom, is about 60 to 1 .
Failures by the repeated bending of the box boards become mor e
Prevalent as the slenderness ratio increases, and failures by direc t
Pull increase as this ratio decreases . In boxes with wide faces con-
sisting of a number of narrow boards, the weaving of the box in
service loosens the nails and produces the same type of failures as
occur in boxes with long sides of thin material .

For the same thickness of end, boxes with wide sides permit better
nailing than boxes with narrow sides and therefore require less thick-
ness of material for the same gross weight in order to prevent nai l
failures . Box sides made of wide boards, especially single-piece sides ,
resist. weaving of the box and loosening of the nails and require less
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thickness to resist the nails shearing out at the ends of the boards than
box sides having two or more pieces in the sides. Failures occur in
such boxes, however, through the thrust of the contents knocking ou t
the ends or through the direct pull of the contents on the nails .

Knots or knot holes slightly reduce the stiffness of the board i n
which they occur and reduce the breaking strength almost in the rati o
of the width of the knot to the width of the board . By using boards
containing knots or knot holes the breaking strength of the boards in
a box part may be brought into balance with the strength of the nailed
joints . With the sides, top, or bottom boards having a slendernes s
ratio of less than 60 to 1 in boxes where the knots or attendant cros s
grain does not prevent proper nailing, there is no reduction in strengt h
for a knot or knot hole whose diameter (measured as indicated in
p1.2, A) does not exceed one-third the width of the board, or from knot s
or knot holes whose aggregate diameter within a length e q ual to the
width of the board does not exceed the diameter of the largest kno t
allowable . But in boxes with long sides of thin material, the size o f
the knots must be further limited in order to avoid the sides breaking
across the grain, or to avoid loosening of the nails with the increase d
bending of the boards. The increased bending resulting'from knots ,
however, may be readily offset by a very slight increase in thickness o f
sides .

Boxes for heavy commodities requi re better nailing and thicker
material than those for light commodities . Lightweight commodities ,
however, often require relatively thick material in the box sides, tops ,
and bottoms in order to prevent damage to the commodity from th e
springing or puncturing of the boards . Since lightweight packages
frequently receive severer handling than heavier packages, thicker
lumber and better nailing in comparison to the weight of contents ar e
required. If springing, puncturing, and breaking across the grain a s
well as nail failures are to be avoided, the thicknesses of the box sides ,
top, and bottom should be varied with the weight and nature of th e
contents and with the size of the box . The thicknesses required for
the sides, top, and bottom of a box may be approximated by the for-
mulas given in Appendix E . Less thickness is rectuiitd for the dense
hardwood species having high-strength properties than for lightweigh t
species having low-strength properties .

THICKNESS OF END AND SIZE AND SHAPE OF CLEATS

The requirements for the thickness of box ends and the cross -
sectional area of cleats are affected by many factors, a number of
which counterbalance each other and thus make their consideration
unnecessary in designing a box . For practical purposes the dimen-
sions of the box ends and of the cleats are determined by the style o f
the box and by the thickness of the sides, which in turn is dictated by
the nailing requirements. Uncleated ends require greater thickness in
proportion to the thicknesses of the sides, top, and bottom than cleate d
ends of boxes for the same service. Ends or cleats that receive part ,
or all, of the nails that are driven through the box sides, top, and
bottom, must resist both breaking across the grain and splitting at th e
nails and consequently must be thicker, and the cleats must also b e
of greater cross-sectional area, than when they receive only part o r
none of the nails. These facts are illustratedby the style 5 box (pl . 1) ,
in which the ends receive all the nails and in the style 2 box, in which
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the cleats receive a part or all of the nails . Cleats that do not receive
the points of nails should not be excessively thin ; otherwise they wil l
fail to give stiffness to the box end, and they will break readily .

Varying the shape of the cleats is often an advantage in box con-
struction . Triangular cleats in the box corners give greater rigidit y
to the box than rectangular cleats of the same cross-sectional area .
Square cleats afford greater rigidity and greater resistance to splittin g
at the nails and to breaking by static loads than other shapes of rec-
tangular cleats of the same cross-sectional area, but are less desirabl e
where the cleats are placed outside of the box since the required
length of sides and the displacement of the box are then increased .

Unless the cleats are defective, failure by breaking across the grai n
indicates that they are too thin or too small in cross-sectional area .
Splitting of box ends or splitting of the cleats at the nails, provide d
the nailing is not at fault, indicates that the lumber is too than .

Since box ends seldom fail by breaking across the grain, larger knot s
may be permitted in the ends than in the sides, tops, and bottoms .
Provided they do not interfere with the nailing, knots, knot holes ,
or clusters of knots whose diameters, measured as illustrated in Plate 2 ,
A, do not exc ed one-half the width of the board in which they occur
do not reduce the strength of the box. Only very small knots, however,
should be permitted in the cleats .

SIZE AND SPACING OF NAILS

Box parts may be of sufficient sire. to permit, adequate nailing an d
to resist, breaking across the grain, and yet, failures at, the joints ma y
occur as the result of improper nailing . The nails may be of the wrong
kind, size, or number, or they may he improperly spaced or carelessly
driven .

If the nails are short and comparatively thick the weaving of th e
box and the bending of the box sides, top, and bottom will cause the
nails to work back and forth to their full depth in the wood, thereby
reducing the resistance to withdrawal, or the prying action wil l
split the piece holding the nail points . On the other hand, if the nail s
are slender and are driven to a considerable depth the weaving of the
box and the bending of the box parts in service will bend and break
the nails between the parts that are joined . Splitting of the box end s
and cleats at the nails may usually be overcome by using longe r
nails of a Haller diameter . On the other hand, failures by the nail s
breaking between the parts united may be overcome by increasin g
the diameter and decreasing the length of the nails. Some bending of
the nails is an advantage because it prevents them from workin g
loose and absorbs some of the shocks that tend to cause the nails t o
shear out . Furthermore, resistance to shearing the nails out at th e

' ends. of sides, tops, and bottoms is increased slightly by the head scutting into the wood . Shear failures may be overcome by increasin g
the number of the nails, which permits decreasing their size withou t
causing other types of failures . If the nails pull out ., either the num-
ber of nails or their length should be increased . If the heads pul l
through the wood, a larger number of nails or nails with larger head sum Proportio1i to (heir length should be used . Figure I presents th e
results obtained in drum tests to show the relative amount of roug h
haudluig required to valise loss of contents in mailed boxes fastene d
with a different number of nails . A box with seven nails per nailing
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edge is taken as the basis for comparison . Cement-coated nails (p . 49)
normally offer greater resistance to withdrawal than barbed or tin _
coated smooth nails, but are of little advantage in preventing th e
nails from shearing out at the ends of the boards or the heads fro m
pulling through.

Splitting of the sides, top, and bottom may occur in driving th e
nails if the nails are too large in diameter . Splitting of ends or cleats
in nailing sides, tops, and bottoms to them may occur if the nails

i are too large in diameter or too long or if too many are placed in a
row . Staggering of nails, as well as reducing their size and number ,
aids in overcoming such splitting .

"Side nailing," or nailing through the top and bottom into th e
edges of the sides, adds little to the strength of the box, since the
weight of the contained commodity and the hazards encountered i n
service spring the box sides and produce splitting of the top and
bottom at the side nails . (Pl. 2, B and C .) Even in strapped boxe s
the springing of the box sides is often sufficient to cause side nails to e

/45 Z
6 nails per nailing edge

/00 Z
7 nails per, nailing edge

o~
75 %

6 nails per, nailing edg e

22 o
5 nails per, nailing edge

FIGURE 1 .-Relation of number of nails to amount of rough handling required tolwause los s
of contents . Boxes for 2 dozen No. 3 cans nailed with sixpenny nail s

split the box top and bottom . After such splitting, side nails are a
danger to hands and clothing .

If the nails pierce two pieces and are clinched one-eighth to one -
fourth inch at right angles to their shanks, fewer nails are required .
The character of the shank of a clinched nail is relatively unimportan t
since the resistance to withdrawal depends upon the clinched end .

As previously indicated, the nailing required for a box varies wit h
the thicknesses of the box sides, top, and bottom, and with the number
of boards in each part . However, the maximum size of the nail s
that may be used satisfactorily is usually limited by the kind an d
thicknesses of the wood in the ends and in the cleats . If the sides ,
top, and bottom are of comparatively thin material, care shoul d
be taken not to overdrive the nails . Overdriving a nail (p . 51 )
crushes the wood fibers surrounding the nail and reduces the resistanc e
to the nail head pulling through the wood and to the nail shank
shearing out at the end of the piece .

Proper nailing is obtained when no one type of nail failure pre -
dominates and there is as much likelihood of one type of failure a s
of another .

r
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MOISTURE CONTENT OF LUMBER

Manufacturers and shippers often make boxes out of lumber tha t
has not been properly seasoned . Although this lumber is terme d
"dry" it may contain 25 per cent or more moisture . The use of
green or wet lumber of this kind is very poor practice because a bo x
made of such lumber quickly loses most of its strength (3) and
becomes decidedly inferior to one made of dry lumber . Shrinkage
of the green lumber in drying loosens the nails so much that the
weaving action during transportation often causes them to work out .
Furthermore, the nails driven into the side grain of the box ends an d

100 %
Nailed at /5% moisture and tested at once .

Nailed at 30 Z moisture and tested .at once.

75 Z
Nailed at /5%, stored 4 /months, and tested at 5% moisture .

50%
Nailed at 5 , moisture and tested at once

/5
Nailed at 30%, stored one .year and tested at 59; moisture.

lo x
Nailed at 5%, stored 2 weeks in exhaust steam and tested at 35% moisture.

10 %
Nailed at 5%dried to . 44 %, tested at 35% moisture. 2 weeks in dry
storage, 2 weeks in steam

MIN /0%
Nailed at 5%, steamed to 35X, tested at 44%moisture . 2- weeks in
steam, 2 weeks in dry storag e

FIGURE 2.-Effect of moisture condition at time of nailing and change in condition due to storage ,
on strength of boxes, the basis of comparison being boxes nailed at 15 per cent moisture conten t
and tested at once . Boxes are for 2 dozen No . 3 cans, nailed with seven cement-coated nails t o
each nailing edge. Average results of tests of boxes made from a single species of woo d

cleats resist the shrinkage of theside, top, and bottom boards and
cause the hoards to split .

The weakening effect caused by the drying of the wood after th e
boxes have been nailed is indicated in Figures 2 and 3 . It may be
looted that boxes made of green lumber and subsequently dried i n
storage lose at least 75 per cent of their resistance to handling. Under
such conditions the cement coating on the nails loses its effectivenes s
lu preventing withdrawal . Barbed nails (p . 49) have greater holding
Power than either uncoated or cement-coated smooth nails after th e
wood into which they are driven has dried . It may be noted, how-
ever that before the drying of the wood the barbed nails have les s
holding power than any of the other types .

90 ;
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The use of very dry lumber in boxes is objectionable because the
driving of the nails breaks down the wood fibers more, and dry lumbe r
splits more readily both in nailing and in service than lumber havin g
a higher moisture content. A box made of lumber containing 12 to
18 per cent moisture will withstand ordinary storage conditions with ..
out a great loss in serviceability . However, even when boxes are t o
be made of lumber that has the proper moisture content, they should
not be assembled with cement-coated nails until needed, since i n
time cement-coated nails lose part of their resistance to withdrawal
even with no change in the moisture content of the wood into whic h
they are driven (p . 52 .)

143
Made from green /umber and tested at once

loo
Nailed at /5%, tested at once

8. %
Nailed at /5%, stored 60 days with little change, tested at t6%

74
Nai/ed at /5%, dried in storage 60 days to 5-S-%, stored 70 days
under damp conditions, tested at /54-A.

353,
Nailed at /5%, dried in storage 6o days, and tested at 5.5 1

MUM 24 %
Nailed in a green condition, dried in storage 45 days, and tested at /0 %

FIGURE 3 .-Effect of the drying of lumber after nailing, as shown by the resistance of boxes to
rough handling . The boxes nailed at 15 per cent moisture and tested at once are taken as a base.
The boxes were for 2 dozen No . 3 cans, nailed with seven cement-coated nails to each nailing edge .
These results are the average of tests on boxes made from seven species of woo d

NUMBER OF PIEcEs

The number of pieces in the various parts of a. box greatly influences
its strength. Boxes with several narrow boards in the sides, top, and
bottom have less resistance to diagonal distortion and weaving tha n

4f ! : . j

	

those with a smaller number of wider boards ; consequently mor e
1Y ;,

	

bending stress is transmitted to the ends and cleats . In such boxe s
the weaving action loosens the nails, splits the pieces holding the nai l

1 points, shears the nails out at the ends of the boards, or breaks th e
nails off between the two pieces united . Boxes with parts consisting
of a number of boards therefore require better nailing and thicker lum -
ber than boxes with parts made of a single piece . Wide stock also

,i ,

	

has the advantage over narrow stock in that larger knots may b e
permitted . Furthermore, the use of wide stock makes pilfering fro m

r~ !

	

the box more difficult . Narrow boards are least objectionable in
cleated box ends .
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EDGE JOINTS

The weakening effect of two or more boards in a box part may b e
overcome by securely joining the edges of the boards together . The
Linderman joint (pl . 3, C) is the most satisfactory joint for boxes .
It is most effective when tapered lengthwise, to produce a wedgin g
action, and properly glued .

Great care is necessary to make a strong glue connection whethe r
in plain butt, tongue-and-groove, or ship-lap joint. (Pl. 3 .) The
strength of a part built up in this manner depends entirely on th e
efficiency of the glued joint . Unless reinforced by other fastenings ,
glue in butt, tongue-and-groove, or ship-lap joints can not ordinarily
be `depended upon for strength since such joints are usually inaccu-
rately fitted and poorly glued .

Corrugated metal fasteners (pl . 3, B) are also used for joining the
edges of box parts . For best results corrugated fasteners should b e
driven alternately from the opposite faces of a box board . Common
practice is to use corrugated fasteners in the ends of uncleated boxes ;
they are seldom used on the side, top, or bottom joints of a box,
although they produce very good joints for this purpose. When glued
joints are drawn together with corrugated fasteners immediately after
spreading the glue the pieces are held together during the setting o f
the glum and much stronger glued joints result .

All of the foregoing types of joints are less effective in material less
than one-half inch in thickness than in thicker material .

ROTARY-CUT LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

One of the principal advantages of rotary-cut lumber and plywoo d
for box construction is that these materials are produced in width s
sufficiently great to permit almost any box part to be made of a singl e
piece . Rotary-cut lumber for box construction is relatively thin ,
usually one-fourth inch or less in thickness, and has practically th e
same strength properties as sawed lumber of the same species of wood ,
grade, and thickness . Rotary-cut lumber is comparatively free fro m
defects since it is usually produced only from relatively smooth logs .
Consequently, the rotary-cut lumber used for boxes is usually of bette r
quality than the sawed lumber . Like sawed lumber, its chief weak-
ness is comparatively low resistance to splitting and to shearing alon g
the grain . Plywood (p . 68) has a strength more nearly equal in al l
directions than rotary-cut or sawed lumber and has the additional
advantage that it may be built up to any desired width or thickness .
Plywood has much higher resistance to splitting, either at the nails
or otherwise ; to shearing out at the nails ; and to puncturing, than
has sawed lumber . It is extensively used for panel boxes, but is
seldom used in the common styles of nailed wooden boxes, althoug h
it is well adapted for such boxes .

DIRECTION OF GRAIN

It is corm on practice in box construction to make the ends the
small faces of the box and to place the boards of the end, sides, top ,
and bottom with their grain lengthwise of the face although in ver y
large boxes the boards are sometimes placed with their grain runnin g
the short dimension of the box face . Boards placed with their grain
running the short dimension of the box make a weaker box than
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boards with their grain running lengthwise of the box. Such boxes
require a greater number of boards, and since the boards are short
they have less capacity to spring and thus relieve the direct pull
of the contents on the nails .

STYLES OF BOXE S

Style 1 (uncleated end) and style 6 (locked-corner and dovetail )
(pi. 1) are neat and attractive constructions, but are suitable onl y
for small boxes carrying relatively light loads, usually not ove r
60 to 100 pounds . The size of box and the weight of contents for
which these styles may be used depends on whether the box has
1-piece sides and on whether the commodity is able to support th e
box against its characteristic weakness, which is its tendency to
split entirely around parallel to the top and bottom. Such splitting
is likely to occur if the box drops on its corners or edges or if its side s
or ends are subjected to a puncturing action . When a box having
joints in the sides drops on any of its corners or edges, the upper
section of the box has a tendency to slide past the lower section, -
If this action is not prevented by the commodity itself it is resiste d
only by the strength of the box end in bending across the grain .
The most effective method of strengthening an uncleated bo x
(style 1 or 6) against such failures is the use of 1-piece sides .

The low holding power of the n ails driven. into the end grain of the
box ends in comparison with that of nails driven into the side grai n
is also a source of weakness in the style 1 box .

The locked-corner and dovetail (style 6) construction in whic h
the ends and sides of the box are joined by a series of glued tenon s
is more rigid than the nailed construction. In style 6 boxes failure s
occur not only through the ends and sides splitting but also through
the tenons breaking or pulling apart . Because of the rel-tivel
thin ends and the small nails used, failures sometimes occur throug h
the top and bottom pulling off. Locked-corner and dovetail boxe s
are usually most efficient when the sides are of single-niece stoc k
and the ends of a slightly greater thickness than the sides . Style 6
boxes usually require for the same service somewhat thicker side s
and thinner ends than the nailed boxes of style 1 . The thicker side s
are required so as to avoid pulling the tenons apart by springing
of the sides .

Each end of boxes of styles 4 and 5 is reinforced with two cleats .
The chief purposes of the cleats are to permit the use of two or more
pieces in the ends, to prevent splitting of the box, and to make better
nailing possible . Some of the nails are usually driven through th e
sides into the cleats and some into the ends, thus increasing the nail -
holding power and adding rigidity to the box . Such nailing also
reduces the likelihood of the nails shearing the wood out at the ends
of the boards or of splitting the wood holding their points .

When the character of the contents permits, placing the cleat s
inside the box decreases the length of the sides . If in such construc-
tion the nails are driven through the sides and cleats and are clinched ,
the resistance to the sides pulling off is greatly increased .

Inside cleats should be shorter than the depth of the box, so tha t
in the event that the box sides and ends shrink the cleats will not
protrude and thus cause an opening of the box top and bottom .
Outside cleats, however, should be long enough to come nearly
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Different kinds of edge joints and fasteners : A, Use of corrugated fasteners ; B, four types of corru-
gated fasteners ; C, Linderman joint ; D, coil of corrugated fastening material ; E, tongue-and-
groove joint; F, ship-lap joint
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. M8989F M9758F M899C F

A and B, Typical failure of the ends of styles 4 and 5 nailed boxes by splitting at the nails ; C, failure
of style 2 box by splitting of end at edge of cleat ; D, 3-way corner or so-called hardware type of
box; E, box reinforced with wooden battens .
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A, Standard boxes for fruits and vegetables ; B, style 2 box with nailed metal straps ; C, style 2 box
with nailless metal straps ; D, style 5 box bound with wire s

Tech . Bul . 171, U . S. Dept . of Agriculture
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A, Nailed box reinforced with nailed straps placed away from the ends ; B, a long box with bat-
tens and nailed metal straps. Such double reinforcing is desirable when straps alone will no t
give sufficient resistance to bending of sides, top, and bottom

PLATE 6
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PLATE 8

Standard styles of plywood boxes : A, Cleated plywood boxes ; B, plywood box having paralle l
slats on one face ; C, open-face box reinforced with diagonal brac e

s
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flush with the outer surface of the box top and bottom. They will
thus increase the rigidity of the box top and bottom and assist in
preventing the nails through the top and bottom from splittin g
the box ends. (Pl . 4, A and B .)

The two horizontal cleats on the ends of a style 2, 232, or 3 bo x
allow the nails holding the box top and bottom to~be staggered in the
box ends and cleats, thus increasing the rigidity of the top and botto m
box faces in the same manner that the rigidity of the box sides i s
increased by the use of vertical cleats . If the placing of nails i s
divided between the horizontal cleats and the ends proper, the likeli-
hood of splitting the box ends by the nails in the box top and botto m
is reduced . Since in boxes having horizontal cleats some of the nail s
driven into the box ends are spaced farther from the ends of the top
and bottom boards, the likelihood of the nails shearing out at the end s
of the top and bottom boards is reduced . The ends of the boxes of
styles 2, 2% j and 3 sometimes split along the inner edges of the hori-
zontal cleats and fail by allowing the cleats with part of the end board s
to pull away with the top or bottom. (Pl . 4, C .) Such failures are
resisted by the strength of the end board in both tension and bend-
ing across the grain and by the reinforcing action of the vertica l
cleats. The styles 2 and 2% boxes offer greater resistance to th e
foregoing type of failure than the style 3 box does, since more of th e
nails attaching the vertical cleats to the ends of the box may b e
placed close to the ends of these cleats . The style 2% box has th e
advantage over the style 2 box in that during the nailing of the to p
and bottom, the notches on the vertical cleats support the horizonta l
cleats and take a thrust that would otherwise come on the nails
joining the horizontal cleats to the ends .

Inasmuch as one of the chief functions of ends and cleats is to pro -
vide a means for adequately fastening the box parts together, it i s
desirable where maximum box strength is required to have the ends
and cleats each of sufficient thickness to receive the nails . In order
to save material, however, the ends of boxes of styles 2 and 2'2 ar e
sometimes made of relatively thin material reinforced with heavy
cleats and the sides, top, and bottom are nailed to the cleats only .
Boxes with such end construction are less rigid than boxes with
thicker ends and have less resistance to splitting at the inside edge s
of the horizontal cleats . The nails in the ends of the sides, top, and
bottom are closer to the ends of the boards in these parts and hav e
less resistance to shearing out . Furthermore, such nails must be
closely spaced in the cleats and consequently are more likely to spli t
them. This construction, however, gives good service in boxe s
carrying relatively light loads .

The hardware type or 3-way corner box (Pl . 4, D) is very rigid .
In this style of box the boards in all the faces are of the same thick-
ness, and the edges of each face receive the nails holding the ends o f
the adjacent faces. Consequently it is necessary that the material
he thick enough to prevent its being split by the nails . In service thehardware type box often strikes an object in such a manner that th e
entire weight of the commodity is transmitted to the nails as a direct
Pull, thereby loosening them . It is very difficult to nail boxes of thi s
type so that the boards will not be knocked off in ordinary handling .
Tac name "hardware type" appears to be a misnomer, since tests

83899°----30----2
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and experience indicate that such a box is not well suited for the ship _
ment of hardware or other heavy commodities . A further objection
to the hardware type is that, in closing it, the nails must be drive n
into four edges and from three directions .

REINFORCEMENTS

A number of different kinds of reinforcements have been devise d
to secure lighter and cheaper boxes and to strengthen containers
against pilfering and against exceptional hazards .

Wooden battens around the box are among the oldest forms of
reinforcement and are still used to some extent on export packages ,
(P1 . 4, E.) They may be placed on the inner or the outer surface of
the box, at the extreme ends, or at some distance from the ends ,
They are objectionable for export boxes when placed outside becaus e
they increase the displacement, are likely to be knocked off, and ofte n
interfere with stacking. Where wooden battens are placed some
distance away from the box ends and on the outer surface of the box `
the battens should always be fastened with clinched nails . Whe

nsecurely fastened to the sides, top, or bottom, battens assist in pre -
venting shear at the joints between the boards in these parts and thu s
increase the rigidity of the box . They also increase the resistance
to puncture and render pilfering of the box contents more difficult .
Securely nailed metal strips often connect the ends of the battens o a
adjoining faces of the box, thus forming a continuous binding which
aids in absorbing shocks.

Thin cleats (pl . 5, A) are usually stapled to the ends of thin sides ,
tops, and bottoms of boxes used for the shipment of fruits and vege-
tables. These thin cleats are effective in preventing the thin lumbe r
from splitting at the nails which fasten it to the box ends, from
breaking under the nail heads, and from pulling away from the nails .

Metal straps and wires are the most common reinforcements fo r
nailed boxes . They are lighter than wooden battens, do not appre-
ciably increase the displacement, and interfere less with sliding an d
stacking . Usually where metal bindings are placed around the ex-
treme ends of the box they are nailed . (Pl. 5, B .) Where metal
straps are applied some distance from the ends they are held i n
place by drawing them tight and fastening their overlapping ends .
with a seal (pl . 5, C) or are spot welded . Overlapping ends of wire
are usually twisted together to form a seal . (Pl. 5, D . )

Metal straps or twisted wire of two or more strands properl y
nailed around the box at the extreme ends, retard the pulling out o f
the nails from the box ends ; assist in preventing the nail heads fro m
pulling through the sides, top, and bottom ; and aid in preventing the
nails from shearing out of the ends of side, top, and bottom boards .
The additional nailing required by metal binding increases the rigidit y
of the box. However, full advantage of nailed strapping is obtained ,
only when the strapping is fastened with nails of the same size a s
those used in making the box . The tensile strength of flat strapping
is reduced by driving nails through it ; yet the reinforcement added
to the box by the strapping nails offsets the reduction in tensile strengt h
of the strapping .

Straps placed some distance from the box ends absorb part of the"
shocks which would otherwise be transmitted to the sides, top, 'o r
bottom . Such shocks are distributed to the various parts of the box
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through pull on the straps . This action relieves the direct pull of
the box contents on the nails and reduces splitting or breaking acros s
the grain of the sides, top, and bottom . Straps placed at some dis-
tance from the ends also allow the use of lower grade side, top, and
bottom material than straps placed at the ends . Straps placed thus,
however, are not so effective in preventing diagonal distortion as thos e
nailed at the end of the box and are therefore less effective in reducing
the shear on the nails in the ends of the sides, top, and bottom.
Nailed straps placed away from the ends of the box (pl . 6, A) are
less efficient than nailless straps similarly placed because of the weaken -
ing effect of the nail holes in the straps and because only short nail s
can be used except through the strap at the edges of the box or throug h
straps applied over battens . (Pl . 6, B .) The nails at the box edges
do not add sufficient strength to compensate for the weakening o f
the straps caused by the holes . Staples spanning the straps on large
boxes are of value in holding the straps close to the box and prevent-
ing them from catching on objects .

Straps lengthwise of the box and perpendicular to the grain in th e
ends assist in absorbing shocks and thus help to prevent the end s
being knocked out. Straps lengthwise of the box and parallel t o
the grain of the ends of uncleated boxes add little strength to th e
box .

A strap, placed away from the box ends, loses most or. all of its
efficiency upon breaking, whereas a failure at any point n a stra p
nailed around the ends of the box causes only a local weakness .

To he most, effective, metal bindings, particularly the nadles s
variety, must be drawn tight enough to cut into the corners or edge s
cif the box, and must be kept taut until they have served their purpose .
For this reason the binding should be applied immediately before th e
box is shipped in order to avoid as far as possible any loosening effect
that may be caused by the drying and shrinking of the lumber .
(Pl. 7 . )

Both metal bindings and wooden battens are effective means o f
reducing the weight of the box without sacrificing serviceability .
Experience shows that the sides, top, and bottom of a nailed wooden
box that is properly bound with metal bindings may safely be mad e
20 to 40 per cent thinner than those of boxes without such bindings .
'When straps are used in order to allow a reduction of the thicknesse s
of the sides, top, and bottom, it is necessary that the nailing b e
adapted to the reduced thicknesses of lumber . The use of strapping
on a box normally does not justify any reduction in the thickness o f
the box ends .

The proper number of straps and method of applying them for an y
particular purpose depend upon a number of factors, the most impor-
tant of which are the size of the box and the weight of its contents .
Boxes carrying heavy loads and boxes carrying light loads are handle d
quite differently in service ; consequently, although the straps require d
or the box carrying heavy- loads should be larger, the size of the strap srequirec.l is not. in direct, proportion to the weight carried in the box .

The n ature and value of the contents, the shape of the box, and th e
transportation hazards also have an important bearing on the numbe r
ana size of straps needed . Rules for the selection and application o f
traPPnng are given in appendix E .
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CLEATED PLYWOOD BOXES

A cleated plywood box consists of single-piece plywood sides, top ,
bottom, and ends nailed to cleats . Figure 4 and Plate 8, A illustrate
styles of cleated plywood boxes that have been adopted as standard b y
the Plywood Box Manufacturers' Association of America . The chief
characteristics of cleated plywood boxes are : Light weight, high
resistance to diagonal distortion, resistance to mashing at the corners ,

sryI T

	

style It

FIGUnE 4 .-Standard styles of cleated plywood boxes

Style 8

sty/e E

. and capacity to. withstand severe tumbling and dropping. Cleated
plywood boxes are neat in appearance, easy to handle, almost dust -
proof, and are difficult to pilfer. The thin plywood springs easily
and thus absorbs many of the shocks which would otherwise caus e
damage to the contents . Styles A, B, and D are those most commonl y
used . Styles A and 13 have four cleats on each face of the box and
are often called full-cleated panel boxes. Styles B, D, E, and G .have
3-way-corner construction .

1
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DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

The high strength and rigidity of cleated plywood boxes resul t
from the use of single-piece stock in the ends, sides, top, and bottom ,
and from the high resistance of plywood to splitting and to shearing
or tearing away from the fastenings .

If the plywood on any face is replaced by slats of lumber place d
parallel with an edge (pl . 8, B), the high resistance of the box to
diagonal distortion and twisting is destroyed . If the commodity is
fastened to these slats near the four corners of the box face (pl . 8, B, a )
and the box is dropped on a corner, the stresses tending to caus e
diagonal distortion are resisted by the commodity, and damage to i t
is likely to result unless the commodity is able to resist diagonal ,
distortion stresses . If the open face is reinforced with a well-nailed
diagonal brace as shown in Plate 8, C, the box has almost as much
resistance to diagonal distortion as a box having all faces covered with
plywood . If any one of the open faces is not braced by the com-
modity or otherwise the diagonal distortion that takes place in thi s
unbraced face when the box drops on a corner will cause each of the
faces to warp and the box to twist in a manner similar to the crate i n
Plate 20, A . A discussion of the influence of the commodity in pre -
venting diagonal distortion and twisting of crates, given on page 35 ,
applies also to plywood boxes .

NAILING

The nailing is one of the most important factors in the strength and
rigidity of cleated plywood boxes . Much of the previous discussion
of nailing on page 11 applies to cleated plywood boxes .

In making up the ends, sides, top, and bottom of most styles o f
leated plywood boxes the plywood is attached to the wide faces of
he cleats with nails or staples and in assembling the box the six panels
o formed are nailed together . if too few fastenings are used in

attaching the plywood to the cleats, the weaving of the box in servic e
or the pressure of the contents or external objects on the plywoo d
will either break the, fastenings, pull them out, pull them through the

plywood, or the plywood will split and shear away from them . If
he nails or staples pass through the cleat and are clinched, they ar e
rot likely to pull out.. Staples or large-headed nails are more diffi-
ult to pull through the plywood or to shear out than nails with smal l
reads. Overdriving the staples or nails injures the plywood and re-
luces the strength of the joint .
If the nails holding the six panels together to form the complete d

ox are of the wrong kind, number, or size, the box is weakened a t
he joints . The nails through the cleats and the plywood must be
ong enough to penetrate deep into the cleats on the adjacent box face ;
therwise a greater number of nails will be necessary to prevent nail
ull . Splitting of the cleats may be avoided by using nails as small
i diameter as will permit driving .
Where nails are driven only throug h •h the plywood into the cleats on

ue adjacent face of the box, as in style D, the number of nails and th e
size of the nailhead are the important considerations in preventing th e

YWood from pulling away from the cleats . In such joints large-
eaded cement-coated roofing nails give good results . The loosening

Pulling out of such nails may be overcome by using longer nails or
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a greater number of nails . Bending and breaking of the plywood a t
the nail line (pl . 9, A) may be decreased by increasing the number o f
nails. Failures because of the nailheads pulling through the plywood
or splitting or shearing the plywood out are also reduced by increasing
the number of nails .

SIZE OF CLEAT S

The primary functions of the cleats are to provide a means for se-
curely fastening the box faces together and to reinforce the corners
against mashing . Intermediate cleats are sometimes used, as in
styles F and G, to reinforce the plywood against bending. The
required sizes of the cleats along the edges of the box will vary with th e
nailing necessary to hold the box parts together . Such cleats should
be free from defects that affect their nail-holding power or increase
the tendency of the wood to split at the nails . Larger cleats are re-
quired where a single cleat is used along the edge of the box, as in
style D, than where two cleats are used along each edge, as in styles
A• and B .

THICKNESS OF PLYWOOD

The thickness of plywood required will vary with the style of th e
box. The plywood in boxes with a single cleat along the edge bend s
under the impacts of the commodity and breaks at the nails fastenin g
it. to the cleats on the adjoining box side (pl . 9, A), whereas the plywood
in a full-cleated box bends and breaks either along the inner edges o f
the cleats that are parallel to the face plies or at some distance from
these edges. (Pl . 9, B .) The failures in plywood of a single-cleate d
box are localized around the nails, whereas in a double-cleated bo x
the failures in the plywood are continuous along the edge of the cleat .
Consequently a single-cleated box requires thicker plywood than a
double-cleated one .

DIRECTION OF PLYWOO D

The best results in boxes having plywood consisting of three plie s
of the same thickness are obtained where the grain of the face plie s
for each box face is in the direction of the shortest dimension of tha t
box face . This arrangement of the plies gives the plywoo d. its greatest
bending strength . In some boxes the bending of the plywood is an
advantage because in bending the plywood absorbs shocks that would
otherwise be transmitted to the box contents, but in other boxes the
bending of the plywood is a disadvantage since it allows the content s
to shift and to be damaged by rubbing . Plywood box sides having the
grain of the face plies parallel with the width of the box face ben d
less under the impacts of the contents than if the grain is lengthwis e
of the face . The resistance of plywood to puncturing, shearing, split-
ting, and failure at the nails may be varied by changing the construc-
tion of the plywood (p . 68) .

WIRE-BOUND BOXES

The wire-bound box is a lightweight type of shipping container
that utilizes rotary-cut lumber, sliced lumber, or thin-sawed lumber
in combination with cleats, wires, and staples . Unlike the sides of
nailed boxes, the sides of wire-bound boxes are always of the sam e
thicknesses as the box top and bottom, and usually the ends are o f
the same thickness as the sides. The thin material in the ends,
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sides, top, and bottom, springs and thus absorbs the shocks tha t
would otherwise be transmitted to the commodity . The springing
action enables the wire-bound box to withstand severe handling.
The wires and staples hold the parts together and make pilfering o f
the box contents difficult .

In making wire-bound boxes two or more binding wi res spaced a t
a determined distance are stapled by special machines to the side ,
bottom, side, and top box parts, consecutively, to form a mat . The
end staples on each part span the binding wires and pass throug h
the sheet material and, usually, into the end cleats . The staples
over the intermediate binding wires are clinched on the inner surfac e
of the sheet material A box in mat form as delivered to the shipper
ready to be assembled with the end panels is shown in Plate 10, A .
In assembling the box the mat is simply folded into position and the
ends nailed or stapled to the inner surfaces of the side and botto m
cleats. Closing the box consists of twisting together the ends of
the binding wires . The box is easily opened by clipping the wires
near the twist . The shape of the box may be readily varied to fi t
the contents . (Pl . 10, C . )

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

The efficiency of a wire-bound box depends upon the combinatio n
of thicknesses of ends, sides, top, and bottom ; number, size, and
position of binding wires and staples ; and end reinforcements. Fail-
ures in wire-bound boxes usually occur at or near the joints betwee n
the end cleats and the sides, top, and bottom, although occasionall y
failures are caused by the binding wires breaking, or the sides, top ,
and bottom puncturing or breaking between wires . The type of
failure will determine which details of construction need to be change d
to overcome the weakness .

STAPLIN G

The stapling of end binding wires is one of the most importan t
features with respect to the strength of the box . If the staples are
of the wrong number or size, or improperly } positioned, they may
pull out, shear out at the ends of the boards, or split the cleats ; or
the sides, top, and bottom may break under the staples . Over-
driving of staples causes the binding wires to mash the wood, thereb y
reducing the resistance of the sides, top, and bottom to breakin g
across the grain at the staples and under the wires .

Pulling out of staples from the cleats may be. reduced by increasing
the number of staples, by increasing their length, or by changin g
the position of the intermediate binding wires . Shearing out of the
staples at the ends of the boards may be overcome by increasing
the number of staples or the thickness of the sides, top, and bottom .

Splitting of the cleats at the staples is usually caused by the sid e
Pull on the staples of the wire and the sheet material . This failure
is usually local and can sometimes be overcome by using more staples ,
thereby avoiding the localizing of the disturbing forces . In boxes
carrying very heavy loads this type of failure may indicate tha t
additional end reinforcements are needed .

The holding power of staples varies with the species of wood i n
the cleats and the moisture content of the wood, and with change s
rn moisture content after the staples are driven . (See p, 55 .)
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Proper positioning of staples over the end wires is importan t
order to prevent driving the staples into the joints since such drivin g
causes splitting of the cleats or interference with the folding of the
box. Since the staples over intermediate binding wires are clinched
they are seldom a source of weakness, although they must be o
proper length to provide a good clinch .

THICKNESS OF SIDES, Toe, AND BOTTO M

The thickness of sheet material required for a wire-bound box de-
pends upon the species of wood, the spacing of the intermediate bind .
ing wires, the weight and nature of the contents, and the width of t h
box faces. If the material is too thin failures occur through the bo x
mashing at the corners, through the sides, top, and bottom breaking
across the grain at, or near, the end wires, or through the staples
astride the end wires shearing out at the ends of the thin boards .
In wire-bound boxes with wide faces the shocks of the contents, inci-
dent to rough handling, are distributed over a greater surface for the
same gross weight, and consequently thinner sheet material may be
used than in boxes with narrow faces . The wide faces also allow
more stapling, so that failures caused by the staples pulling or shear-
ing out at the box ends are less likely to occur .

The thickness of material required to prevent mashing at the bo x
corners is determined largely by the weight of the contents, althoug h
the size of the box influences the stresses indirectly through its effec t
on the method of handling . The relation of the thickness of the box
material to the species of wood, to the size of the box, and to the
weight of its contents may he approximated by the equations given

SIZE AND SPACING OF WIRE S

The size and the spacing of the wires are important in determinin g
the thicknesses required for the sides, top, and bottom, and in holding ,
these parts together . The intermediate wires reinforce the sides
top, and bottom against• breaking across the grain and also agains t
springing, thereby retarding the loosening, pulling out, and shearin g
out of the staples . If, however, too many intermediate wires ar e
used the shocks in handling are not absorbed by the springing of bo x
sides, top, and bottom . Greater stresses, therefore, are transmitted
to the joints, and failures are more likely to occur through the knockin g
out of the ends or through the mashing of the box at the corners . The
number of wires required for a satisfactory box depends upon th e
thickness of the sheet material, which, in turn, is determined by th e
size of the box, weight, and nature of its contents . The size of wires
required varies with the number used, but the sum of their total
cross-sectional area depends upon the weight of the box contents .
The relation of the number and size of wires to the thickness of th e

in Appendix E .
Damage to the commodity from the springing of the box sides, top

and bottom may be avoided by increasing the thickness of the mate-
rial, by increasing the number of wires or changing their position, or
by using intermediate rows of cleats, as shown in Plate I1, A . Such
cleats also afford reinforcement against puncture . Intermediate
rows of cleats are sometimes useful in preventing damage by servin g
as separators between units of the commodity . These cleats when
serving as separators often permit decreasing the thickness of th e
box parts .
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PLATE 9

M 5762 F

A, Characteristic failure of single cleated plywood box ; B, characteristic failures of cleated plywood
boxes
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PLATE 1 0

A, Wire-bound box as delivered from fabricating machine ready to be assembled ; B, standard tools
for twisting the ends of wires in closing wire-bound boxes and crates ; C, wire-bound boxes of various
shapes
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PLATE 11
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PLATE 1 2

M9765.F

A, Wire-bound box reinforced with metal strap lengthwise of box ; B, wire-bound box made
of low-grade resawed lumber



PLATE 1 3

M9766F
Wi re-bound boxes with the grain of the sheet material hi different directions : A, The grain of th e

boards in the sides, top, and bottom and end runs in the direction of the longest dimension ; B, the
grain of the boards in the sides, top, and bottom runs in the direction of the shortest dimension ;
C, the grain of the boards in the sides, top, bottom, and ends runs in the direction of the shortestdimension
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PLATE 1 4

One-piece slotted fiber boxes : Corrugated fiber box A and solid -fib& box B, folded flat and set up ;
C, double thickness corrugated fiber box
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material may be approximated by the equations and curves give n
in Appendix E .

Usually the end wires and the adjacent intermediate wires need t o
be spaced closer than the other wires . When placed near the box ends
the adjacent wires are better able to absorb the shocks of the contents
which tend to bend the thin boards in the sides, top, and bottom an d
to pull them away from the staples, or to break the sides, top, an d
bottom under the end-binding wires . Furthermore, the wires near
the box ends are in a better position to relieve the direct pull of th e
contents on the staples astride the end wires . The exact positioning
of the wires is dependent upon the nature of the box contents . The
wires may sometimes need to be so spaced that when they are drawn
tightly in closing the box they spring the box sides, top, and botto m
against the commodity in such a way as to retard its shifting an d
thereby reduce the outward thrust on the box ends . Again, where
the weight of the box contents is concentrated at points on the bo x
faces instead of being uniformly distributed over these faces, the in-
termediate wires may need to be spaced in direct line with the points
of contac t. so as to better reinforce the thin box sides, top, and botto m
against springing and breaking across the grain .

CLOSING THE WIRE-BOUND Box

Failures due to the wires pulling apart at the closure are usuall y
the result of improper twisting. The best closures are obtained b y
using special tools which have
been developed for twisting
the wires . (Pl. 10, B .) The
wire should be soft enough
not to break when the ends
are twisted together, and, as
.a precaution against pilfer-
mg, hard enough so that it
can not be untwisted and re -
twisted without breaking .
After the twist is made it i s
bent down alongside the wire ,
as shown in Figure 5 . This
box may be readily opened
for inspection and easily re -
closed . The box is opened by clipping the wires either near th e
twisted ends or along the opposite top edge of the box . The top i s
then lifted like the lid of a trunk . The box is reclosed by splicing
the wires with short pieces and twisting the ends together as in makin g
the original closure . Figure 6 illustrates a convenient patented
device for splicing the wire . The end of the wire on top of the box is
Inserted into the coiled end of the splicing wire and then bent to form
a hook which fits into the other half of the coil and completes th e
Splice . Plate 11, B illustrates a, type of wire-bound box having th e
woes joined to gether when assemblin g the box by means of "loog

	

P
ties" at their ends .

ENDS, CLEATS, BATTENS, AND LINERS

The end sheets of wire-bound boxes are usually of the same specie s
and thickness of material as the sides, top, and bottom, although
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thick ends are sometimes used in boxes carrying heavy loads . Inorder to facilitate the production of wire-bound boxes by specialmachines and to reduce the costs the dimensions of cleats have he"
standardized. Until recently one size for cleats,' approximatel y
1 %B-inch by %-inch material, was commonly used for boxes of all s izes
in combination with seven thicknesses of sheet material, four size s
of wires, and four sizes of staples . In 1928 improvements were made
so that the machine for fabricating wire-bound boxes could be set u p
to use several sizes of cleats within the range o!' nine-sixteenths t o
1% inches in thickness, and several lighter (one-sixteenth and one ..
twelfth inch) thicknesses of sheet material and sizes of wires and

FIGURE 6.-The wire-bound box may be readily opened for inspection and easily reclosed : A, In-
sert end of wire on top of box into coiled end made by splicers and bend box wire into for m
of hook as shown; B, pull tight so that end of hook fits into other half of coil ; C, twist the two
wire ends together until excess length is cut off ; D, knock twist against side and box is then close d

staples. The ends of the cleats are usually put together in a mortise -
and-tenon joint, such as is shown in Plate 11, D, a, although the plain
miter (pl. 11, D, b) and step miter (pl. 11, D, c) are sometimes used .
Mitered joints permit driving the staples close to the corner of th e
box, thereby reducing the tendency for the wire to slip off at the corner .

Figure 7 illustrates various arrangements of battens for end rein-
forcements that have been adopted by the Wirebound Box Manufac-
turers' Association. Styles A, C, D, F, T, and X are most commonly
used . The A battens reinforce the top and bottom cleats against

4 Sizes of other parts commonly used are: Thickness of sheet material : One-eighth, one-sixth, three-
sixteenths, seven thirty-seconds, one-fourth, five-sixteenths, and three-eighths inches . Binding wires :
12, 13, 14, and 15 gage (steel wire gage) . Staples ; Over end wires, 16-gage (steel wire gage) by 13§ inches
and 14 inches; over intermediate wires, 18 gage (steel wire gage) by 7s-inch and M6-inch,
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breakage. If nails are driven through the fop and bottom cleat s
into the batten the end sheets are strengthened against breakag e
across the grain. The D battens reinforce the side cleats agains t
breakage and permit long nails to be driven through the mat to
reinforce the staples .

-Battens sometimes have a tongue on the edge and on the ends to
fit into grooves provided in the edges of the cleats .

The end boards are sometimes reinforced on the inner side and
near their ends with thin strips of lumber called liners, throug h
which the nails or staples are driven in attaching the box ends to the
cleats. (Pl. 11, C.) These liners assist in preventing the end board s
from' splitting and the fastenings from pulling through the thin en d
boards or shearing out at the ends of these boards .

FIGURE 7 .-Arrangements of end battens for wire-hound boxe s

STRAP REINFORCEMENTS

Metal straps or wires placed around the box lengthwise (pl . 12, A)
afford effective reinforcement of the ends and cleats . Straps applied
In this manner prevent the ends from being kicked out, assist in ,Preventing the pulling out of staples, and reinforce the ends andcleat

s lengthwis
e against

aroun
d breakage

e
across th
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without battened ndsP
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NUMBER OF PIECES OF Box PARTS

The number of pieces in the . skies, top, and bottom is the principal
factor in the resistance of a wire-bound box to diagonal distortion .
ice wire-bound boxes with a number of narrow pieces in the sides ,

t°P, and bottom distort easily they absorb the shocks of transporta-
t3pn and are consequently better adapted than boxes with wid e
Pieces for shipping articles which are not damaged by shifting orrubbing,
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DIRECTION OF GRAIN

Wire-bound boxes are usually made so that the grain of the board s,
in the sides, top, and bottom runs in the direction of the longestdimension of the box (pl . 13, A) although in large export boxes th
grain of the boards is sometimes run parallel to the shortest dim"-
sion . (Pl . 13, B, and C .) Where the grain of the boards parallelone of the shorter dimensions the ends, ceats, and binding wires ar e
longer and the sides, top, and bottom are wider than where it parallel s
the longest dimension . Placing the boards with the grain in the
direction of one of the shorter dimensions increases the ability of th e
box to withstand outside pressure, such as from rope slings or fro m
stacking, but reduces its resistance to the impacts by its contents .
The cleats, being longer, are more easily broken, and consequently
better end reinforcements are required .

Because of its many wire reinforcements the wire-bound box i s
well adapted to the use of low-grade sawed lumber either from hard -
woods or softwoods . Plate 12, B illustrates a wire-bound box made
with knotty resawed lumber in the ends, sides, top, and bottom an d
with clear hardwood cleats and battens .

CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBER BOXE S

Two types of fiber board, corrugated and solid, are in common use
for making boxes, The single-thickness corrugated type consist s
of a sheet of paper board that after being corrugated, is pasted wit h
silicate of soda (a mineral glue) between two outer flat sheets o f
paper board termed "test liners" . Double-thickness corrugated-fiber
board is a silicate-pasted assembly of three sheets of paper board
and two sheets of corrugated board. Solid fiber board is formed b y
pasting one or more sheets of chip board between two test liners.

Corrugated fiber sheets are usually made from straw pulp or fro m
pine or chestnut wood pulp . The outer plies or test liners of both
corrugated and solid fiber hoards contain comparatively long-fibered
wood pulp, either new or repulped, and a variable proportion o f
shorter-fibered pulp obtained from the cheaper grades of wast e
paper. The inner plies of solid fiber board consist of chip board
prepared from waste papers of the lowest grade . The strength o f
either type of fiber board can readily be adjusted within limits t o
different requirements through varying the thickness, number, an d
quality of the component plies .

In the manufacture of a box the corrugated or solid fiber board is
slotted and is creased, or scored, to facilitate bending . Plate 14, A
and B, shows a 1-piece slotted carton of each type folded flat for
shipment and set up ready to receive its contents . The one vertical
joint in a corrugated fiber box is made at the factory with gummed
tape (generally cambric, but occasionally paper) and that in a soli d
fiber box with flat stitching wire .

Fiber boxes have certain characteristics that make them especially
suitable for use in shipping a large variety of products . They are
light in weight, easy to handle, neat and attractive, and almost dus t

EI proof. As received from the manufacturer in the knock-down con-
dition they require small storage space and are easy to assemble . The
corrugated is better adapted than the solid type for the shipment of
glassware and other light and fragile articles because the corrugated
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board absorbs shocks better than the solid. Boxes made of double-
thickness corrugated boards (pl. 14, C) have greater shock-absorbing
qualities than boxes made of single-thickness corrugated board . The
solid fiber type, however, has greater resistance to rough handling

Style I-One-piece box
Style 2-Ha/f-slotted box

with cover

Style 3.-Design box

.5tq/e 6-Triple-slide bo x

FIGURE 8 .-Styles of corrugated-fiber boxes

and to wear as a result of sliding and is, therefore, better adapte d
for use in. shipping heavier and less fragile articles . Fiber boxes arse
made in various styles, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The 1-piece
slotted carton, styles 1 and A, is in more general use than any of the -
other styles .
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DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

SCORING

The strength of a corrugated or a solid fiber box when properl y
closed depends very largely on the quality of the fiber board and tll f,
moisture condition of the board at the time of scoring and the manlier
in which the board is scored . If the dies used to form the scores are
of the wrong size or form and make the scores too deep or too shallo w
or if the bends are too abrupt, the strength and serviceability of the

STYLE A
ONE-PIECE 'BOX

STYLE B
HALF-SLOTTED BOX WITH COVE R

STYLE C
DESIGN BOX

STYLE D

TELESCOPE BOX

(DESIGN STYLE )

11

ii

FIGURE 9.-Styles of solid-fiber boxes

box is greatly impaired . Any slight cracking or breaking along th e
scores when the box is folded into position indicates that the scoring
has not been done properly, that the board did not have the prope r
moisture content at time of scoring, or that the test liner is of poo r
quality and the box will not have the maximum capacity to with -
stand rough handling . No matter how strong the fiber board may b e
nor how well it has been scored, failures in boxes that are properly
closed usually occur at the longer scores of the smallest face (usually
the horizontal end scores) .
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DIRECTION OF GRAIN OF FIBER BOARD

A sheet of paper board has a definite direction of grain much lik e
that of a piece of wood . This direction is determined by the position
of the fibers, most of which arrange themselves parallel with th e
direction in which the sheet passes through the machine in the proces s
of making the paper board . In the formation of paper hoard, either
solid or corrugated, the component sheets are usually pasted wit h
their grains parallel . As a consequence, fiber sheets and fiber hoard s
are stronger in tension parallel with the grain than across it, and hav e
greater resistance to tearing across the grain than parallel to it .
Boxes made with the grain of the hoard perpendicular to the longe r
scores of the smallest face usually resist a greater amount of rough
handling than those made with the grain of the board parallel to thes e
scores . Solid fiber boxes made with the grain of the hoard perpen-
dicular to the horizontal scores also resist greater stacking loads whe n
stacked in the normal position than those made with the grain paralle l
to these scores . Because of the stiffening effect the corrugated-fibe r
boxes, however, resist greater stacking loads when the corrugation s
are perpendicular to . the horizontal scores, although the grain of all
the component sheets may be parallel to the horizontal scores .

SEALING OR CLOSING THE Box

The proper sealing of a fiber box is as important as the design an d
construction of the box itself . Three methods of sealing the 1-piece
slotted carton are in common use, (1) pasting the flaps togethe r
(usually with silicate of soda), (2) covering all outer seams wit h
gummed paper tape, and (3) stitching the flaps together along al l
seams with metal staples . (Pl . 15 .) The method of sealing is o f
little significance as regards the strength and serviceability of th e
box . The principal consideration is that the sealing must be done
in a thorough manner .

When the sealing consists of pasting the flaps together, the proper -
ties of the adhesive should be such that it can be spread evenly over
the entire surface of the flaps and permit the flaps to he brough t
together before it takes its initial set and can dry quickly thereafter .
Unless pressure is applied to hold the flaps in contact while th e
adhesive sets, proper sealing will not obtain . Special machines are
sometimes used for applying pressure in sealing with adhesives . The
use of an excessive amount of adhesive prolongs the drying and th e
time the flaps must be kept under pressure .

Sealing tape (strips not less than 2 inches wide) applied at the
seam of the outer flaps only, does not produce so good a seal as pastin g
the flaps together. Boxes with sealing tape applied at the seam o f
the outer flaps and also along the horizontal end scores, however ,
withstand more rough handling than boxes sealed only by pasting th e
asps together. The lower rigidity of the seal reduces the stress o n
the scores, and the tape reinforces the scores . The tape-sealed boxes
do not hold their shape so well as the boxes sealed with silicate o f
soda. Sealing tape is sometimes applied near the center of the bo x
and at right angles to the seam of the outer flaps but is less effectiv e
in reinforcing the box than tape applied lengthwise of the seam .

Metal staples produce fully as good a seal for solid fiber boxes a s
either silicate of soda or sealing tape, provided all outer flaps are
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stapled to inner flaps at or along all joints in the outer flaps and th estaples are spaced not more than 2% inches apart . Corrugated boxes
I ' f̀f

	

require staples of larger or wider wire than solid fiber boxes. to prevent.
the staples from pulling through .

No matter what method of sealing is employed, failure at the sealI ; !

	

rather than at the scored edges indicates that the sealing has not been
properly done .

LENGTH OF FLAP S

To obtain the maximum resistance to rough handling for a. given
quality of material, the ends of the outer flaps of fiber boxes should

dill meet or overlap and the ends of the inner flaps should meet or th e
space between their ends should be filled with a sheet of fiber board
which should be fastened securely to the outer flaps in sealing the
box.

REINFORCEMENTS

Paper tape applied on the outside of the box and along the score s
(pl . 16, A) reinforces the characteristically weak points of a fiber box
and greatly increases the resistance of the box to rough handling .
Taping scores on the inside is usually of less value as a reinforcemen t
than tape applied on the outside . The resistance of the box to los s
of contents through failure of the scored edges may be further in- .
creased by binding the boxes with metal straps (pl . 16, B) applied
under tension . Damage to the contents through the box mashing a t
the corners or through the puncturing of the ends and sides may b e
readily reduced by corner or other interior pads or cushions tha t
support and protect the commodity. (Pl. 16, C.) `

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

The recommended designs of fiber containers for various uses ar e
given in the specification set forth in Appendix G .

NAILED CRATES

The two principal styles of nailed crates suitable for general use
are the 3-way corner, and the box style . Both are shown in Plate
17, A and B. The outstanding characteristics of these construction s
are great resistance to crushing and mashing at the corners and ,
where properly braced, high rigidity and high resistance to rough
handling. They are easy to handle, easy to manufacture, and thei r
strength and rigidity may be readily adjusted to different require-
ments by varying the details of construction .

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

EDGE MEMBERS

The edge members form the foundation upon which the rest of the
crate is built . They must be of sufficient size and strength to permi t
adequate fastening of the various parts and to support the loads an d
shocks encountered in storage or transit . Edge members that are
approximately square produce stronger crates than thin members o f
the same cross-sectional area . Square members allow the use o f
large nails and also permit the nails to be staggered, which reduces
the chance of failure in service by splitting. Square members, how-
ever, increase the displacement of the crate and afford less protection



PLATE 1 5

M9767F

Methods of sealing 1-piece slotted fiber boxes : A, Outer flaps glued to inner flaps ; B, sealing tape
applied on joint of outer flaps and along horizontal end scores ; C and D, flaps stitched together
with metal staples ; E, sealing tape along joint of outer flaps only
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;I Methods of reinforcing fiber boxes : A, Tape applied along edges ; B, sealed metal strapping appliedin two directions ; C, interior pads to protect the commodit y
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Principal styles of nailed crates are A, the 3-way corner crate and B, the box-style crate ; C, a recom -
mended method of packing a cotton gin
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M9769F
A, Box-type crate reinforced with metal straps ; B, method of reinforcing 3-way corner crate withmetal straps
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PLATE 1 9

M9770F

Three-way corner crates : A, Without braces : B, with six braced faces ; C, with two braced faces;
D, with four braced faces



PLATE 20
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from external hazards than wide members of the same cross-sectiona l
area ; therefore more sheathing is required .

SKIDS

The lower horizontal frame members placed lengthwise of a crat e
usually form the skids, which support the contents, either directl y
or indirectly, through intervening members . Crates carrying heavy
commodities are often provided with special skids to facilitate thei r
movement and to reinforce the bottom edge members . Skids, when
supported by rollers, dollies, or slings, are sometimes subjected to
severe bending stresses, in which event their strength becomes a n
important consideration. Skids are usually beveled at their ends t o
facilitate sliding or their passage on to rollers .

SHEATHIN G

The purpose of sheathing is to protect the contents from th e
elements and from injury by external objects, and to reduce th e
pilfering or loss of small parts from the contents . Securely nailed
sheathing also strengthens a crate, especially if placed diagonally.
Sheathing that is placed parallel to the edge members adds rigid-
ity to the crate as long as the joints between the boards remain
tight, but the shrinkage that ordinarily occurs in the boards cause s
the joints to open and the sheathing to become quite ineffective a s
bracing. Sheathing also makes possible the use of frame construc-
tions that otherwise would be practically useless . For example, a
crate such as is shown in Plate 17, C is commonly used and give s
good results only because the frame members are fastened together
by the sheathing .

The sheathing may be outside the frame members and bracing or it
may be inside these members . . A poorer grade of material can b e
used for sheathing than for other crate parts. Matched lumber is
usually preferred for sheathing because it makes a tighter covering .

DEFECT S

Knots and other defects in the edge members and braces ver y
seriously reduce the strength of the crate, but in the sheathing, knot s
or knot holes having a diameter not greater than one-third the widt h
of the piece in which they occur do not seriously reduce the service -
ability of the crate except that knot holes reduce the tightness an d
the protection of the. contents against the weather .

MOISTURE CONTENT

Any decrease in the moisture content of the crate material after
the crate has been built may cause loosening of the fastenings an d
Joints, checking of the members, loosening of the internal blocking ,
and lessening of the effectiveness of the sheathing in preventing
skewing and weaving. Crates made of lumber containing 12 to 1 8
Per cent moisture will withstand ordinary storage conditions withou t
anv great loss in strength resulting from the shrinkage of the lumber .

CRATE CORNER

The corners are usually the weakest parts of any crate . An exampleof
poor corner construction is shown in Figure 10, A . The nails

83899°-30---3
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holding one member are driven into end grain and therefore hav e
comparatively low holding power . Another example of the sa.m .
fault is shown in Figure 10, B . This construction may be greatly
improved by lengthening the member to permit nailing into the side
grain (fig. 10, C), thus forming the box-style construction . Where
screws are used in place of nails, their holding power may be greatly
increased if holes are bored to receive them .

The corner construction shown in Figure 10, D, is very wea k
because the only nailing possible except toe-nailing is through one
member into the end grain of the other two .- This style of corner i s
frequently used in crates that are to be entirely covered with sheath-
ing, but even then it is very weak .

The 3-way corner (fig . 10, E and F) has the advantage over other
constructions in that at each corner each member is fastened by nails
or bolts in two directions. If nails are used they are driven into sid e
grain and consequently have greater holding power than if drive n
into end grain. If properly nailed or bolted, this style of corner ha s

kl

iii

FIGURE 10 .-Styles of crate corner s

a considerable bracing effect . Another advantage of the 3-way
corner is the arrangement of the members so that only one thicknes s
of frame material intervenes between the contents and the outer
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surface of the crate, thereby minimizing the displacement .
Figure 11 shows sixteen possible arrangements of members t o

form a 3-way corner . A and I are the most practical unless an arrange-
ment is desired to serve some special purpose, such as blocking th e
contents in position . In the box style of crate the nailing is princi-
pally into the side grain . This construction offers greater resistanc e
than the 3-way corner to the ends being kicked out, and the sides ,
top, and bottom are more easily reinforced with metal bindings .
(Pl . 18, A.) Without reinforcements the box-style corner is not s o
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strong as the 3-way corner . Plate 18, B, illustrates a method of re-
inforcing the 3-way corner with metal straps.

BRACIN G

Proper arrangement of the crate -members at the corners will not
m itself produce a rigid crate . (Pl . 19, A.) The 3-way corner when
properly fastened has considerable bracing effect, but no matter
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how the corners are arranged some kind of bracing across the face s
is . necessary to produce sufficient rigidity to resist weaving . The
requirements for really effective bracing are not generally understood .
Diagonal braces on six sides, as shown in Plate 19, B, produce th e
maximum rigidity for a minimum of material and labor . Diagonal
braces on a pair of opposite faces (pl . 19, C) produce rigidity in on e
direction only, on two pairs of opposite faces (pl . 19, D) they produce
rigidity in two directions, and on all six faces (pl . 19, B) they produce
rigidity in all directions . If an odd number of faces are diagonall y
braced, or if two or more adjacent faces are braced and the opposit e

FIGURE 11 .-Possible arrangements of members at a 3-way corner

t faces left unbraced, the crate will twist when dropped on any of it scorners . For example; if five sides of a crate are braced and the
'" sixth is not, a drop on any corner of the crate will cause the un-

braced side to distort diagonally . This action induces stresses tha tcause all the faces to warp, and the crate to twist. (Pl. 20, A . )If the commodity is fastened securely to any one of the crate faces ,the s tresses induced by twisting may cause damage to the commodit ywithout the cra teshow

	

r~ 's coming in contact with it or without the crate's
! cientl

ing evidence of failure. If, however, the commodity is sl1ffi-
y";

	

Y rigid to resist diagonal distorting and twisting, and is fastened
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securely to the face of the crate at three or more widely separate d
places not in the same line, bracing may sometimes be omitted fro m
any one side in addition to the side to which the commodity i s
fastened . The action of the commodity in resisting twisting greatl y
reduces diagonal distortion of the unbraced side.

Slight diagonal distortion in one or more of the crate faces is ofte n
desirable because the crate is better able to absorb shocks which
would be transmitted to the commodity, provided the distortion
does not cause the crate to touch the commodity .

Sometimes diagonal distorting and twisting only slightly rack the
joints in a piece of furniture, and the damage escapes notice at th e
time of unpacking, but afterwards a looseness may develop whic h
renders the commodity unsatisfactory . This looseness is usually
attributed to poor workmanship or to the use of improperly seasone d
lumber in manufacturing the commodity rather than to damag e
caused in shipment .

It is not always essential or even desirable therefore that all face s
of a crate be diagonally braced, but great care must be exercised i n
omitting braces since the damage resulting to the commodity is often
concealed . The number and location of the faces to be braced
depend upon the character of protection that the commodity requires .

The direction of a simple diagonal wooden brace on one side of a
crate with respect to those on other sides is of little consequence .
Braces on opposite faces may be placed in the same or in opposit e
directions with equally satisfactory results because they are likely t o
be stressed either in tension or compression . Double or cross bracing,
as shown in Plate 21, A, produces greater rigidity than a single
diagonal brace on each face, but, is seldom necessary unless the braces
are so thin that they buckle easily when stressed in compression .
Cross bracing of metal straps is quite effective when the braces ar e
properly applied and well nailed at the corners of the crate . Braces
are most effective when placed at an angle of 45° from the edg e
members . However, the ends of the braces should be fastened as
near the corners of the crate as possible so as to avoid unnecessary
bending, splitting, and other stresses in the edge members of th e
crate. Long crate faces should be divided into approximately square
panels by cross members connecting opposite edge members (pl . 21 ,
C), and each panel should be diagonally braced to form a truss . The
crate is then not only more rigid against twisting or diagonal distor-
tion but has greater resistance to bending .

NAILS

Inability to fasten the various crate members together in such a
inamner that their full strength iii bending, tension, and compressio n
is developed is the chief source of crate failures . Nails are the fasten-
ings most commonly used in crates, and much of the discussion per-
taining to the factors affecting the strength of nailed joints, give n
on pages 11 and 12, applies also to crates .

In crate construction particular attention should be given to avoid-
ing the direct pull of the contents on the nails ; such pull would occur
in the hog crate illustrated in Figure 12 . The weight of the hog i s
carried by direct tension on the nails driven through the bottom o f
the crate into the lower side slats . The holding power of these nail s
is very good when they are freshly driven, but it decreases rapidly,



M19771F xfua a
A, Three-way corner crate showing cross bracing (a), diagonal bracing (b), and extra pieces (c) t o

make stronger skids which support the vertical members and which are scarfed at the ends t o
facilitate sliding or the insertion of rollers ; B, method of cutting and nailing a diagonal brac e
with proper bearing surface at the toe of the brace ; C, side view of long crate showing method o f
onstr
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PLATE 22

A, Crate with braces nailed to reinforcing blocks and to narrow faces of edge members ; B, heavy
engine crate, frame members. being joined by cat-riage bolts
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A , Wire-bound crate without diagonal braces ; B, wire-bound crate with parallel diagonal braces notA,.

	

by intermediate slats ; C, wire-bound crates reinforced with parallel diagonal braces joined
by inte rmediate slats ; D, wire-bound crate having each face reinforced with two diagonal braces
whose ends meet at the center of an end cleat
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nnea
r Wire-boun

d the corners of the crate and is stapled to the wires and the slats . B, Wire-bound crate rein-
forced with diagonal braces crossed on each face . The braces are fastened near the corners of th e
crate and are stapled to the wires and the slats . C, Wire-bound crates reinforced with crosse d
diagonal braces and intermediate rows of cleats
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especially if the wood changes in moisture content after the nail s
have been driven . In this crate as well as in many others the direc t
pull on the nails may be overcome by placing the bottom board s
above the lower horizontal members, as illustrated in Plate 21, D .
Such horizontal members also serve as skids . In the crate illustrated
in Plate 21, D, a short vertical cleat is well nailed to each skid and
to its side slats . By this means the bending strength of the sid e
slats is utilized to .support the skids, which may consequently b e
much smaller than those which would otherwise be required. Direct
pull on the nails holding the side slats is avoided by placing thes e
slats inside the frame members . A later addition to this crate wa s
pieces of sheet metal bent around the crate corners and clinch-naile d
to reinforce the attachment of the slats at the rear end, which resis t
the push of the animal against the end gate . A similar use of shee t
metal, to secure the ends of the center vertical blocking, is illustrated
in Plate 17, C .

Cement-coated nails are preferable in crate construction to uncoated
nails because of their greater holding
power. A slender nail is likely to
hold better than a thick nail under
the repeated shocks and constant
weaving action to which crates are
subjected in shipment, because the
slender nail bends near the surface o f
the pieces joined without loosening
the . friction grip of the nail shank.
Sptting of the wood may be re-
duced by staggering the nails . Bor-

g holes to receive the nails als o
reduces splitting and increases the
nail-holding power. The diameter
of such holes should be slightly les s
than the diameter of the nail shank .Failures due to the nails pulling FIGURE 12.-Improperly constructed hog crate
out or to the splitting of the piece
holding the nail points, indicate that the nails are too short .

If the ends of the diagonal braces are fitted against the edge mem-
bers of adjacent faces, as illustrated in Plate 21, B, the nails fastenin g
the brace in place can be driven closer to the crate corner. Further-
more, such construction enables a greater proportion of the shock sreceived in service to be transmitted to the brace directly rather than
through the nails . Consequently the stress on the nails and thetendency of the edge members to split is reduced .

It is frequently an advantage in crate construction to fasten th e. It
braces to the wider face of the edge members, as shown ii i

plate 20, B . This practice greatly reduces the likelihood of th e
nails splitting the edge members, permits more nails to be used, and
makes a stroger joint, especially if the nails holding the brace areclinched. Another method of reducing the likelihood of splitting an dof increasing the strength of the crate is to reinforce the edge member s
of the crate at the end of the diagonal braces with blocks, as shownm Plate 22, A. Nailing the diagonal braces to the edge member sand t9 the y reinforcing blocks almost doubles the strength of theFate in diagonal compression .
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BOLTS

Bolts are especially valuable for fastening large crate members(Pl. 22, B.) If holes which are small enough for a snug fit are'borej
for bolts, the crate joints are more rigid than if the bolts are loosen
fitted. In the event of shrinkage or splitting of the wood, bolts n
be tightened, and they will continue to be very effective, where
nails lose much of their holding power under such conditions .

Carriage bolts are usually preferred for crate construction becaus e
their heads are oval and consequently do not require countersinkin
to prevent them from catching on objects . Paint applied to the
bolt threads after the nuts are tightened will assist in preventing the
nuts from backing off .

SCREW S

Lag screws and wood screws are considered poor for crate fasten.
ings because of the great care required in drawing them down so as
to make a tight joint without stripping the threads formed in the
wood .

WIRE-BOUND CRATES

A wire-bound crate (pl . 23) is similar to a wire-bound box ,
essential difference being that a crate has open spaces on the variou
faces and is sometimes reinforced with diagonal braces . Wire-bo
crates have the same general characteristics as wire-bound boxe s
but unless braced they are less resistant to diagonal distortion an
weaving .

STAPLING

It is very desirable to fasten each slat of a wire-bound crate with a
least two staples astride each binding wire ; otherwise the slats an
wires pivot about the point of stapling and offer but little resistant
to the weaving of the crate . The staples are most effective' in pre
venting weaving if placed near the edges of the slats because of th
greater leverage thus afforded the staples, as each one of a pair re
sists pressure from a direction opposite to that of the pressure acti n
on the other .

DIAGONAL BRACE S

No matter how well the crate is stapled, the proper arrangeme n
of diagonal braces greatly increases the resistance to weaving . Th
braces are most effective if placed at an angle of about 45° to the edg e
and if their ends are fastened near corners of the crate .

If two diagonal braces are placed parallel on the face of the era
with one end of each respective brace fastened near the center of o n
of two parallel end cleats (pl. 23, B), the rigidity of the crate is b u
slightly greater than if the slats or braces are parallel with the e .
of the crate . (Pl . 23, A .) If intermediate slats are used with t
braces to form a truss, as shown in Plate 23, C, or if the braces run a
an acute angle with each other, their adjoining ends being faste n
near the center of the same end cleat, as shown in Plate 23, D, th
rigidity of the crate is much greater than that of crates without bra e
or that of the crates with braces and without intermediate slat s

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION
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complete the truss . The types of bracing shown in Plates 23, C an d
D, add approximately the same amount of rigidity (fig . 13) to the
crate as single diagonal braces fastened near the corners of the crate .
(Pl. 24, A.) The rigidity of the crate may be further increased b y
stapling the braces to the wires and intermediate slats so as to suppor t
the braces against bending when stressed in compression . Maximum
crate rigidity for a minimum of material is obtained, however, by
using crossed diagonals on each
face, as shown in Plate 24, B . If
crossed diagonals are used on each
face, one diagonal of each pair i s
always in a position to act in tension .
If their ends are fastened securely ,
diagonal braces of thin material
such as is commonly used in wire -
bound construction are much more
effective acting in tension than in
compression.

INTERMEDIATE CLEATS

Intermediate rows of cleats (pl .
24, C) and styles A and D end bat-
tens (fig. 7) are commonly used to
reinforce the slats and braces and t o
support the weight of the crate
contents either directly or indirectl y
through supporting blocks which
may be added . These cleats and
battens also support the slats and
braces against bending and break-
ing across the grain, thereby increas -
ing the rigidity of the crate and
permitting the use of thin lumber .

ENDS

Various types of end construction
are used for wire-bound crates . The
ends are sometimes made of slat s
having the same width and thickness
as the slats in the crate sides, top ,
and bottom, and in other instances
they are made of thicker lumber .
These slats are sometimes fastened
to the inside and sometimes to the outside of the end cleats . Where
the crate ends are made of thin slats they are sometimes reinforce d
with the various arrangements of battens shown in Figure 7 . The'Pe of end required for a wire-bound crate and whether i tmould be fastened inside or outside the cleats will depend upon th enaturef thdh
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idioe contents an te mannern whcht is supporte n
the crate .
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FIGURE 13 .-Effect of different systems of brac-

ing on resistance of wire-bound crates t o
diagonal distortion . The curves correspon d
to the bracing systems illustrated in the plates
of like designation . The crate is loaded, as
shown in Plate 20, A
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INTERNAL PACKING AND CAR LOADIN G

There are definite principles for packing commodities in container s
just as there are definite principles for the design of the containers .
Packing and container design are so interrelated that observance o f
correct principles in container design will not compensate for fault y
packing, or conversely . In fact, for best results the design of th e
container and the design of the packing should go together, bein g
considered as a single job .

Shocks to goods in transportation, such as those caused by th e
weaving, swaying, and rolling of transporting vehicles, and heav y

a mad! screw !ales oplia i!

	

static or quiescent loads sometimes sup .
ported by the packages in the bottom
layer of cargo are inevitable, although
by care they can be reduced .

In general, the container and packing
should be so designed as either t o
absorb the shocks and relieve the forces
by means of cushioning materials, or t o
distribute, localize, or transform the
forces in such a manner that the corn .
modity and container will be able to
withstand them without damage .

Protection against shock is essentiall y
the problem of bringing to rest a body
that is in motion . This action involves
two factors : (1) The force exerted and
(2) the distance through which this
force acts. Thus, if considerable dis-
tance is available for stopping a movin g
body it can be brought to rest by a
small force, while if it must be stopped
in a short distance a large force mus
be applied. This fact is illustrated by
the use of thick pads of soft material s
for packing very delicate articles and
the use of comparatively thin pads o
more rigid materials for packing articles
that can withstand greater stresses . In
the first case, the shock is absorbed b i
a small force acting through a long di s
Lance ; in the second, a large force act
through a short distance .

One of the chief purposes of paclin
materials, such as excelsior, corrugated pads, and springs, is t
decrease the magnitude of the force required to stop notion b :
increasing the distance through which it can act . Figure 14 illustrate
the use of thin pieces of wood to absorb shock .

Fragile commodities shipped in heavy, rigid containers requi r
greater spring in packing materials than when light flexible containe r
are used . This is because the rigid container transmits practically
all the shocks to the packing materials, whereas the flexible containe r

FIGIIRE 14 .-Top view (open) of suggested
box for lantern slides, illustrating the us e
of wooden springs for absorbing shock
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Application of psychology to packing delicate articles : A, Method of packing mercury-vapor lam p
tubes in a lightweight open crate ; B, method of packing a mercury-vapor lamp tube in corrugatedfiber box . Holes have been cut in the side of the box to expose the contents to view
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dissipates the shocks by springing and by distorting its own parts .
Also the light flexible container and packing has a psychological effec t
on the persons handling freight . The application of psychology to
packing delicate articles such as X-ray tubes and mercury-vapor
ramp tubes (29) is illustrated in Plate 25, A, and B, where the articles
are exposed to view in a very light and flimsy-appearing open crat e
or in a corrugated box having holes cut in its sides . In some instances
the container is provided with grips to facilitate handling and may als o
be equipped with shoes or other devices to keep it in an uprigh t
position .

Plate 26, B, illustrates some principles of absorbing and distributing
shocks that would otherwise damage the commodity . The com-
modity is a porcelain electric insulator . If it is placed in a box
without packing materials or if packed as illustrated in Plate 26, B, a ,
the impact when the box strikes flatwise is concentrated. at a single
point on each unit of the insulator, and breakage results . By fitting
the box with two ladderlike frames (pl . 26, B, b and c) that suppor t
the insulators free from the sides of the container the shocks inciden t
to the package dropping flatwise are transmitted to two points on
each unit instead of to a single point. Furthermore, when, the
package strikes on its side the insulators wedge themselves between
the rails and spring them apart . This wedging action and springin g
of the ladder, combined with crushing of the wood at the two point s
of support, reduces the shock that would otherwise be transmitte d
to the contents .

The practice of binding a number of barrels, or rolls of newsprint ,
together, and allowing them to slide as a unit on the car floor illus-
trates a method of absorbing shocks as applied to car loading. In
this method part of the shock is absorbed by the individual unit s
tipping partly over and in so doing rubbing against other units, an d
part by the friction of the entire mass sliding on the ear floor . This
principle of absorbing shock is also used iii binding together severa l
tons of sheet iron . In this instance, part of the shock is absorbe d
by the individual units sliding one on the other, and part is absorbe d
by the load sliding on the car floor .

Plate 17, C, is an example of transforming and distributing th e
stresses of transportation rather than absorbing them by cushioning
materials . The crate illustrated is an exceptionally strong containe r
for export shipment of machinery ; vet, previous to the adoption of
the methods shown, much damage occurred to the contents becaus e
of faulty packing . The crate was built with heavy frame members
securely reinforced with 2 by 4 inch diagonal braces and crossties
and was sheathed with a-inch tongue-and-grooved lumber . All
]Dint s were securely nailed, and the container was well strapped _
Tile machine within the crate is a cotton gin . Its ends are cast iro n
and carry two large full-length shafts with heavy, rigidly attached
Parts . The other parts of the gin are mostly wood . The origina l
method of packing consisted in bolting the skids of the machin e
securely to the crate and blocking between the machine and the
ends and sides of the crate . The top of the crate was tight against:the machine . As may be readily seen, the original method requireda crate that would withstand the hazards of transportation with
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practically no distortion, because any distortion would transmit th e
shocks of transportation directly to the machine or would allow th e
crate to skew away from the ends of the heavy shafts and thus permi t
the entire end thrust of the shafts to come on the ends of the machin e
giving rise to severe bending stresses in the cast iron .

	

'
It is impossible to build a crate that is as rigid as cast iron, becaus e

wood itself is somewhat yielding and there is always some looseness
at nailed joints . Consequently, when the corner of this crate struc k
a heavy, rigid object both the crate and the gin were skewed diag _
onally-necessarily so because the two were securely bolted an d
blocked together . Such distortion was sufficient to twist the ends
of the machine and break the cast-iron legs . Again, if the crate were
dropped on the top or bottom edge of the end, the machine would b e
distorted lengthwise, and failures would likely occur in the en d
casting where the shafts were fastened ; also the weight of the shaft s
would tend to spring the end of the crate and allow a large portio n
of the end thrust of the shafts to come on the castings . This end
thrust was sufficient in itself to cause failures in the end castings
without any twisting . The machine is amply strong to withstan d
drops flatwise on the sides, top, or bottom or on the edges of these
faces .

Overcoming the difficulty, obviously, was not a problem of building
a more rigid crate but of blocking the machine so that the crate coul d
distort slightly and absorb the shocks of transportation without
transmitting them to the cast-iron ends in the form of severe bending
or torsional moments. In the improved method of packing, the bolts
fastening the machine to the crate were omitted, and each end of the
machine was blocked with two 4 by 8 inch timbers placed at right
angles to each other. The horizontal timber was placed across th e
end of the machine about midway between top and bottom and was
fitted against the machine at several points, including the shaf t
bearings, which thus prevented the shaft from moving endwise.
The horizontal timber was not fastened to the crate . The vertical
timber was placed about in line with the center of gravity of th e
machine and was fastened securely to the top and bottom of th e
crate by sheet-metal angles . The purpose of this timber was to
prevent the machine from moving endwise and to act as a pivoting
block. The crate could distort without skewing the machine . The
original blocking was used on the sides and top . This arrangement
of the blocking allowed the end thrust to be distributed to the parts
of the machine best suited to withstand it . The crate itself absorbed
the diagonal stresses which formerly introduced skewing in th e
machine . The machine was thus required to withstand only the direc t
load and end thrust at points in such a manner that little bendin g
and torsion were induced .

Plate 26, A, illustrates a method of localizing the stresses of trans-
portation at the parts of the commodity best able to withstand them .
The commodity packed is a calculating machine with the operating
motor built in . The outer shipping container is a nailed box havin g
single-piece ends and sides and wide boards in the top and bottom .
This construction is used to protect the machine against diagona l
distortion stresses . The cuter box is fitted on the inside with a
corrugated box which acts as a cushion to absorb shock . The
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machine when placed in the box is set on felt pads, which provid e
further cushioning against shocks . Blocks of wood are fastened
against the base of the machine to prevent movement endwise or
sidewise. A wood framework is built up and fitted between the bo x
and the top of the machine at points best able to withstand stresses .
A felt pad, not shown in the illustration, is placed over the top of thi s
framework to assist the corrugated box in absorbing shocks .

The principle of transforming and distributing stresses is als o
applied in the packing of dressers, as illustrated in Plate 27, A .
Here the dresser is supported so that the weight is not carried b y
the legs or other easily broken parts . The corners and edges of the
dresser do not come in direct contact with the crate except on the on e
face that is fastened to the crate, and the dresser. is fastened at only
two points . The crate can undergo considerable diagonal distortion

• without coming in contact with the dresser and without introducin g
diagonal distortion stresses that tend to rack the joints in th e
furniture.

Plate 27, B, illustrates the kind of damage that sometimes results
from not supporting the heavy parts of commodities so as to preven t
their inertia from causing damage to the lighter parts . The machine
was bolted to heavy skids and was amply covered to protect it fro m
objects . It was loaded lengthwise of the car, and the skids were
blocked to prevent sliding . The white lines mark the breaks tha t
resulted from the apparent inability of the castings to withstand th e
large inertia of the top of the machine when the car received a n
abnormally heavy bump in switching . This unusual damage could
have been prevented if the top had been braced diagonally to the fa r
ends of the skids, or if the machine had been loaded crosswise of th e
car .

Another illustration of internal packing appears in Plate 28 . A
method of packing lamp chimneys that resulted in considerable break -
age is shown in Plate 28, A. The chimneys were covered with
individual corrugated-strawboard wraps and were packed in a double -
faced corrugated box . The breakage was caused by the upper row s
of chimneys crashing down upon the lower ones when the box was
dropped flat on the end or side . Increasing the depth of the corru-
gations in the individual wraps and using boxes of double thickness
and pads of various kinds reduced the breakage only slightly . Since
the wraps offered very little resistance to collapse, such methods of
Packing did not materially reduce the amount of pressure exerted o n
the bottom layer of chimneys .

Suspending each individual chimney in die-cut pads made o f
double-faced ~corrugated fiber hoard, as shown in Plate 28, B and C ,
Prevented practically all breakage . By this means each chimney
is required to carry only its own weight and is so spaced that it doe s
n°t come in contact with other chimneys or with the sides of th e
ShiPPing container.

fn Packing goods for export, consideration should be given no t
°nly to the adequacy of the parking to protect the merchandise
against loss or damage in transit but also to its effect on the trans-
portation charges and the amount of duty that will be imposed upo n
the Package at its destination . Ocean-transportation charges are
based on both volume and weight of the package, and there ar e
supercharges for single packages exceeding certain weights and
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over-all dimensions . Sometimes the shipping costs may be re a j:1reduced by dismantling parts so as to reduce the size of the Ship p
containers . The savings thus made should of course be ba]aDe e
against the cost of dismantling and the cost of assembling at destira_1tion. Complete information on the regulations in force in different
countries with regard to assessment of duty on merchandise may'
be obtained upon request from the United States Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce .



APPENDIXES

The purpose of the Appendixes A to H is to give specific informa-
tion necessary in the application of the principles of the design an d
construction of shipping containers . They contain information on
the properties of container woods and instructions as to their con-
ditioning, formulas for design, descriptions of methods of testing,
specifications, and statistics .

APPENDIX A. CHARACTERISTICS AND BEHAVIOR OF CON-
TAINER MATERIAL S

The following are the principal requisites of container materials : Low cost ,
availability, lightness, ability to take fastenings and hold them securely, an d
resistance to breaking, splitting, buckling, and puncturing . With food con-
tainers it is important that the material should not impart taste or odor to th e
contents. The capacity to display lettering well and to stay in place is als o
important . Capacity to stay in place is most important when either the material
or the container is to remain in storage for a long period of time or is to be expose d
to severe changes of moisture or atmospheric conditions .

NAILING OF WOOD
NAIL-HOLDING POWER

The maximum of resistance to be overcome in withdrawing nails from wood by
pulling along the nail shank is known as the nail-holding power . It depends on
the friction between the nail shank and the wood fibers, and varies for ordinar y
sizes of nails with the density of the wood, the direction of the shank relative t o
the grain of the wood, the form of the point, the character of the shank, the diam-
eter of the nail, the depth of penetration, the moisture content of the wood, an d
changes in moisture content after the nails are driven .

For clear, sound wood the nail-holding power varies with the density in the
manner indicated in Figure 15 and almost directly with the depth of penetratio n
(Table 1) and diameter of nail . (Table 2.) In other words, the nail-holding powe r
depends upon the amount of wood substance in contact with the nail . It is
therefore evident that checks, splits, and rot very seriously reduce the nail-hold-
ing power . Table 3 indicates that the work or energy required to pull nails als o
varies with their size and with the density of the wood .

TABLE 1 .--Resistance to withdrawal of twelve penny cement-coated nails driven, to
different depths into side grain of air-dry western yellow pin e

Depth driven

1Ys inches . _
13~inches . _
1N inches _

Depth driven

Force
requ ired

	

Tests

	

to start
with -

drawal

Pounds

	

Naniticr

	

weight

	

44

	

70

	

44

	

151i
tl 1

	

195

Forc e
required

	

Tests

	

to star t
with-

drawal

-_~ Pounds

	

Nu,~iber

	

weight

	

42

	

216

	

44

	

268
43 1

	

311

45
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Mintz 15.-Relation of specific gravity of wood to nail-holding power ; sevenpenny cement-coated
nails driven 134 inches into side grain and pulled at once

50

0

I. Cedar, northern, white .
2. Cottonwood, eastern.
3. Cedar, western red .
4. Aspen .
5. Fir, lowland white .
6. Spruce, Engelmann .
7. Fir, California red .
8. Cottonwood . black .
9. Pine, northern white .

10.Fir, silver .
11.Fir, white .
12. Basswood .
13.Aspen, largetooth.
14.Spruce, red .
15.Poplar, yellow .
16.Hemlock, eastern.
17.Spruce, white .

KEY TO SPECIE S

18. Pine, western yellow .
19. Pine, lodgepole .
20. Pine, western white .
21.Chestnut .
22.Pine, jack .
23. Hemlock, western .
24.Cypress, southern .
25.Pine, Norway .
26.Douglar fir .
27.Gum, red .
28.Maple, silver .
29.Magnolia, cucumber.
30. Gum, tupelo .
31.Pine, pitch .
32. Elm, American .
33.Pine, mountain .
34. Sycamore.

35. Pine pond .
36. Larch, western .
37. Pine, shortleaf.
38. Pine, loblolly .
39.Maple, black .
40.Ash, white .
41.Maple, sugar .
42.Pine, longleaf.
43.Oak, red .
44.Birch, red.
45.Beech .
46. Pine, slash .
47.Locust, black .
48. Oak, white .
49. Locust, honey.
50.Hop-hornbeam .
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TABLE 2.-Resistance to withdrawal of cement-coated nails of different diameter s
driven to 1%-inch depth into side grain of air-dry western yellow pin e

Size of nail Forc e
required

Gauge Diameter
to star t
with-Penny number n in inch drawal 2

Pounds
weight

6	 13 0 .0915 14 0
10	 11 . 1205 167
12	 10 .1350 183
16	 9 .1483 21 4

n Steel wire gauge (Washburn & Moen) .

	

Y Each value represents tests on 80 nails .

TABLE 3.-Work required to pull from dry wood different sized nails which wer e
driven into side grain

White pine Douglas fir Yellow birch

Size of nail Work of Work of Work of
Tests pulling per

inch with -
drawn

Tests pulling per
inch with -

drawn
Tests pulling per

inch wit h
draw n

Fourpenny	
Numbe r

12
Inch-pounds

59
Numbe r

30
Inch-pounds

66
Number

12
Inch-pounds

7 2
Siapenny	

-
20 65

Eightpenny	 	 12 - 84- 29 152 12 11 0
Tenpenny	
Twentypenny	 12 	 170

20
30

183
295
	 11 - 	 427

Siztypenny	 12 192 30 326 12 389

DIRECTION OF NAIL SHAN K

The resistance to withdrawal is greater if the nails are driven into side grai n
than if driven into end grain . (Table 4.) It may be observed that the differenc e
between the resistance to withdrawal of nails from the end surface and from th e
side grain, which is the average of the radial and tangential surfaces, is greate r
for the lightweight woods, which are designated under Groups 1 and 2, than fo r
heavier woods, which are designated under Groups 3 and 4. There is, however ,
no important difference in the resistance to be overcome in pulling nails fro m
radial (edge-grain) and tangential (flat-grain) surfaces .

TABLE 4.-Nail-holding power of various species of wood
[Sevenpenny cement-coated nails driven to a depth of 1% inches and pulled at once ]

Group and species r Source of test ma-
terial Trees

Mois -
tune

conten t
at test

Specific
gravity
oven -
dry

base d
on

volume
when
oven -
dry

Holding power of nail s
driven into-

End
surface

Radial
surface

Ta n
gential
surface

r no-or 1 Pounds Pounds Pounds
Number Per cent weight weight weight

	 Colorado	 _ 4 .3 0.36 93 145 157
L . largetooth	 Wisconsin _________ 5 6 .5 .41 157 202 207'ood	

northern

	

_
white	 ._

Pennsylvania	
Wisconsin	

5
5

6 . 5
9 .3

.4 1

.32
138
10B

199
153

194
160

western red	
°- -

Montana	
Washington	 10 7.6 .34 118 192 20 2

--------------------- -nut Maryland	 . 1
Tennessee	 :

	

10
°	

9.2 .45 172 258 273

Asper
Asp

e ~
r

CQ ~
C edar

C hest
D

n Da
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TABLE 4.-Nail-holding power of various species of wood-Continued

Group and species Source of test ma-
terial

Trees

-

Mois-
tore

specifi c
gravity
oven-

Holding power of na
driven into-

dry
based

eDlatOlA 00

End
surface

Radial
surface

p &

gent
at test volume

whe n
oven-
drv

GROUP 1-Continued Pounds Pounds Pow
Number Per cent weight weight wei1

5 5. 9Cottonwood, black	 Washington	 . 0.37 122 194
Cottonwood, eastern	 ____________________ .	 6.8 .34 143 18 9
Cypress, southern	

Do	
Louisiana	
Missouri	 10 8 .3 .47 144 266

Fir, California red	 California	 3 9.0 .37 100 17 7
Fir, lowland white	 Idaho	 5 5 .3 .36 60 150
Fir, silver	 Washington	 5 4.9 .40 86 20 1
Fir, white	 California	 8 8 .0 .41 104 176
Magnolia, cucumber	 Tennessee.	 5 5 .1 .52 233 350
Pine, jack	 Wisconsin	 5 7 .6 .46 161 228
Pine, lodgepole	 Colorado	 8 6 .3 .44 141 244

Pine, northern white	 Wisconsin___ .	 . 5 7. 7 .39 136 220
Pine, Norway	 	 do	 5 7.4 .51 165 273
Pine, western white	 Montana	 5 8.2 .45 134 255
Pine, western yellow	

Do	
California__ .	
Oregon	 J

7 6.6 .44 122 224

Poplar, yellow	 Tennessee	 5 7.3 .42 162 21 2
Spruce, Engelman	 Colorado	 5 9.4 .36 136 177
Spruce, red	 Tennessee	 .	 5 10.7 .41 148 229
Spruce, white	

GROUP 2

'Wisconsin__ .	 .	 5 7.6 .43 146 209

Fir, Douglas	
Do	

Oregon	
Washington	 28 6 .3 .51 183 273

Hemlock, eastern	
Do	

Tennessee__ .	
Wisconsin	

28
j

3 9 . 12 127 226

Hemlock, western	 Washington ._ .	 6.7 .46 149 266
Larch, western	 Idaho	 .	 4 .4 .58 186 299
Pins, loblolly	
Pine, longleaf	 . . . . . .

	Florida____
_

	

__dn	
10 8.0 .59 179 27 1

Do	 . .	
Do	

Louisiana	
Mississippi	

34 7.7 .64 244 362

Pine, mountain	 Tennessee	 . 5 7, 1 .55 209 31 8
Pine, pitch	 	 do	 5 7.7 .54 235 325
Pine, pond	 Florida	 5 7, 5 .57 211 34 8
Pine, shortleaf	
Pine, slash	

GROUP 3

Louisiana
Florida

6
5

7. 2
7.6

.58

.68
23 5
290

33 1
356

Elm, American	 Pennsylvania__ ._ . 8 .2 .54 236 344
Gum, red	
Gum, tupelo	

Arkansas	
Louisiana	

____ .__ _
1

8 .3 .51 192 29 2

Do	 Missouri	 6 9 .3 .52 233 37 6
Maple, silver	
Sycamore	

GROUP 4

Wisconsin	
Tennessee	

5 6 . 8
7,0

.5 1

.55
28 0
270

333
36 9

Ash, white	 Arkansas	 .	 5 8 .9 .64 385 455 4

Beech	 Indiana____ .	 5 8 .4 .67 358 495 4

Birch, yellow	 ,	 Wisconsin	 5 8 .6 .66 331 473 4
Hop-hornbeam	 _____________ 3 6 .5 .76 457 513
Locust, black	 Tennessee	 3 4. 1 .71 404 461 ;
Locust, honey	 Ind	 1 6.5 .76 431 508
Maple, black	 	 do	 1 9.8 .62 357 480
Maple, sugar	 do	 4 9.2 .65 396 497Oak, red	 Arkansas	 1Do	

Do	
Tennessee ._ .	
New Efampslsire . .

2.2 8.4 .66 312 466 4

Oak, white	
°	

Arkansas	
Louisiana	 ZO 8 .6 .72 320 496 4

Nails driven either at an angle of 90° to the surface or driven at an angl e
somewhat less than 90', as shown in Plate 29, have approximately the same hold-
ing power when pulled in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the boar d

il s

is i
158

30
78
4 5
38
4 9

4
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PLATE 29

M9359F

The straight-driven nails have approximately the same holding power as those driven at an angle when pulled in a
direction perpendicular to the surface of the board shortly after driving
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PLATE 3 0

Distortion of wood fibers by nails : A, Barbed nail (highly magnified) ; B, common smooth nail ;
C, blunt pointed nail
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shortly after their driving . If drying occurs after the nails are driven, the slant -
nailed joints begin to loosen at lower loads than the prependicularly nailed joints ,
although the loss in ultimate holding power is less than for the perpendicularly-
nailed pieces. This indicates that slant nailing is an advantage in box or crate
construction if considerable drying occurs after the nails are driven .

CHARACTER OF NAIL SHANK

The nail-holding power of wood also depends on the character of the nail shank .
Cement coating (a composition of resin usually applied hot by nail manufacturers )
increases the friction between the nail and wood and thereby increases the resist-
ance to withdrawal . (Figs. 16 and 17 . )

FIGURE 16 .-Comparative holding power of different types of nails driven to 14 inches in western
yellow pine having 8 per cent moisture content and pulled at once . Values are adjusted on the
basis of area of contact of a plain sevenpenny nai l

Barbed nails are so called because their shanks have a series of small barb s
or teeth . When these nails are driven, the barbs distort or break off the woo dfibers and pull the fibers down along the side of the nail . This action leaves thesurface of the wood in contact with the shank more ragged than is the case with
smooth nails . (Pl. 30, A and 13 .) For this reason the resistance to withdrawal
of nails which are driven and pulled immediately is less for barbed than fo r
smooth nails . If driven into green wood which is subsequently dried to a lowmoisture content, however, the barbed nails hold much better than smooth
nails either plain or cement-coated. (Fig. 17.)

83899°-30-4

cnd9re7in

/00 ,
Plain 7d

254 X
Cernen-. coated 7d

Barbed 7d
9/
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The practice of applying talc or graphite to cement-coated nails to facilit.
their movement in nailing machines seriously reduces the holding power of t h
nails. (Fig. 18.)

RESISTANCE TO SPLITTIN G

The force required to split a piece of wood increases, as a rule, with the densityNevertheless, the denser woods split more in nailing than the lighter woods he .
cause as the density of the wood increases its hardness and consequently th emagnitude of the splitting force produced in driving nails increases faster than th e

P/ain 7d

Cemen t-
coated 7d

Barbed 7d

Side grain
/oo

X19%

/34 Z

fizzy

80 Z
58 Z

Barbed 7d

Cement--
oa d 7d

Plain 7d

End _grain
goo 7

=22= 53X

/43

4/X

ea x

80Z

L eqend
-Nails driven into green western ye/lowpine and pulled at once.

=3-Na/ /s driven into green western yellow pine, dried /04 daysandpu//ed
at 5 11 q moisture content.

FIGURE 17 .-Effect of change of moisture content in wood on the holding power of different type s
of nails driven into wood in a green condition . Values were adjusted on the basis of area of
contact of a plain sevenpenny nail, all nails being driven to 1 Y inches

resistance that the wood offers to splitting. The tendency of wood to split de-
pends very largely upon the size of the nail and the character of the point ; less
splitting occurs with the smaller nails . Blunt-pointed nails, because of the manne r
in which they tear and otherwise distort the wood fibers (pl. 30, C), create less
splitting force than sharp-pointed nails, which exert a wedging force in penetrat-
ing the wood. Blunt-pointed nails ordinarily offer less resistance to withdrawal,
however, than sharp-pointed nails, provided no splitting occurs . (Fig. 19 . )

Defects, such as knots, cross grain, cheeks, and shakes, increase the suscep-
tibility of wood to splitting while interlocked grain has the opposite effect.
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RESISTANCE TO SHEAR AT NAILS

The resistance that wood offers to the nails shearing the wood out at the end s
of the boards and to the heads pulling directly through the boards varies with th e
species and density, the thickness of the boards, the distance of the nails from th e
ends of the boards, and the diameter of the nail head . Table 5 shows the influenc e
of various sizes of heads in resisting these failures .

Overdriving nails or imbedding their heads in the wood crushes the fibers an d
reduces the resistance to the shanks shearing out and the heads pulling through
thin boards almost directly in proportion to the amount the nail is overdriven .
(Fig . 20.)

SIZE AND NUMBER OF NAILS

One difficulty in container construction is to provide enough nails to fully develo p
the strength of the wood . If nails are spaced too close in a row they will split
the wood, and if too few nails are used the wood between the nails and the end s
of the boards will be sheared out .

TABLE 5 .Effect of the size of nail head on the strength of a nailed join t

Tension

	

Shear I

Material Size of
nail

Penny
6

4

5

6

5

4

Diameter
of head

Inch
0.36
.26
.24
.28
.22
.19
.28
.2 2
.19
.3 6
.2 6
.24
.28
.22
.1 9
.28
.22
.1 9

Load per
nail

Heads
off

Nail s
broken

Loa d
per nail

Heads
off

Nail s
broken

Pounds Per Per Pounds Per Per
weight cent cent weight cent cent

312 0 0 186 0 0
257 0 0 155 0 0
250 0 0 154 0 0
213 100 0 158 33 1 6
196 22 0 152 8 8
212 0 0 164 0 0
239 83 0 173 67 16
248 100 0 168 33 0
222 0 0 163 0 0
220 11 0 164 0 0
194 0 0 139 0 0
181 0 0 139 0 0
178 33 0 138 33 1 7
149 0 0 142 8 8
122 0 0 134 0 0
154 22 0 172 33 6 7
146 0 0 161 11 2 2
116 0 0 150 0 0

1 See Plate 41 for method of test .

The proper size and number of nails depend on the species of wood and th ethickness of the parts joined. With some combinations of species and thicknesse s
of material a large number of small nails are required and, with other combina-
tions a small number of large nails . The length of the nail shank should be suchas to prevent the nail from pulling and also to prevent any prying action fromsplitting the piece holding the point. Nails should be large enough to be driven
easily without bending, but should not be so small that in service they will ben dhack and forth sufficiently to break.

Standard cement-coated "cooler" and "sinker" nails are well proportionedfor general use . (See Appendix G, Table 12 .) These are as slender as can beeven readily into hardwoods and are not so easily loosened from the wood b yr e s trains caused by rough handling or weaving as are those of a larger diameter
$ d of the same length, and do not break off easily . The heads of " cooler " or
$taker" nails are of sufficient diameter to prevent them from pulling through

the wood except where the wood used is very thin .
INFLU ENCE OF MOISTURE CONTENT ON THE NAILING QUALITIES OF WOO D

end t in iling qualities of wood are influenced very materially by the seasonin g
than trout dry ails call be driven into or withdrawn from green wood more easil y
shanks shear ou t wood. Th

e of the wood aat

	

ends ofthe board more easily wood, and dry
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wood. On the other hand, green wood, because of its softness, is not so ausce p
tible as dry wood to splitting when the nails are driven .

When a nail is driven into a piece of wood the fibers are broken and bent doalong the side of the nail or are separated . (Pl. 30, B .) Where the fibers are dand rigid, as in seasoned wood, the friction between the wood fibers and the Da l
shank is relatively high ; but where the fibers axe soft and flexible, as in greewood, the friction is lower . For western 'yellow pine the difference in frieti a
for green and for dry wood causes approximately 25 per cent difference in nai lholding power .

The fibers which are bent down against the end grain in driving the nail exer ta greater pressure against the nail than those which are pushed back against t ill
side grain . This difference in pressure results from the difference in the end
compressive strength and side compressive strength of the fibers i nlnnediately

Nails driven into side grain
too A'

Cement-coated nails

92 %
Cement-coated nails dusted with talc

64 Z
Cement-coated nails dusted with graphit e

Nails driven into endgrain

goo
Cement-coated nails .

64 %
Cement-coated nails dusted with tal c

44 %
Cement-coated nails dusted with graphite

FIGURE 18 .-Effect of talc and graphite on the holding power of cement-coated nails . Tests
were made with sevenpenny nails driven to 1,4 inches into air-dry western yellow pine an d
pulled at once

hack of those in contact with the nail . If the wood dries after the nail is driv e
the nail-holding power is seriously reduced because the shrinking of the fin e
which were bent down against the end-grain fibers, makes the hole larger in t
direction of the grain, since the board itself practically does not shrink leng t
wise . The shrinkage of the board across the grain tends to make the hole smal l
in this direction and so maintains the side-grain pressure on the nail . The 1
in nail-holding power of wood with drying and with lapse of time without dryi n
is illustrated in Figure 21 .

If nails are driven into dry wood that subsequently undergoes alternate wettin
and drying, the fibers will lose their grip on the nails the same as in nails driv e
into green lumber that subsequently dries out .

SCREW-HOLDING POWER

Screws when properly driven are an admirable fastening for wood. Drivm
screws almost their full length with a hammer or overdriving them with sore
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drivers, which is likely to happen in power driving, tears the wood fibers an d
seriously reduces their holding power . (Table 6.) For maximum efficiency
screws should be twisted their full length into bored holes the diameter of whic h
should be 70 to 90 per cent of the root diameter of the screw .

Flux], 19 .-Effect of type of nail point on the holding power of nails . The nails were driven to
11 inches in western yellow pine . Values were adjusted on the basis of the area of contact of a
plain sevenpenny nail . (See Plate 30, C, for shape of blunt point .)

TABLE 6.-Resistance to withdrawal of No. 12 wood screws

[Screws 1N inches long, driven to 1-inch depth in holes ;4 inch in diameter]

1 Resistance to withdrawal when drive n
by --

Species of wood

	

Screw driver

	

Hammer 1

Pound s
weight Per cent Pounds

weight Per cen t

Basswood_ _ _Southern	 478 100 281 59
Red

	

yellow pine	 1, 144 100 681 110
gu mBir	 1187 100 403 59

841 100 570 68

Nails driven into sideFrain
Nailed and tested at once at 6% moisture conten t

too 9:
Plain 7d- common cone poin t

42 %
F'/airs 7d -blunt point

59';
Plain 7d-cruciform poin t

Nailed at 6% stored 4 months a

P/ain 7d - common cone poin t

66 Z
Plain 7d - ,b/un t pain t

74 Z
Plain 7d- crlaci form point

d tested at 5%
ISd

Nails driven intoendgrain
Nailed and tested at once at B% moisture content

/00
Plain 7d-common cone point

75%,
Plain 7d- blunt poin t

9790
P/oin 7d- cruciform point

Nailed at 6 stared 4 months and tested at 5 %
216 %

Plain 7d- common cone poin t
/06 %

Plain 7d-blunt point

/05 %
Plain 7d-cruciform point

s
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s onTen i
--- shear

5

	

6
Amount overdriven in one-sixteenth inch ants

FIGVnx 20.-Effect of overdriving nails in and through ye-inch box
sides

Cement-coated nails in air-dry pine■~~l~W.■■.•'■~■■~::r■■iii■■W
MM.ifingliliMIRMIENE

'', , Common nails in green pine which ryas dryingma: -
Cement-coated nails in preen pipe which was dt' m

0
2 3 4

300

2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 /0 // /2 /3 /4 /5 /6 /7 /6 19
Time in weeks that nails had been drive/ ?

Ficuxtz 21 .-Effect of changes in moisture content with time on holding power of sevenpenny nail s
driven to 'Winch dept h
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LAG SCREWS

Holes should first be bored to receive lag screws, and extreme care should b e
exercised to prevent drawing the screws down so solidly as to strip the thread s
formed in the wood, since otherwise their holding power is materially reduced .
It is usually best to bore a hole of two diameters, the lower portion of the hol e
being slightly less in diameter than the core of the screw and the upper portio n
of a diameter to fit the portion of the screw shank adjoining the head .

STAPLES

Staples are most valuable for fastening thin wood and for fastening in place
both wire bands and flat metal straps . Their holding power is influenced by the
same factors that influence the holding power of nails . Because of their form ,
staples are not pulled directly through the material or sheared out at the ends s o
easily as are nails with small heads . To secure good holding power, staples shoul d
be driven for a considerable depth into solid wood and, where practicable, the y
should be driven through and clinched .

Staples have an advantage over nails in holding box straps in place becaus e
they do not weaken the strap by puncturing . They also hold the edges of a
strap down and, on account of the curvature of the staple head, they do no t
catch the straps on other boxes .

BOLTS

Bolts, where their use is practicable, are the most dependable fasteners fo r
container construction . Their holding power is usually limited by the resistanc e
of the wood to splitting and shearing . A number of small bolts will produce a
more rigid and otherwise stronger joint than a lesser number of larger bolts .

STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF WOOD

The strength properties of wood at right angles to the grain are quite differen t
from the properties parallel to the grain (15) . The bending strength may be
twenty or more times as high when stressed by forces parallel to the grain as
when stressed perpendicular to the grain . This difference must be recognized in
all wood construction, and the size of parts and fastenings should be such as t o
utilize to the best advantage these characteristics in wood . The magnitude
of the different properties (15) varies greatly with different species of wood and fo r
different boards of the same species ; in extreme cases some pieces will be more tha n
twice as strong as others of the same species . Nevertheless, half of the clea r
material of a species usually has strength values within 12 to 20 per cent of the
average for the species, the deviations from averages varying with the propert y
and the species under consideration . Average values of various strength an d
related properties of different species (12) are listed in Table 7 . A discussion
of the significance of the figures in the table, together with examples of thei r
application to various container problems, is given in Appendix F .
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BOX. AND CRATE CONSTRUCTION

	

6 1

The properties for which values are given in Table 7 are important factors i n
the design of boxes and crates, but the choice of species is seldom based upo n
them alone but is based upon the combination of these properties with cost ,
availability, nail-holding power, tendency . to split in nailing, tendency to check
and warp in seasoning or with changes of moisture content subsequent to season-
ing, color, odor, taste, and other properties and characteristics that can not b e
expressed numerically .

WEIGHTS OF LUMBER

The unit weight or density is an important consideration in selecting wood fo r
a particular use . Weight not only directly influences the cost both of handlin g
and of transportation, but the weight of dry wood per cubic foot is a very goo d
measure of its strength (11) and nail-holding power . Density or weight o f
dry wood per cubic foot also roughly indicates the shrinking and warping likely t o
occur with changes in moisture content . Heavy, dense woods are especially
desirable where high nail-holding power is important but require more car e
in nailing to prevent splitting and are less desirable where shrinking and warpin g
must be avoided . The lighter woods, as a rule, give less trouble in seasoning ,
manufacture, and in storing as lumber, shooks, or completed containers, an d
may, therefore, be more desirable .

The weight of dry lumber per thousand board feet varies from about 1,80 0
pounds for very light woods to over 4,000 pounds for very heavy woods . A
definite way of expressing the weight of wood is in pounds per cubic foot or pe r
square foot of a specified thickness at a given moisture content or degree of dryness .
The approximate average weights of various woods per cubic foot and per squar e
foot of different thicknesses are given in Table 8 for convenience in makin g
comparisons and in estimating weights of containers .
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE WEIGHT OF WOOD

Even in the same species of wood there is considerable variation in the Weig h
of lumber because of differences in density . Pieces containing a high percenta g
of summer wood, which is the harder layer of the annual-growth ring, hav e
more wood substance and are therefore denser and heavier than pieces contain :ing a lower percentage of summer wood . The swelled butts of trees of some
species, such as red gum, tupelo gum, and ash grown in swampy soil, usually
contain very light wood with low-strength properties, while higher in the san e
trees the wood is heavier and stronger .

The water in green wood often weighs more than the wood itself, but in thor ,
oughly air-dry lumber the weight of water is usually 12 to 15 per cent of th e
weight of wood free of moisture (oven-dry) and in kiln-dry lumber it is often a $
low as 5 per cent of the weight of wood .

The weight of some pieces of certain species, such as southern yellow pine ;
western larch, and Douglas fir, is often materially increased by the presence'
of resin or gum.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE STRENGTH OF WOO D

The term "strength" as here used is the capacity to resist stress of a sing I
kind, such as strength in tension, strength in compression parallel or perpendi-
cular to the grain, in shear, and strength in bending or shock-resisting capacity .

SPECIFIC GRAVIT Y

Either the specific gravity or the dry weight of wood furnishes a ready means of
estimating the comparative strength of two pieces of wood. Practically all the,
strength properties increase with the specific gravity of the wood but do not al l
increase in the same ratio (11) .

MOISTURE CONTENT

The moisture content is one of the principal factors affecting the strength o f
wood. As wood dries, most of its strength properties are increased . This in-
crease in strength, however, does not take place until the drying has reached the
fiber-saturation point, the condition in which the cell cavities are empty bu t
the cell walls are fully saturated, which is usually at from 25 to 30 per cent mois-
ture content. Figure 22 shows the relation between moisture content and som e
of the strength properties of a single species . Clear material of the thicknesses
ordinarily used for containers, dried to 12 per cent moisture content, may b e
fully twice as strong in bending as green material, and when kiln dried to 5 pe r
cent its bending strength may be tripled . All the strength properties do no t
increase in the same ratio with decrease in moisture below the fiber-saturatio n
point. While the average bending strength increases about 4 per cent for eac h
1 per cent decrease in moisture content at or near 12 per cent, the stiffness in -
creases only 2 per cent . The average shock resistance usually changes but littl e
with change in moisture content .

COMPARISON OF VERTICAL GRAIN WITH FLAT GRAI N

It is common belief that quarter-sawed lumber is stronger in bending than
plain-sawed or flat-grain lumber . In tests made by the Forest Products Labora-
tory, however, no difference of significance in either static bending strength o r
shock resistance was found between quarter-sawed and flat-grain pieces . In-
vestigation has also shown that in general sapwood is neither stronger nor weake r
than heartwood of the same grade, species, and density .

COMPARISON OF SAWED LUMBER WITH ROTARY-CUT LUMBE R

Investigations by the Forest Products Laboratory have demonstrated tha t
it is practically impossible to detect any difference in the bending strength o r
stiffness parallel to the grain of sawed lumber and rotary-cut lumber of the sam e
grade and thickness .

DEFECTS IN CONTAINER MATERIA L

A defect is any irregularity occurring in or on wood that may lower some o f
the strength, durability, or utility values . Boxes and crates are ordinarily
made of low-grade lumber containing defects, some of which seriously affect
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A, Bottom view, and 13, side view of a typical bending failure caused by cross grain ; C . cross sec-
tion through a honeycombed plank ; D, collapse in boards of different thicknesses
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the strength properties important in containers . Defects that do not ,plareci~b
affect the properties important in container material should be allowed in ordthat waste and cost may be kept at a minimum .

CROSS GRAIN

Cross grain (28), in which the wood cells or fibers do not run parallel
witthe axis or sides of a piece, is one of the most serious defects affecting box a ncrate material . It reduces the strength in bending and also increases the suceptibility of wood to splitting when nails are driven. Such cross grain occu rin three distinct ways : (1) Around knots and burls, (2) by a growth in whi tthe fibers assume a spiral direction with reference to the axis of the tree trunkand (3) by sawing lumber at an angle to the axis of the tree . Cross grain

often very difficult to detect except where cheeks, which invariably follow t h
grain, are present. Cross grain having a slope from the edge of the board n oexceeding 1 in 12 does not materially affect the strength of the piece for co il
tainer purposes if the piece is used for crate members or as cleats for box end sFor box sides, tops, and bottoms the slope of the grain may be 1 in 10 witho uimpairing the strength of the box . The slope, however, should not exceed t hratios. A typical bending failure in a piece of wood containing excessive cro s
grain is illustrated in Plate 31, A .

KNOT S

Knots are the most common defects in lumber . Their weakening of th
bending strength of lumber is practically proportional to their effective diamet e
as measured across the width of the board . Since the wood of a knot is harde rstronger, and heavier than the surrounding wood, it might be expected to a dstrength to the piece . This would be true if it were not for the manner in whi t
knots are formed . A knot is a portion of a branch or limb that has becor n
incorporated in another branch or in the body of the tree . The wood fibers
running out into the limb and those passing around the limb and continuing i
the main body produce cross grain . Because of the difference in the strength o
wood parallel to and perpendicular to he grain, the weakening effect of kno t
results mainly from the cross grain around them . Checks also develop in kn o
during seasoning and thus further reduce the strength of knotty lumber . Knot
holes and encased knots have no more effect on the bending strength of lumber
than intergrown knots because they are accompanied by less cross grain .

DETERIORATION IN SEASONIN G

Many of the defects, such as checking, warping, and decay, that cause wea k
nesses in containers, occur while the lumber is in storage or during the process o
seasoning (21) . The extent of such deterioration depends upon the kind of wood ,
the conditions of seasoning, and the care exercised in piling the lumber . Som
of these defects can be prevented entirely, while others can be eliminated onl y
in part .

CHECKIN G

Checking is due to stresses set up by nonuniform shrinkage . End checking i s
caused by the wood drying more rapidly at the ends than away from the end s
where the drying takes place from the sides only . End checking can often be
avoided by painting or coating the ends (21) to retard their drying or by reducin g
the circulation of air around them . Checks reduce the holding power of nails'
and may develop into splits running the full length of the piece . Surface checks
result from the surface drying faster than the interior . Frequently surface checks, ,
formed during the early stages of drying, close up and become invisible during the
latter drying . Shrinkage of the central portion of a piece of wood after the
surface has dried and set may cause the core or center to check, forming honey -
comb. (Pl. 31, C.) These difficulties can be largely overcome by preventin g
too rapid drying of the surface .

CUPPIN G

By cupping is meant the curvature of lumber across the grain or width of a
piece, which gives it a troughlike appearance. It may be caused by one side
drying more rapidly than the other, in which event it is usually temporary.
When plain-sawed lumber is dried with insufficient weight on it or is improperl y
stickered, permanent cupping takes place . In plain-sawed lumber the side that
has been toward the center of the tree shrinks less than the other side and thus
has a tendency to cause such lumber to cup in drying .
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BOWING AND TWISTIN G

Bowing and twisting are often caused by spiral or by interlocked grain, by
differences in longitudinal shrinkage between different parts of the piece, and b y
other irregularities in structure. These troubles can be prevented to some extent
by piling carefully, using sufficient stickers of proper quality and well aligned ,
leaving no unsupported ends, and weighting the boards both during and afte r
drying .

CASEHARDENIN G

Casehardening or surface hardening in lumber is caused by too rapid surfac e
drying. It results in stresses being set up in the piece which may cause warping ,
when the lumber is resawed .

COLLAPS E

An abnormal type of shrinkage that occasionally takes place in drying certai n
kinds of lumber is called " collapse ." The surfaces of collapsed lumber have a
caved-in or corrugated appearance when it has been dried . (P1. 31, D.) Col-
lapse, which occurs only in a few species, results from the cells of the wood col -
lapsing as the water leaves them during the drying process . It does not occur in
the sapwood or at the ends or edges of the lumber where air can readily enter th e
wood to replace the water and thus prevent it . Avoiding collapse is very difficult ,
although it is more likely to occur in wood green from the saw that is dried in
kilns at high temperatures than in air seasoning or in kiln drying at lower
temperatures .

BLUE STAIN

Blue stain, or sap stain, is a blue discoloration of the sapwood . It is very com-
mon in the pines and red gum and occurs also in the sapwood of other species .
Blue stain is due to a f lingua that lives on the sap in the cells . It does not destroy
the wood or injure its strength, and is objectionable chiefly on account of th e
discoloration it produces. I Its presence, however, is an indication that the
material has been subjected to conditions conducive to the growth of wood -
destroying fungi . Bad staining may make the presence of decay hard to detect .

Blue stain may occur in the log or in freshly sawed lumber . The fungus
which produces blue stain can thrive only as long as the sapwood is moist ; there-
fore converting logs into lumber promptly and piling the lumber so that it wil l
season as rapidly as possible greatly arrests, though it does not prevent, thi s
discoloration (20) . Blue stain makes rapid progress in green lumber during
warm, humid weather, especially when the lumber is close piled, as it usuall y
is m transit. Under such conditions the stain may penetrate all of the sapwoo d
in a few days . If lumber is not blue stained when placed in a kiln, kiln dryin g
will prevent: blue staining, provided Be lumber is subsequently kept dry . Kiln
drying the lumber immediately after sawing, however, Is ordinarily done onl y
with the higher grades, although some mills also run the lower grades of lumber
through a kiln . Another preventive measure, although not always completel y
effective, consists in dipping the lumber as it comes from the saw in an anti -
septic solution, such as sodium bicaebouate . Occasionally, blue-stained lumber
is dipped in stains of various colors to give it a more pleasing appearance .

BROWN STAIN S

Brown stains are brown discolorations occurring in wood . They occur during
both air seasoning and kiln drying and are sometimes called yard brown stai n
and kiln brown stain. The yard brown stains occur as a yellow to dark-brow ndiscoloration, chiefly in air-seasoned sapwood and heartwood $tock_of sugar pine ,western yellow pine, and northern white pine . The kiln brown stain is also yellowto dark brown in color and develops during kiln drying of the heartwood an d
sapwood stock of the species just mentioned . Kiln brown stain is of a chemica lnature . The brown stain occurring during air seasoning, while definitely know n
in some cases to be due to a chemical reaction, iii other cases may be due t o1 Ullg i 5 action. The ounce of the chemical brown stains is not positively known .~~11gi1 brown slain occurs, it is t amally just below the surface of rough boardsand is therefore seldom detected until after planing . The foregoing brown stains
bbe Lot injure the strength of wood, nor are they an indication that decay migh te Present . There are, however, brown discolorations due to both wood-destroy-mg fungi and to too high kiln temperatures, both of which are injurious to th e
strength properties of wood .
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DECAY

Decay is a disintegration of the wood substance resulting from the action o
wood-destroying fungi (17) . Decay is sometimes found in low-grade materia
used for containers . It very seriously affects the strength properties and nai lholding power of the wood and should not be allowed in parts where strength i
important .

In order that decay may take place, the wood must be moist and the temper a
ture not too low . Wood dried below 20 per cent moisture content and ke p
from reabsorbing moisture rarely decays ; therefore, box and crate lumber dri e
to a moisture-content range from 12 to 18 per cent practically does not dec a
as long as it remains in that condition . Although decay is not so rapid in actio
as sap stain, it may seriously reduce the strength of some woods in three or fo u
months during warm weather, especially when close piled . Decay, including th
so-called dry rot, can be prevented in stored lumber (9) by piling it properl y
under sanitary conditions and keeping it dry .

INSECT ATTACK

Certain woods are subject to insect attack in the green lumber, some in d r
lumber, and some in insufficiently seasoned lumber . The sapwood of sum
seasoned hardwoods is subject to attack by an insect known as the powder- ;-,o s
beetle . Hickory, ash, and oak are most subject to this injury, but maple, butter
nut, elm, poplar, sycamore, and other species are also attacked . The chestn u
lumber that is available for boxes and crates almost always contains small worm
holes (7) . These, however, have only a very slight effect on the strength, a n
if the material is otherwise sound, it is quite satisfactory for this purpose . Som
countries in order to avoid the introduction of injurious pests prohibit t h
entrance of products made from lumber which has been attacked by insects .

PLYWOOD

In designing shipping containers it is not always possible to so proportion th
dimensions of lumber as to obtain uniformly the necessary strength . This i s
caused by the difference in the strength properties of the wood parallel to and per -
pendicular to the grain . The difficulty can, to a large extent, be overcome b y
building up plywood to obtain greater equality of properties in the two directions .
A symmetrical plywood construction with minimum tendency to warp may b
produced by gluing an odd number of sheets of veneer or rotary-cut Iumbe
together with the grain of each piece at right angles to that of the piece next to it .

The strength properties of plywood depend upon the species of wood and th e
number and thicknesses of the plies . Table 9 affords data on the effect of th e
number of plies on the strength properties of plywood of the same total thickness .
This table shows that increasing the number of plies decreases the strengt h
parallel to the face plies and increases the strength perpendicular to the fac e
plies . Consequently, the strengths in the two directions become more nearl y
equal as the number of plies is increased . Table 9 shows also that the resistanc e
of plywood to splitting increases rapidly with the number of plies . When ply-
wood is composed of a very large number of plies of the same thickness or if th e
middle layer of 3-ply stock is about seven-tenths the total thickness, the bendin g
strength is about the same either parallel or perpendicular to the grain of th e
face plies (4, 5) .

TABLE 9.-Effect of the number of plies on the strength properties of plywood of th
same total thicknes s

Bending strengt h

Number of plies
Parallel I

Perpen -
dicular 2

Ratio of
perpen-

dicular to
parallel

Per cent Per centPer cent Per cent
3	 100 100 20 100 100
5	 74 1117 45 96 11 3
7	 72 193 54 90 11 9
9	 51 182 72 77 109

I "Parallel" means with stress parallel to grain of face plies .
2 "Perpendicular" means with stress perpendicular to grain of face plies .

Ratio o f
perpen-

uirular to
paralle l
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A further advantage of plywood is that its dimensions change very little wit h
changes in moisture content . A glued joint is more likely to fail where plywoo d
is made of thick plies than where it is made of thin plies because greater stresse s
in the thick material are occasioned by the tendency to shrink or swell wit h
changes in moisture content . Plies one-tenth inch or more in thickness are
likely to fail either in the glue or in the wood under such stresses .

COMPARISON OF KILN DRYING AND AIR DRYIN G

The relative merits of kiln drying lumber as compared with air drying it depen d
upon a number of considerations . Therefore, no general statement can be mad e
in favor of the one or the other process that will hold for all conditions . Enough
experimental work has been done, however, to indicate that with proper care all
kinds of lumber can be dried in a kiln with results fully as good in quality o f
output as those that can be obtained with air drying . Although low-grad e
lumber is used for boxes and crates the strength properties are of prime importance
and improper kiln drying will render the lumber unsuitable for this purpose .
(See Appendix C . )

The two principal advantages of kiln drying over air drying are that it reduce s
the time required to dry the lumber and that the lumber can be dried to th e
desired moisture content even during damp weather without detriment t o
strength . Lumber 1 inch thick requires from two months to a year for ai r
drying, but green stock of this thickness can, as a rule, be kiln-dried for bo x
purposes in 15 days or less . Veneer or rotary-cut lumber three-sixteenths inc h
thick requires from 6 to 12 days for air drying ; the same material can be kiln -
dried in about 12 hours .

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OF CONTAINER WOODS
TASTE AND ODO R

Containers for some kinds of food must be free from taste or odor that wil l
taint the contents . There is little systematic information on the taste and odor
imparted to foodstuffs by various woods (2, 10, 22, 26) . Seemingly, a wood
may be entirely satisfactory for one commodity but may seriously taint another
commodity. Some woods have a very strong odor when green that is no t
present when the wood is dry . It is advisable to thoroughly test woods for
objectionable tastes and odors before using them for food containers .

CAPACITY TO STAY IN PLAC E

Shrinking, cupping, bowing, and twisting are occasioned by the drying o f
lumber but do not occur until the wood has reached the fiber-saturation point .
Woods containing cross or interlocked grain bow or twist more with drying tha n
straight-grained wood . The softwoods or coniferous species usually shrink and
swell less with changes in moisture content and therefore stay in place wher e
built into a container better than the- hardwoods . Twisting and cupping of th e
lumber place additional stress on the nails, thereby reducing the effective strengt h
of the container in withstanding the hazards of transportation .

APPENDIX E . CONTAINER WOOD S

DISTRIBUTION OF CONTAINER WOOD S
The chief factors influencing the choice of species of wood for shipping con-

tainers are cheapness, availability (3), light weight, and freedom from splitting ,
and for some commodities lack of imparting taste and odor . Boxes and crates a
are usually manufactured from the lower grades of lumber . In some of the
Pastern States mill-run second-growth stock is used for box construction, an d10 the Western States the log run cut from certain of the little-used species is
snlnetimes used. In all regions of the United States many boxes and crates are
Manufactured of rotary-cur lumber or \•eneer from very high-grade logs .

The species and grade of lumber used in any region is determined by economi cconditions including the transportation facilities available . Some of the largest
hW Inanufacturing States produce little of the lumber used for boxes . In some
States this situation is occasioned b g a lack of local timber . In other States
local species are available to meet the needs for containers . but are not used
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because of the large amount of low-grade lumber produced in other States ,which is shipped in and sold at a price below that of the local species .
Large quantities of nailed and locked-corner boxes and some wire-bound box e s

are manufactured in the New England States from second-growth northernwhite pine . Birch plywood from virgin stands anti spruce cleats from second .
growth stands are also manufactured in the New Ea land States in large quanti-ties for use in boxes. In Virginia and North Carolina second-growth southernyellow pine furnishes most of the wood for nailed boxes and red gum most of th erotary-cut lumber for plywood boxes .. Georgia and Florida produce much
rotary-cut southern yellow pine that is used locally for fruit and vegetable con _
tainers. The States in the lower Mississippi Valley not only supply materialfor their own containers but also supply much rotary-cut and sawed red gu m
and southern yellow pine to the box industry of the North Central States . In
the Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain regions, western yellow pine, Sitka spruc e
western hemlock, Douglas fir, and white fir are the woods most used for box e
and crates. The northern Central States use large quantities of their local spe-
cies, but these do not meet all their needs . Northern white pine is the p rincipal
local species used in the northern Central States for boxes arid crates thoug h

FIGURE 23 .-Annual percentage of cost of material for the manufacture of packing boxes and frui t
and vegetable packages, by regions, for 192 5

smaller quantities of eastern hemlock, basswood, aspen, beech, birch, and mapl e
are used. The beech, birch, and maple are used principally for crating, for re -
sawed wire-bound boxes, and for plywood boxes .

New Jersey, Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania are among the largest box -
manufacturing and box-consuming States ; yet they produce relatively little
box lumber. Ohio, Maryland, and Indiana are of medium rank in box manu-
facturing, yet they also produce little box lumber . Colorado has an abundant
stand of local timber ; yet most of the box shooks used there are shipped in from
the Pacific coast and the Inland Empire . 5 The annual combined cost of material
used for packing boxes and for fruit and vegetable packages in the United State s
03, 24) for 1925 is illustrated graphically in Figure 23 . The States in the
lower Mississippi Valley and those on the Pacific coast, which are the larges t
lumber-producing States, consume a relatively small amount of the lumber use d
for boxes and crates .

To satisfy the demand in the northern Central and Eastern States for contain-
ers, large quantities of box lumber and box shooks are brought from distant
points. Frorn the region south of the Ohio and Potomac Rivers box lumbe r
moves northward to consuming points in two general currents, separated by the

5 The wooded area lying in northwestern Montana, Idaho north of the Salmon River, Washington
east of the Cascade Mountains, and the northeastern tip of Oregon .
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Appalachian Mountains ; second-growth loblolly and other southern yellow pin e
from Virginia and the Carolinas goes northward east of the Allegheny Mountains
as far as Rhode Island and Connecticut, while from the Central and Gulf State s
species such as southern yellow pine, red gum, cypress, and cottonwood mov e
approximately northward. Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and southern Michigan
are common meeting grounds for competition among woods from different regions .
Northern white pine from the Lake States, principally Minnesota, Wisconsin ,
and northern Michigan, goes into Chicago and its vicinity in competition wit h
southern yellow pine and red gum from the South, and western yellow pine an d
Sitka spruce from the Pacific coast . These western species are also shippe d
through the Panama Canal to the Atlantic seaboard .

CLASSIFICATION OF CONTAINER WOODS
To facilitate the selection of species of wood for use in box design, the principa l

woods used for shipping containers have been divided into four groups,' as liste d
on pages 103 and 104 . Many of the woods included in this classification are avail -
able only in limited quantities ; however, many of them may be mixed togethe r
to furnish boxes in large quantities, and it is therefore important to know whic h
species may be mixed for use as a single species in design .

Of the 32 species of wood listed, probably 10 furnish less than 5 per cent of th e
total lumber used for boxes and crates; however, even this small percentage o f
these species amounts to more than 150,000,000 board feet of lumber annuall y
for boxes and crates (13) .

In classifying these woods, consideration has been given to their nail-holding
power, tendency to split in nailing, strength as a beam, and shock-resistin g
!capacity . In any classificatiop of this sort there are certain to be some kinds o f
wood that are on the border line' between two groups in some particular property ;
therefore no classification will accurately fit all species . This grouping does not
mean that the species within a group are e q ual in every respect for containers ,
nor does it mean that the woods in one group are better for all containers tha n
the woods in another group, but it does mean that the woods in each group a s
a whole possess outstanding characteristics that make them the best for particula r
types of containers and conditions of service . This is also true to some extent
for species within a group, but, in general, specifications that produce a well -
balanced container from one species will likewise produce a well-balanced con-
tainer from other species within the same group . In other words, the specie s
within a group may be mixed together or used interchangeably under the sam e
specification without any great error .

Group 1 embraces the softer woods of both the coniferous and the broad-leave d
species . These woods are relatively free from splitting in nailing, have moderat e
naill-holding power, moderate strength as a beam, and moderate shock-resistin g
capacity. They are soft, light in weight, easy to work, hold their shape well afte r
manufacture, and, as a rude, are easy to dry .

Group 2 consists of the heavier coniferous woods and includes no hardwoo d
species . These woods usually have a pronounced contrast in the hardness o f
the spring wood and the summer wood. They have greater nail-holding powe r
than the Group 1 woods, but are more inclined to split and the hard summer woo d
bands often deflect the nails and cause them to run out at the side of the piece .

Group 3 consists of hardwoods of medium density. No coniferous species are
included . Those woods have a,lho n.lt• the same nail-holding power and strengt h
as a beam as the Group 2 woods, but are less inclined to split and shatter unde r
impacts . Group 3 species are the most useful woods for box ends and cleats .
They also furnish most of the rotary-cut lumber for wire-bound and plywood
boxes .

Group 4 woods are hardwood species . They have both the greatest shock s
resisting capacity and the greatest nail-holding power, but, because of thei r
extreme hard lie ss, they present difficulties with respect to the driving of nail s
and also have the greatest tendency to split at the nails . They are the heavies t
and hardest doinesi :•ic woods and are quite difficult to work . They are especially

This class : firar.ion of species of wool] was fss,.t made in 1913 . It has been widely accepted by intereste dorlanl aation 5 such as the. American Soeicty for Testing Materials, various box manufacturers' associations ,B4reau of Ext~lnsives, Consolidated Classification Committee, Railway Express Agency ,
u%fight Container Bureau, National ('an gers' Association, National Wholesale Grocers' Association ,
b

	

, Container
and Federal {x.cihell ion Board . It has been included in practically all principal

$ i rations for buses and crates as a basis for defining requirements both for thicknesses of box and crat eparts and for nailing .
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useful where high nail-holding power is required, and many of them make exce llent rotary-cut lumber for wire-bound and plywood boxes .
In selecting container woods it is well to know not only to what extent th e

species possess the different properties on which the grouping is based but als otheir availablility and those of their general characteristics that are not indicatedby this grouping or by the tabulated figures given in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and gThe following is a brief description of the availability and general characteristicsof the more important container woods .

DESCRIPTION OF BOX AND CRATE WOOD S
For convenience of comparison, the woods most similar in appearance (f 1

and in the properties essential for box construction are considered together . Th
eforest regions in parenthesis following the names of the species refer to the region s

in which the trees grow as indicated in Figure 24 . Although the geographicaldistribution of each species extends beyond the limits of the regions indicated
(18), these regions are the principal sources of supply of the lumber .

FIGURE 24 .-Forest regions of the United States

The comparative strength properties of the species used for containers are give n
in Table 7, and the nail-holding power of some of these species is given in Table 4 .

GROUP 1

Group 1 includes two subgroups, as follows :

CONIFERS (SOFTWOODS)

COMMON NAME 7

Cedar, northern white . Fir, noble . Pine, western white .
Cedar, Port Orford . Fir, silver. Pine, western yellow.
Cedar, western red . Fir, white. Redwood .
Cypress, southern . Pine, jack . Spruce, Engelmann .
Fir, alpine . Pine, lodgepole . Spruce, red .
Fir, balsam . Pine, northern white . Spruce, Sitka .
Fir, California red . Pine, Norway . Spruce, white .
Fir, lowland white . Pine, sugar .

7 Species names used in this bulletin arc according to Check List of Forest Trees of the United States (18) .
Scientific names are given in Table 7 .
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Aspen . Chestnut . Poplar, yellow .
Aspen, largetooth. Cottonwood, black . Willow, black .
Basswood . Cottonwood, eastern . Willow, western black .
Butternut . Magnolia, cucumber .
Buckeye, yellow . Magnolia, evergreen .

The Group 1 species furnish about one-half of the total lumber used for boxe s
and crates . Most of the lumber furnished by the group is northern and wester n
white pine and western yellow pine . Jack pine, lodgepole pine, Norway pine ,
the spruces, and the true firs are other species of Group 1 that resemble the whit e
pines and western yellow pine in general appearance and in some properties .

The most effective way to describe species is to classify them into small group s
and to compare them within such groups as follows :

Northern white pine (northern forest) . B
Sugar pine (lower part of Pacific forest) .
Western white pine (northern portion of Pacific and upper part of Rocky Mountain forests) .
The greatest production of northern white pine box lumber is in the New

England States . The wood from the white pines is light colored and straigh t
grained, and the annual growth rings are distinct even though they are withou t
a pronouncedly harder and denser summer-wood band . The heartwood of th e
northern white pine and western white pine is cream colored to light reddish o r
yellowish brown, but the heartwood of sugar pine is light brown and seldo m
reddish . The wood from the white pines has a slight, pleasantly resinous odor ,
but the wood is almost tasteless except that the sugar pine may have resinou s
exudations, which give it a sweetish taste . The wood of sugar pine often has a
slightly coarser texture than that of the other white pines . The white pines
shrink and swell less than most woods . The old-growth northern white pin e
warps the least. of any of the native softwood species .

Jack pine (northern portion of northern forest) .
Lodgepole pine (northern and central portions of Rocky Mountain and upper portion of Pacific forests) .
Norway pine (northern portion of northern forest) .
Western yellow pine (Rocky Mountain and southern portion of Pacific forests) .

The pines listed above are similar in appearance and properties to the whit e
pines . Western yellow pine in merchantable stands has the widest geographica l
distribution of any species in North America. Most of the box lumber from wes-
tern yellow pine is produced in the Pacific Coast States and in Idaho . The wood
from the jack, lodgepole, Norway, and western yellow pines is light colored an d
straight grained . The annual rings of the young trees have a distinct band o f
summer wood, whereas the summer-wood layers in the outer annual rings of th e
old trees may be narrow and inconspicuous . These pines have a resinous odo r
but are almost tasteless . The wood shrinks and swells slightly more than the
white pines but is harder and holds1nails better . LodgepoIe pine is not generall y
used for containers but will no doubt be more in demand in the future . There is
evidence that boxes made of this wood when properly dried are equivalent i n
strength to those made of western yellow pine .

Engelman spruce (Rocky Mountain forest) .lied spruce (eastern half of northern forest) .
Sitka spruce (upper half of Pacific forest) .~~" lute spruce (northern portion of northern forest) .

The wood of the foregoing species resembles that of the white pines in texture ,

8 as light colored as the sapwood, but the heartwood of the Sitka spruce has a
,reddish ting The annual rings of the spruces are clearly defined by a distinc t.

glas fir, a Group 2 wood . The nailing qualities and the strength propertie sof the spruces are similar to the properties of the white pines except that the sprucesare tougher . The spruces are practically tasteless and odorless .
-At" fir (Rocky Mountain and upper half of Pacific forests) .

e 4 ° er rrd fir (lower half Pacific forest) .N b an dwhite fir (upper halves of Rocky Mountain and Pacific forests) .
Shy ei fir ( p(upper half of Pacic,

forest) .
fi forest) .~~~"ite 6r (lower halves of Rocky Mountain and Pacific forests) .

The names in parentheses refer to the forests in which the trees grow as indicated in Figure 24 .

Put has a silky sheen . The heartwood of the white, red, and Engelmann spruc e

YD o
surfaces of Sitka spruce serves to distinguish it from the reddish-tinged pieces o f
and of summer woo . The ocked or dimpled appearance on the split tangentia l
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The wood from the true firs just listed 9 is whitish in color and often has F
reddish-brown tinge, which is especially noticeable in the summer-wood band
This condition produces a sharp color contrast in each ring, which is a distinetiv i
characteristic in most of the woods of the true fir group. The wood is nearli
uniform in density . The firs, though somewhat lighter in weight, resemble i t
general appearance the eastern and the western hemlocks, which are Group
woods. The difference in color between the spring-wood and summer-wo o
bands of the firs is usually sufficient to distinguish the firs from the more uniform ]
colored hemlocks. Alpine fir has a distinctly rank odor even when a fresh cut j
made in dry wood, and white fir has a very rank odor when green . The oth e
true firs are without marked characteristic odor or taste . Many of these fi
when green contain high percentages of moisture and are more difficult to d r
than the pines and the spruces . The true firs warp more and have a greater tencii
ency to split at the nails than the white pines, spruces, and the softer yell o
pines .

Northern white cedar (northern portion of northern forest) .
Port Orford cedar (Pacific forest restricted range, southwest Oregon and northwest California) .
Western red cedar (upper half Pacific forest) .

The cedars furnish less than 1 per cent of the total lumber used for boxes a n
crates . The northern white cedar and western red cedar are among the softe n
and weakest native woods ; they have very low nail-holding power and are n o
readily split by nails. The heartwood of red cedar is reddish brown and has
characteristic odor and a somewhat bitter taste . The annual rings are distin c
moderate in width, with a thin, but well-defined, band of summer wood . North
ern white cedar often has very narrow annual rings ; it resembles western re
cedar in odor and taste but averages lighter in weight ; has slightly lower streng t
properties, and usually lacks the reddish hue . Both these species are relativel
free from splitting at the nails, and for best results they should be fastened wi t
slightly larger nails than other Group 1 woods . The wood of Port Orford ced
is lighter in color, heavier, less spongy, and has higher strength properties a n
nail-holding power than the other cedars . It has a pronounced odor, and i t
taste is sometimes compared to that of ginger. The cedars are easy to dry an
have low shrinkage .

Southern cypress (southern forest) .
Redwood (southern portion of Pacific forest near the Pacific coast) .

Cypress and redwood are quite variable in color and weight . Commerciall
the common cypress is classed as " white," "yellow, " " red, " or "black," althoug
it is almost all derived from the same botanical species . The wood of the cypre
and of the redwood somewhat resembles that of the cedars in appearance . Th
redwood, however, is tasteless and odorless, whereas the cypress, though pract'
cally tasteless, has a rancid odor when green very unlike the aromatic odor of t l
cedars . The odor of dry cypress is less pronounced, but is noticeable in sawi n
The annual rings of cypress usually are irregular in width and outline. Th
summer wood is distinct and narrow, although sometimes it is wider than t h
summer wood in the cedars . The heartwood of the redwood, as a rule, is a dee
reddish brown ; -the dense bands of summer wood make its annual rings ve r
distinct . Redwood varies somewhat more than most species in density a n
strength properties . It is considered difficult to nail without splitting .

Aspen (northern, hardwood, Rocky Mountain, and Pacific forests) .
Aspen, largetooth (northern and north portion of southern forests) .
Basswood (northern and hardwood forests) .
Buckeye, yellow (hardwood forest) .
Cottonwood, black (Pacific forest) .
Cottonwood, eastern (northern portion of northern forest, and hardwood and southern forests .)
Willow, black (northern and southern forests) .
Willow, western black (Pacific and southern Rocky Mountain forests) .

The species named are the softest of the native hardwoods, and are softer th a
many of the coniferous species or so-called softwoods, from which they are readi l
distinguishable by their minute structural characteristics . Cottonwood, aspe n
basswood, and buckeye collectively furnish about 7 per cent of the total lumb e
used for boxes and crates. These four woods are light colored, fairly straig h
grained, and without very marked odor or taste, except for the basswood, whi t
has a characteristic odor . The annual rings are not clearly defined, and there I
no pronounced difference in color between the sapwood and heartwood in a t
of these species except basswood, in which the heartwood may have a cream-bro w
color . Basswood may also show black or brownish spots or streaks . Aspe

Douglas fir, a Group 2 wood, is not a true fir .
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and cottonwood generally grow rapidly . The aspen, however, commonly
develops heart rot as it grows older and is, therefore, often cut when small .
The cottonwood, in contrast, often grows to a large size and is generally soli d
to the center. Its logs therefore make good veneer . Cottonwood resembles in
appearence tupelo gum, a Group 3 wood, but is usually lighter in both weight
and color and has a coarser texture . The aspens, cottonwoods, basswoods, an d
yellow buckeye are relatively easy to dry and to work . The cottonwood, willow ,
and basswood are especially resistant to splitting in driving nails . Cottonwood
is used extensively for egg cases .

Magnolia, cucumber (hardwood, southern, and eastern portion of northern forests) .
Magnolia, evergreen (hardwood, and southern forests) .
Poplar, yellow (hardwood, southern, and eastern portion of northern forests) .

These three species of the Group 1 hardwoods just named grow in mixed stand s
and frequently together . The wood of any one of the three is very difficult t o
distinguish from that of the others . Both magnolias average somewhat higher
in weight and in strength than the yellow poplar . They have about the same
strength properties as the average for the Group 3 woods, but they usually spli t
less at the nails . The strength properties of yellow poplar are near the lower limi t
of the Group 3 woods . Yellow poplar has less nail-holding power and less tend-
ency to split at the nails than the Group 3 woods . It is assigned to Group 1
because it will take the larger nails that are used with Group 1 woods and will
consequently make a better box than if it is used as a Group 3 wood . The wood
cut from comparatively young yellow poplar trees is white in appearance and i s
sometimes sold as white poplar . This wood is comparatively hard and tough ,
and is often confused with basswood or with tupelo gum, a Group 3 wood . Ever -
green magnolia and cucumber magnolia also take the Group 1 nailing . Because
of the difficulty of distinguishing these woods from yellow poplar, they, too, ar e
placed in Group 1 . These woods are of fine texture, are straight grained, an d
without marked odor or taste . The heartwood, like that of yellow poplar, varie s
from light to moderately dark yellowish or olive brown with a greenish tinge an d
sometimes has a purplish tinge or streaks . The annual rings are bordered b y
light-colored lines. These species are easy to dry and easy to work. The wood
cut from old yellow poplar trees holds its shape after drying better than most othe r
woods, whereas the magnolias warp somewhat with changes in moisture content .

Chestnut (hardwood, southern, and eastern portion of northern forests) .
Butternut (northern and hardwood forests) .

Chestnut and butternut are somewhat similar in color, but are easily dis-
tinguished by the broad band of porous spring wood that is present in the annua l
rings of the chestnut . The wood of both species is moderately light and is usuall y
straight, grained. Butternut resembles black walnut in structure but is lighter i n
weight, softer, and lighter colored, somewhat resembling in appearance blac k
ash, a Group 3 wood. It is without marked odor or taste . The heartwood o fchestnut is grayish brown, and has a slightly astringent taste . Chestnut ordi-
narily has a very narrow band of sapwood, and consequently the lumber is for th e
most part heartwood . The butternut and chestnut have small shrinkage an dordinarily warp only slightly if at all . These species are in great demand for fur-
niture backing and other uses in which low shrinkage is important . Only smallquantities of the lowest• grades of butternut are used for boxes and crates .

The chestnut trees are being exterminated by a fungus known as " chestnut
'blight," which attacks the bark . If the lumber from a blight-killed tree is use d
before it begins to deteriorate on account of checking, insect injury, and decay ,
rt is as strong as, and for practically all purposes as good as, that from health y
living chestnut . Chestnut trees, however, are very susceptible to attack by in -
r t ..' (7) . Pin-hole worms bore into the tree but do not kill it . The stock sawe d
from such trees produces lumber of a grade known as " sound wormy chestnut ."

GROUP 2

The species included in Group 2 are as follows :

COMMON NAM E

Fir , Douglas
. gemlock, eastern .

	

Pine, longleaf.

	

Pine, shortleaf
. pond.

$rmh westerners
.

	

PPin e
ine, p

imoun
tch

twin .

	

Tamarack .

The Group 2 woods constitute about 23 per cent of the total lumber used fo r
°xes and crates. Of this amount, about 70 per cent comes from the southern
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yellow pines, of which there are several species . The southern yellow pines are
among the leading woods used for heavy crating and are also used both as rotary-
cut veneer and sawed lumber for boxes .

The Group 2 woods are further classified into the following small group s
in order to make their description more effective :
ZLoblolly pine (southern forest) .
(Longleaf pine (southern forest) .
(Pitch pine (hardwood and northern forests) .
Shortleaf pine (southern and hardwood forests) .
Slash pine (southern forest) .

The southern yellow pines enumerated above are usually heavier, harder, mor e
resinous, and contain a wider and harder layer of summer wood than the whit e
pines. Wood cut in the Atlantic coast region from loblolly and shortleaf pine s
and second-growth pine trees of other species is often termed "North Carolin a
pine," and the shortleaf pine in Arkansas is termed "Arkansas pine ." The
lumber of these woods is frequently softer and has wider sapwood than true
longleaf and slash pines, which average the heaviest and hardest of the pines .
Some of the hardest lumber from these species, however, may closely resemble
longleaf pine in appearance and properties . The southern yellow pines, althoug h
similar in appearance, vary greatly in density and in strength properties bot h
among species and among individual pieces of the same species . Although
different types of southern yellow pine lumber are recognized in the lumber trad e ,
it is impossible to distinguish accurately among the species after the logs hav e
been worked into lumber . Because of the wide variation in the properties o f
southern yellow pine, the selection for boxes should be based upon the specifi c
gravity or density of the wood rather than upon the species .

The southern yellow pines and Douglas fir are somewhat similar in appearance
and properties, but Douglas fir usually has a distinct reddish hue and the resi n
ducts scattered through the wood are less prominent. The dense material o f
both the southern yellow pines and the Douglas fir splits badly at the nails, an d
the nails have a tendency to follow the softer wood between the hard bands o f
summer wood, often running out at the sides of the board, but the lightweight
soft pieces nail almost as easily as some of the Group 1 woods . This dense
material is stronger and holds nails better than the lighter-weight stock, conse-
quently smaller nails should be used . The same nail-holding power is thus
obtained, and the tendency to split or run out is reduced . The dense material
is well suited for crate skids and other members in which a high degree of strengt h
is required .

Douglas fir (Rocky Mountain and Pacific forests) .

Douglas fir is the most important commercial species of the Pacific Northwest .
The stands of Douglas fir exceed in volume those of any other species in the
United States . The amount of Douglas fir cut in 1925 was exceeded only b y
that of the southern yellow pines, which was cut from the several species . Doug-
las fir is now less important as a box wood than southern yellow pine, mainl y
because, owing to its region of growth, it has to compete with readily availabl e
species that are softer and have less tendency to split at the nails, such as wester n
yellow pine, spruce, and western hemlock .

Douglas fir is not a true fir, spruce, or pine, but belongs to a different genus,
one as distinct from the others as the spruces and the pines are distinct fro m
each other . However, it has the same general structure as the other coniferou s
woods . Its wood differs from the true firs in that it is more resinous, heavier ,
stronger, and has a darker heartwood and denser summer wood . Douglas fi r
resembles the southern yellow pines in strength properties and in tendency t o
split at the nails . Like the southern yellow pines, it is decidedly variable i n
density and has corresponding variations in strength properties . The Rocky
Mountain type of Douglas fir differs in its properties from the Pacific coast typ e
aimoat as markedly as if the two were different species of trees. The Rocky
Mountain type is a short, branchy tree and yields lighter and weaker lumber tha n
the Pacific coast type. Douglas fir when dry is practically tasteless and odorless .
It is reported that it is unsuitable for apple boxes because of a scald that i s
produced on fruits with which Douglas fir comes in contact (6) .

Hemlock, eastern (northern and hardwood forests) .
Hemlock, western (upper halves of Rocky Mountain and Pacific forests) .

The woods from these species are similar in general appearance but diffe r
considerably in a number of strength properties . The species resemble the tru e
firs in appearance, but there is no sharp distinction in color between the sprin g
wood and summer wood; the two colors, which are closely similar gradually
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merge into each other . There also is little difference in color in the hemlock s
between sapwood and heartwood, although the latter may have a somewha t
pale-brown or reddish hue . The western hemlock is somewhat heavier an d
stronger than the eastern hemlock, is less subject to shakes and checks, has
higher Heil-holding power, and has less tendency to split in nailing . In addition
western hemlock is cut from large trees, which make it possible to obtain bo x
parts of single-piece stock . When fresh, hemlock has a characteristic sour odor ,
but this disappears when the wood is dry . The western hemlock is a satisfactor y
wood for butter containers and is also much used for fresh fruits and vegetables .
One-fourth of all western hemlock cut goes into boxes, furnishing about Biz pe r
cent of all softwood used for this purpose .

Larch, western (upper halves of Rocky Mountain and Pacific forests) .
Tamarack (northern forest) .

Larch lumber is obtained from two species, the tamarack, growing in th e
Eastern States, and the western larch, growing in the Western States . The
heartwood of tamarack has a russet color, while that of western larch sometime s
also has a. reddish-brown tinge ; both vary from a coarse to a fine, even straigh t
grain . The annual growth rings in western larch are narrower and more nearly
uniform in width than in tamarack, and consequently less difficulty is experi-
enced in nailing western larch. The annual rings are marked by a distinct band
of summer wood . The butt logs of western larch are often shaky and contain
large amounts of gum . This material, however, is usually left in the woods .
Western larch and tamarack are not considered suitable for food containers bu t
are quite satisfactory for crates or heavy boxes in which strength is important .

GROUPS 3 AND 4

The Groups 3 and 4 woods, all of which are from hardwood species, are, fo r
convenience, discussed together. The following are the species included :

GROUP 3

COMMON NAME

Ash, black .

	

Gum, black.

	

Maple, silver.
Asti, pumpkin .

	

Gum, red .

	

Sycamore.
Elm, American .

	

Gum, tupelo.

GROUP 4

COMMON NAME

Ash, green

	

Elm, rock .

	

Maple, sugar.
Asti, white .

	

Elm, slippery.

	

Oaks, red.
Beech

.

	

Hackberry .

	

Oaks, white .
birch, sweet .

	

Hickory.
Brea, yellow.

	

Maple, black .

For descriptive purposes the Group 3 and Group 4 woods are subdivided int o
small groups as follows :

Black ash (northern and hardwood forests) .
Green ash (northern, hardwood, southern, and Rocky Mountain forests)

. an
d White ash (northern, hardwoo

d souther n
southern forests) .

The white and the green ash are Group 4 woods . The black ash and th e
P umpkin ash are Group 3 woods . Black ash has about the same bending strengt h
as Pumpkin ash but is much tougher . The heartwood of white ash and of gree n
ash is a light ra ish brown in color, sometimes with a reddish tinge . The
heartwood of black ash is somewhat darker ; hence its name . The sapwood o f
all four species is white . In the white and the green ashes it is several inches wid e
2'8a' rule , although in black ash rarely over l inch . The ashes are without marke d
ouor or taste . The woods of the white and of the green ash are very much alike
In appearance and strength properties, and are sold as white ash or ash . The
lighter-weight grades of white ash and of green ash are commercially classed an d
sold as pumpkin ash .
BBeech (northern, southern, and hardwood forests) .irch, sweet (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .
Birch yellow (northern and hardwood forests) .

anT,he woods of the birches resemble the beech and the hard maples in appearance
-with

In strength properties . The wood is heavy, fairly straight grained, an d
out characteristic odor or taste . Birch has more cross grain than maple and
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does not hold its shape so well . Beech usually produces lower-grade lumbe rthan birch or maple . It is cross-grained, difficult to season, and warps and checksexcessively .
American elm (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .
Rock elm (northern and hardwood forests) .
Slippery elm (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .

ii
Itt

15

The woods of the several elms are very similar in appearance but differ con .
siderably in weight and in strength properties . The elms have a brownish heart-
wood tinged with red. The sapwood is white . American elm is a Group 3 wood
whereas rock elm and slippery elm are Champ 4 woods . All the elms are withou t
marked odor or taste . Rock elm and slippery elm are heavier than America n
elm and have correspondingly higher strength properties . The elms have excel-
lent shock-resisting capacity and nail-holding power and are exceptionally fre e
from splitting with nailing . They are especially good for containers that are to

~•

	

be used a number of times . All the elms are difficult to dry and to work . They
It dress smoothly, but often fuzz and become ragged when steamed or placed i n

hot water and then subjected to rough handling as are, for instance, milk-bottl e
boxes. The elms make good veneers for cheese boxes . The elms, however,
warp more with changes in moisture content than many other species .

Black gum (hardwood, southern, and eastern half of northern forests) .
Red gum (hardwood, southern, and lower eastern portion of northern forests) .
Tupelo gum (southern and lower portion of hardwood forests) .

Red gum is the principal container wood of Group 3 . Before the World War
more than 50 per cent of the total amount of red-gum lumber used in the United
States went into box construction. Although the demand for red-gum for fur-
niture has probably reduced this proportion, probably 10 per cent of the total
quantity of box lumber is red gum (including sap gum) . It is the leading venee r
wood used in wire-bound and plywood boxes . The wood of the red gum trees
may vary from nearly all red wood to nearly all white wood . The red-gum
lumber that is cut from the white sapwood of the tree is termed commerciall y
" sap " gum and that which is cut from the reddish-brown heartwood is terme d
"red " gum . The sapwood is often blued by sap stain . It is difficult to distin-
guish tupelo gum and black gum from the sapwood of red gum . The wood
usually has interlocked grain and is of such uniform structure that the annua l
rings are inconspicuous . The gums are difficult to dry but may be worked with
considerable ease . The strength properties of material from the upper parts
of tupelo gum trees are very similar to those of red gum ; the wood from the
swelled butt, however, is often light and spongy, low in strength, and does no t
hold nails securely . Light, spongy wood should be excluded from the ends
and cleats of boxes and when used for sides, top, and bottom should be used i n
the thicknesses required for Group I woods . All the gurus are practically tasteles s
and odorless and are so similar in strength properties that there is little need t o
differentiate one from the other .

Hackberry (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .

Hackberry is not plentiful, but its range of growth is extensive . It grows
with the ashes and the elms and in appearance bears so close a resemblance t o
them that it is seldom sold separately . The wood of hackberry is moderately
heavy and is generally straight grained . The heartwood is light gray, tinged
with green, which distinguishes it from the elms. It is without characteristi c
odor or taste . Flackberry is approximately the equal of ash for boxes and
crates but is slightly inferior to rock elm .

Hickory (southern and southern portion of northern forests) .

Small quantities of hickory are mixed with other species and used for boxe s
and crates. The heartwood is reddish brown, often with darker streaks . The
sapwood, which is from one to several inches wide, is white. Hickory is very
heavy and hard, has excellent shock-resisting capacity, and is classed as a Group 4
wood .

Black maple (northern and hardwood forests) .
Silver maple (northern, hardwood, and western portion of southern forests) .
Sugar maple (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .

There are a number of maples, the most important of which are the suga r
maple and the silver maple, often known respectively as the hard and the soft
maples . The wood of sugar maple is heavy, hard, of uniform texture, and dif-
ficult to drive nails into and to cut across the grain . The hard maples are
classed as Group 4 woods . The softer maples are lighter in weight and have cor-
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respondingly lower strength properties and lower nail-holding power than the
hard maples ; the softer maples also have less tendency to split and are easier t o
nail . They are classified as Group 3 woods . The sapwood is white in all maples ,
and the heartwood is light-reddish brown . The maples are without characteristi c
odor or taste . They wear smoothly and for this reason are excellent woods fo r
milk-bottle boxes, which are exposed to hot water or steam in sterilizing the
bottles .

Red oak group (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .
White oak group (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .
The oaks are heavy, hard, and when dry are without characteristic odor o r

taste . The annual rings are very distinct in both the white and the red oaks .
The most characteristic feature of all oak woods is the broad wood rays, whic h
are very conspicuous as light-colored lines on the end surface of oak lumber an d
appear on the radial surface as silvery patches . The size and distribution of th e
large rays distinguishes the oaks from all other woods . The oaks are among the
most difficult species to dry without degrade . They furnish but small quantitie s
of lumber for boxes and crates .

No distinction need be made between the various red oaks and white oaks
unless they are to be used for containers carrying liquids, in which event th e
white oaks are preferable, owing to their imperviousness .

Both groups are heavy and hard, and have excellent nail-holding power bu t
split rather easily when nailed . The oaks when dry stay in place well and change
slowly in shape with changes in moisture content . The oaks produce excellent
rotary-cut veneer and are at times used in combination with gum and ash for
wire-bound boxes .

Sycamore (northern, hardwood, and southern forests) .

Sycamore is easily identified by means of its conspicuous rays and interlocke d
grain. Sycamore is quite similar in' strength properties to the gums and is ofte n
sold mixed with them . It resembles heeeh and maple in appearance but i s
lighter in weight and its rays are more conspicuous . Sycamore trees in large
sizes are subject to ring shake . The heartwood is reddish brown and the sap -
wood is somewhat lighter in color . It is the favorite wood for plug-tobacc o
boxes .

APPENDIX C. SEASONING OF BOX LUMBER

Except for the rotary-cut stock used in plywood and wire-bound construction ,
boxes are for the most part made from the lower grades of lumber and henc e
furnish an outlet for large quantities of such stock . Heretofore, a large pro -
Portion of the lumber for boxes has been seasoned by air drying . The use o f
kiln-dried stock, however, is increasing and will probably continue to increase .
The lower grades of lumber are low in monetary value so that in kiln dryin g
them the objective is usually to get the moisture out at as low a cost as possible ,
considering both the expense of drying and the loss through degrade brough t
about by such defects as checking, warping, and loosening of knots .

Tt is likely to be assumed that as Iong as no visible damage results from kiln
drying, the strength properties of the lumber are not affected . Throughout
this bulletin emphasis is placed on the fact that ordinarily the strength of a bo xis limited by the fastening resistance of the wood, including resistance to pullin g
of the fastenings and to breaking at the fastenings. In the development o f
specifications and schedules for the kiln drying of wood for airplane constructio n(27), thousands of tests were made of the effect of different kiln-drying scheduleson the bending strength, shock resistance, and other properties important i n
airplane parts . These tests demonstrated that wood can he kiln dried withou tloss III any strength property as compared to air drying under optimum condi-ticTs They also demonstrated that the various strength properties and th e
individual species differ greatly with respect to their sensitiveness to the highe r

niperatures sometimes used in kiln drying and that stock may be very seriouslydaina.ged in strength properties without showing any visible evidence of thi sdamage . The property most sensitive to kiln drying is shock resistance, whic h
sortie species is seriously reduced by comparatively low temperatures an dv

very greatly reduced by the higher temperatures frequently used in kiln dryin glumiier. In every instance in which boxes made from lumber known to hav ebeen subjected to extremely high temperatures have been tested they have bee nf°rind to be very low in resistance to rough handling as compared to boxes made
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from air-dry lumber . This was shown by the early occurrence of the fail
that resulted from the breakage of boards at and near-the fastenings . liasteniresistance is . reduced by any influence that renders the wood fibers bras h
brittle . The low shock resistance in the airplane woods tested resulted fr o
the high temperatures in kiln drying, which produced brashness . This f
demonstrates that care should be exercised with respect to the tempera temployed in the kiln drying of box lumber. As a result of the tests of the efyeet
of kiln drying on airplane woods, drying schedules ie by means of which stock can
be kiln dried without material damage to any strength property have bee nestablished . Since box boards are thinner than airplane stock the time neces.sary 11 for them to be exposed to the kiln temperature is shorter . Consequentlyhigher temperatures than those allowed by the airplane schedules can no doub t
be employed in drying material for use in box construction without reducin gthe strength and serviceability of the boxes . Unfortunately the maximumtemperatures that can be safely used are not known .

FIGUaE 25.-Effect of relative humidity and temperature on the equilibrium moisture conten t
of wood

It is impossible, therefore, to offer definite recommendations as to maximu m
permissible temperatures . It does, however, seem advisable to raise the cautio n
that the temperatures frequently used in kiln drying such stock may result i n
very serious damage and to recommend that particular care be given to the dryin g
of box lumber. If minimum thicknesses are to be used in boxes, it is essentia l
that lumber be dried without damage to its strength properties .

Even when conditions are carefully controlled to avoid permanent damage it i s
undesirable that box lumber be kiln dried to too low a moisture content. Lumber
that is overdried, until it has regained a normal moisture content through reab-
sorption, is quite brash and therefore subject to damage in handling, machining ,
and nailing. If lumber in the very dry condition is nailed, the nails a ill lose much of
their holding power when reabsorption occurs under exposure to normal atmos-
pheric conditions. Experience indicates that there is no advantage in drying
box lumber below the average air-dry condition, which is usually about 12 to
15 per cent moisture content .

In the following pages are given suggestions for seasoning by both air dryin g
and kiln drying. More detailed information on types of kilns and their control

10 These together with other schedules for the kiln drying of wood of different species are presented 1 1
Kiln Drying Handbook (21) . Maximum kiln temperatures permitted by the airplane schedules vary
from 105° to 145° F . depending on the species to be dried and on the stage of the drying .

11 The experiments in drying airplane woods were for the most part of 8/4-inch stock .
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A, Poor piling for air seasoning ; B, method of marking boxes and crates for test
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and operation and on air seasoning may be obtained from the Forest Products
Laboratory (21) .

Both the equilibrium moisture content and the rate of drying of wood ar e
dependent upon the humidity and the temperature of the surrounding air .
When wood is subjected to a constant relative humidity and temperature, i t
will in time come to a definite moisture content, which is called the equilibriu m
moisture content . The relationship between the equilibrium moisture in th e
wood, the temperature, and the relative humidity of the surrounding atmospher e
is shown in Figure 25 . From the chart it may be seen that the moisture conten t
increases with increase in relative humidity, but decreases with increase in tem-
perature. Since temperatures are lower and humidities are higher in winte r
than in summer, wood stored outside reaches a higher moisture content in winter
than in summer, but when stored in a heated room wood becomes drier as a
result of the lower relative humidity in the room .

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS IN HUMIDITY AND TEMPERATURE

In addition to seasonal variations in humidity and temperature, there ar e
also variations from part to part of the United States . Table 10 shows the rela-
tive humidities at different seasons of the year for a number of widely separate d
cities. The humidities are based on daytime readings made by the United States
Weather Bureau and do not give the mean average humidity for 24-hour periods .
The humidity during the night is usually much higher than that during the day ,
and since the equilibrium moisture content will follow the mean average humidit y
for the 24-hour period, it will be somewhat higher than the moisture content indi-
cated in the table .

TABLE 10.-Relative humidities at different seasons in various parts of the Unite d
States

Mean relative humidity in per cen t
based on daytime readings in-

Locality

Winter Spring Summer

	

Fall

New York City	
Cleveland, Ohio	
Spokane, Wash	 •	Seattle, Wash	
Phoenix, Ariz	
San Diego, Calif 	 •	an F rancisco, Calif	 •	Denver, Colo

	

	 .	------------------- -ashington,
-
D

- . -
C	E1 Paso,'rex	

Galveston,'1'ex 	
acksonville, Fla	

AIR SEASONIN G

The small amount of additional work required to pile lumber properly for ai r
seasoning (21) so as to shorten the time required for drying and to reduce de-
terioration is usually well worth while . Lumber thrown in a, pile promiscuously ,
improperly stickered, or piled with loose projecting ends or on uneven founda-
tions will warp, check, split, and otherwise depreciate in value in a compara-
tively short time. (Pl. 32, A) . In order to be considered properly air seasoned
lumber should be of a uniform moisture content of the desired percentage ,
straight, free from stain and decay, without undue damage to knots, and with -

83899°-30
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out surface checks . Observance of the following suggestions will help to securethese results :
A. Foundations :

1. The foundation should be rigid and level in one direction .
2. The foundation should slope from front to rear about 1 inch to the foot .
3 . The foundation should be high enough from the ground and sufficiently open to allow good eireu .lation . The lumber should be at least 18 inches from the ground .
4 . Material for foundation piers is listed in the order of durability : Concrete or masonry . Pressur ecreosoted blocks of any species or the heartwood of cypress, redwood, or cedar . (When un-treated woods are used, all points of contact should be given two coats of hot creosote . )
5 . Stringers and beams should preferably be of steel or of pressure-creosoted timbers . Untreate ddurable woods with two coats of hot creosote at points of contact may be used .

B . Air flues :
1 . Even-width stock should have lateral spaces between adjacent boards not less than 20 per cen tof the width of the board . The boards in each succeeding tier should be placed directly ove

rthose below so that the lateral s paces between boards will form uninterrupted vertical flue s2 . In uneven-width material the equivalent of one tapering chimney not less than 12 inches wide a tthe bottom should be used for a 6-foot pile and often two such chimneys in wider piles . Thelateral space between adjacent boards should be not less than 1 inch for 4/4-inch stock an d1j inch for thicker stock .
C . Stickers :

1 . All stickers should be sound, free from stain, and of even thickness . All stickers in the same courseshould be of the same thickness .
2. Each tier of stickers should be aligned and should be supported firmly along the entire length of th esticker .
3. Stickers for 4/4-inch lumber should he not less than seven-eighth inch thick, usually ]y¢ incheswide for hardwood lumber, and preferably not more than 4 inches wide for any lumber . F orthicker lumber, stickers should be 1½ inches thick or perhaps more .
4. Stickers should slightly overlap the ends of the stock in order to reduce end checking .
5 Stickers should be not over 2 feet apart for hardwoods up to 6/4 inch in thickness . For thickerhardwoods and all softwoods three tiers of stickers should be used for 10-foot stock .

D . Placing of lumber :
1. Piles should be erected of boards of equal length, wherever practicable .
2 . Box piling should be used for mixed lengths . With this system the longest stock is piled in th eouter tiers, and short lengths within the pile with one end of a board at one end of the pile an done end of the adjacent board at the opposite end of the pile . In each succeeding course, th eoutside end of each board should be kept immediately over the ends of those below it .
3. Each layer should be composed of boards of the same thickness .
4 . The front of the pile should have a forward slope or pitch to the extent of 1 inch for each foot i nheight .

E. Covering :
1. All material should he under cover, either in an open shed or with roofs over individual piles .
2 . A minimum front height for the pile roof of 6 inches above the lumber and a slope rearward of a tleast 1 inch to the foot should be used .
3. The ends and the sides of the roof should project sufficiently to prevent snow and rain from beatin ginto the lumber piles.

F . Site :
1. The yard should be well drained and kept free from weeds and debris .
2. The space between the sides of adjacent piles should be at least 4 feet wide and the alley betwee nthe rears of adjacent pile rows should be at least 8 feet wide .

KILN DRYING

Lumber properly kiln dried (21) should be free from surface and end checks, ;
honeycomb, and casehardening, and the stock should be reasonably straight, and '
the mositure content should be as required in amount and in uniformity . Ob-
servance of the following suggestions may help to secure these results :
A Dry kilns .

1 . The construction of the kiln, the control equipment, and the arrangement of heating coils, spra y
lines, and ventilators must he such that the temperature and humidity may be controlle d
within reasonable limits .

B . Material :
1. Species of the same drying characteristics may be included in the same kiln charge .
2 . Reasonable variation in thickness of stock in the same charge may be permitted if drying condition s

are regulated for the wettest, thickest, and slowest drying stock .
C . Piling .

1 . The method of piling must be suited to the circulation system of the kiln in which the stock i s
dried . Two general methods of piling are used : (1) Edge stacking where the stock stands up ,
edgewise in the kiln truck with the edges touching, the faces of the boards separated wit h
vertical stickers, and the circulation intended to be up or down in the open space betwee n
the faces of the boards. (2) Flat stacking, where the stock is laid flat in the loading, an d
spaces are provided between the faces of the boards by means of stickers laid horizontally .
Circulation may be principally vertical, or principally horizontal ; it always is a combinatio n
of both directions .

These two methods of piling are applicable to either natural circulation or forced circulatio n
types of kilns.

In natural-circulation kilns the air movement is generally downward through the loa d
when the stock is relatively green and upward when the stock is nearly dry . In edge stacking
the pile provides the vertical flues suited to this air movement . For flat stacking vertica l
flues should be provided by separating the boards at least 1½ inches . In piles 5 feet or ove r
in width, a vertical flue at least 8 inches wide should also be provided in the middle of th e
load from the bottom of the pile up to within six layers of the top of the pile .
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In forced-circulation kilns the design of the kiln usually determines the method of pilin g
best adapted to the circulation system . The following suggestions should be observed :

1 . One-inch stickers should be used for most classes of stock up to 6/4-inch in thicknes s
and 1k-inch stickers for stuck thicker than 6/4 ; for edge-piled stock, requirement s
of the stacking machine may determine both their width and their thickness . In
fiat piling the stickers must be in vertical alignment not over 2 feet apart for 6/4-inc h
stock and not over 3 feet apart for stock thicker than 6/4-inch . Except for edg e
stacking, all sticker lines should bear solidly on beams or erosst :ies.

2. Each layer should consist of boards of the same thickness.
3 . Piling should be done so as to avoid overhanging ends of boards . At least 18 inches

should be allowed between the loads and the side walls .
4 . Box piling should be used for flat-piled stock of mixed lengths . (See paragraph D2,

page 82 : )
D . Instruments .

1 . At Ieast one recording hygrometer should be used in each kiln. This should be checked at leas t
once in every 30 days against a standard thermometer and set at an accuracy of 1° F .

2. The bulbs should be placed so as to measure the severest drying conditions in the load . Bulbs
should be shielded from the direct radiation of hot steam coils, and the effect of cold lumbe r
or kiln walls .

3 . Occasional readings should be taken with wet-bulb and dry-bulb hygrometers to determine th e
accuracy of the recording hygrometers and the variations of temperature and humidity withi n
the kiln .

4. The wet bulbs of all hygrometers should be kept covered with a film of water . If a wick is used
it should be changed frequently . If a porous wet bulb is used it should be kept dripping and
free from incrustation .

B . Records :
1 . Temperature and humidity records should be accurately and systematically kept for each run .

F. Steaming :
1 . The lumber may be heated a comparatively short time at some temperature above the dryin g

schedule with a relative humidity that will not cause drying, the purpose of such steamin g
being to warm the stock, to reduce moisture gradient, or to relieve case hardening .

G.Tests during and after drying :
I. Adequate tests should he made during the drying to insure proper drying and to serve as a guide

for regulating temperatures and humidities (21) .

APPENDIX D. CONTAINER TESTING
Since containers in service are subjected to various and constantly changin g

transportation hazards, it is impractical to secure complete data for design b y
observing containers in service . Examinations of failures will reveal the weak-
nesses and suggest the principles of design to apply in overcoming them, but i t
is impracticable to make rhanges and develop balanced construction throug h
service tests alone . For this reason, laboratory tests that closely simulate th e
hazards of transportation have been developed . Each test is designed to re -
produce one or more of the stresses encountered in service . During these tests
the sequence of failures can be observed and the weakness from which they re-
sult determined .

Since by means of such tests any number of containers can in turn be sub-
jected to exactly the saute action, the tests provide a ready means for developing
the fundamental principles of design and the relationships of the various detail s
necessary to produce a balanced construction, but, just as service tests can no t
be used for properly balancing the design, so laboratory tests do not show th e
minimum requirements of service . Each has a distinct field that can not h e
assumed by the other . In the following pages there are described a number o f
the methods that have been devised for subjecting containers to conditions an d
hazards similar to those encountered in service, for testing features of con-
struction, and for testing container accessories and materials .

The methods, which for the most part have been developed by the Forest
Products Laboratory, (14) have become standard and are used by containe r
manufacturers and shippers and by commercial laboratories in this country a s
well as by laboratories in several foreign countries . These tests have been de-
veloped to bring out the weaknesses in the common types and designs of con-
tainers - As changes are made in container design and in methods of handlin g
packages in shipment, the characteristic hazards and weaknesses of container s
will be changed and these tests will probably need revision .

MARKING TEST BOXES AND CRATES

Numbering the faces of the box or crate makes for convenience in recordin g
the test data . The faces are numbered as follows : The top is 1, the right side2, the bottom 3, the left side 4, the end toward the observer 5, and the opposit e
end 6. The edges and corners are designated by combinations of these number s
as indicated in Plate 32, B.
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DROP-CORNERWISE TEST
In the drop-cornerwise test, the box or crate with its contents is suspended witha pair of diagonally opposite corners in a vertical line and is dropped fro m

height of 6 inches upon a cast-iron plate or other solid surface, as il lustrated i nPlate 33, A . The drops are made on the corners in numerical rotation as fol lows :

Faces Corner Faces I Corner
meeting number meeting number

5-1-2 1 5-3-4 5
6-3-4

	

2 6-1-2 6
5-2-3

	

i

	

3 5-1-4 7
6-1-4

	

4 6-2-3 8

After the container has been dropped on each of the eight corners, the heigh tof drop is usually increased 6 inches and the cycle repeated . Accurate record sare made of the nature, the extent, and the sequence of each failure and the tes tis continued until complete failure occurs .
The drop cornerwise is a very severe test on the ability of the container t o

withstand shocks and resist distortion . t does not give satisfactory results fo r
improvement of design if the first drops are made from a height that causes coin._
plete failure, since several failures may then occur simultaneously, thus makin g
very difficult the determination of the weakness that first developed . Plate 33, B
shows the details of the apparatus used for making this test .

DROP-EDGEWISE TEST
The drop-edgewise test (pl . 34, A) is similar to the drop-cornerwise test excep t

that the container is dropped on an edge instead of a corner.

DROP-FLAT WISE TEST
In the drop-flatwise test the container is dropped squarely on one of its faces .

(Pl. 34, B.) The container may withstand the shock with relative ease, but i t
usually is a severe test of the packing of fragile articles. The test may be varied
by dropping the container successively on one or more of the faces as desired .

DROP-PUNCTURE TEST
The capacity of a box to resist puncturing is often tested by dropping anothe r

box cornerwise (pl . 34, C) or by dropping some other pointed object on the face
being tested. (Pl. 34, D.)

WEAVING TEST
The machine illustrated in Plate 35 is designed to simulate the side swaying o r

rolling of a moving freight car, or the repeated starting and stopping of a car.
The swaying action of a train is reproduced on the testing machine by an oscil-
lating table or car, which can be made to move horizontally forward and backwar d
at different speeds through any distance up to a maximum of 8 inches . The box
or crate to be tested is fastened rigidly to the table, by clamps along two of it s
bottom edges, and a weight equal to the average Ioad carried by a container in the
bottom tier of a loaded car is then fastened on the top. When the machine is put
in operation the container is carried back and forth with the movement of the
table .

This test affords a means of comparing boxes or crates with respect to thei r
rigidity, which is indicated by their resistance to weaving or skewing . The tes t
may be continued until complete failure occurs, but usually the box or crate i s
tested on the machine until the joints are loosened, and then it is taken to a drum-
testing machine .

IMPACT-SHEAR TEST

The oscillating table is also used to simulate the starting and stopping action of a
freight car, which produces an impact shear in the container . For this test the
box is suspended freely and above the table by two metal straps . The support-
ing straps form a parallelogram. suspension and horizontal guides ; fitted with
rollers to reduce the friction, allow the box to swing only in the direction of it s
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WEAVING TEST MACHINE



P,193.54 F

A, Oscillating table of the weaving test machine adjusted for simulating the starting and stoppin gaction of a freight car; B, box showing type of failure in this test



PLATE 37
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PLATE 3 8

M 109F

Small revolving hexagonal drum box-testing machine . Dimensions, 7 feet inside diameter and 4 fee tin width
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Ms72F

Large revolving hexagonal drum box-testing machine . Dimensions, 14 feet inside diameter and 8
feet in width



A, Nail-pull test with static load ; B, pendulum type machine arranged for determining work absorbe d
in pulling nail s
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Shear test on a nailed joint . (a) Test specimen

PLATE 41
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length, which is parallel to the motion of the table . Two stops are fastene d
securely to the table and the ends of the box strike against them as the tabl e
moves forward and backward . Any desired weight may be placed on top of th e
box during the test . The number of complete oscillations of the table before
failure of the box is indicated by an automatic counter . (Pl. 36 . )

COMPRESSION-ON-DIAGONAL-CORNERS TES T

The rigidity of a container or its capacity to resist diagonal distortion an d
twisting is usually determined by measuring the force required to compress th e
container diagonally . (Pl . 37, A .) The load is measured at each 174-inch deflec-
tion of the container and the test is continued until the container has reached th e
maximum load that it. will support, or has distorted sufficiently to cause damag e
to the contents . The amount that each face of the container twists out of a
plane is also measured for each one-fourth inch of diagonal distortion . This test
produces practically the same types of failures in the container as the drop-
cornerwise test but at a rate that enables a closer study of the weaknesses .

COMPRESSION-ON-EDGES TEST

The compression-on-edges test is made by applying a compressive force ove r
the whole length of two diagonally opposite edges of a box or crate as illustrate d
in Plate 37, B. The force required to produce each increment of distortion i s
measured as in the diagonal compression .

SHEAR TEST ON BOXE S

The shear test consists of shearing the box into two parts along a plane, usuall y
parallel to the top and bottom and in the direction of the length . Ordinarily
one end of the box is set on a cast-iron plate in such a position that one edge o f
the box overhangs the plate 2 inches . The load is applied to the opposite en d
of the overhanging part. Only the maximum load required to cause failure i s
recorded .

DRUM TEST

The revolving-drum type of box-testing machine (pls . 38 and 39) combines i n
a single test practically all of the stresses and distortions that containers encounte r
in service . Upon the six internal faces of the hexagonal drum, hazards an d
guides are arranged in such a manner that, as the drum revolves, the loaded
box or crate slides and falls, striking on its ends, sides, top, bottom, edges, an d
corners in such ways that the stresses, shocks, and rough handling of actua l
transportation are simulated. On one face of the drum is a projection upo n
which the container falls to encounter a puncture hazard similar to that of a
hox upon which another has dropped cornerwise . The large drum revolves once a
minute, thus enabling the observer to note the beginning of any failure and to
trace the failures until the container becomes unserviceable .

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS
In addition to tests on completed containers, various tests are made that giv e

much information of value on the properties of container materials and detail sof construction. Among the most important of these tests are the following :

MECHANICAL-PROPERTIES TEST

Mechanical-properties tests are made on sawed lurnber, rotary-cut lumber, an d
ply wood. Standard methods (1) of testing small clear specimens of timber ar eused . Results of tests on small clear specimens of a considerable number o f
species are in Table 7 and Appendix F .

The holding power of nails, screws, bolts, and other fastenings or their resistanc eto direct pull by a static load applied in a direction parallel with the nail shan k
is usually determined by a special gripping device used with a testing machine a sshown in Plate 40, A. In making this test only the maximum load to start i sindicated. Figures representing the holding power of nails when driven into th e

COMPRESSION-ON-FACES TES T

The capacity of a container to resist crushing, such as that which may b e
caused by heavy static loads in storage warehouses, is measured by applyin g
direct compression over the whole surface of two parallel faces as illustrated i n
Plate 37, C .
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radial, tangential, and end surfaces of different species as determined by thi s
are given in Table 4.

WORK OF PULLING NAILS

The capacity of nails and other fastenings to resist withdrawal when subjectedto shocks is determined by means of a pendulum type of machine, shown in
Plate 40, B. The piece containing the nail to be pulled is held against two steelpins. With the pendulum in approximately a vertical position the cable i s
clamped to the head of the nail . The cable is then slackened as the pendulumis raised until it engages the spring catch, which in turn is adjusted to such a
position that when released the pendulum will pull the nail with a single swin g
The angle of rise of the pendulum after pulling the nail is read by means of a
vernier, which travels on the hub of the pendulum . By computation the workabsorbed in pulling the nail can be determined .

SHEAR TEST ON NAILED JOINTS

The resistance of the wood to the nails shearing out at the ends of the board s
may be determined as illustrated in Plate 41 .

TENSION TESTS

As shown in Plate 40, A, a testing machine intended for standard work can b e
equipped with, special devices for making various other tests ; for example, tensile-
strength tests on metal strapping and wire ties, tension tests on nailed joints ,
shear and bending tests on joints held with corrugated fasteners, and tests o n
special materials and accessories, such as rope, webbing, metal corners, handles ,
and hinges.

DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE CONTEN T

The moisture content of wood may be determined in various ways . The fol-
lowing method is well adapted for box lumber . A section as wide and thick as
the original board and 1 inch along the grain is cut at least 2 feet from one end of
each of several representative pieces . Immediately after the sample is cut al l
loose splinters are removed and t:he sample is weighed on a sensitive scale . This
weight is called the "original weight ."

The sample is then dried in an oven, in which a uniform temperature of abou t
212° F. and a free circulation of air over the end grain are maintained, until th e
weight becomes constant . This usually requires 48 hours . The dry sample i s
then weighed and the result termed the "oven-dry weight ." The time required
for drying may he reduced about one-half without great error in the results b y
using samples one-half inch long .

To calculate the moisture content, the oven-dry weight is subtracted from th e
original weight and the result divided by the oven-dry weight and multiplie d
by 100. This gives the percentage of moisture based on the oven-dry weight .
The formula is :

(Original weight) - (oven-dry weight )

The bursting strength (19) is the standard test used as a basis for specification s
for fiber boxes . This test consists essentially in clamping the paper boar d
between two surfaces having concentric circular apertures 1 .24 inches in diameter
and then applying hydraulic pressure through a noncompressible fluid to a rubbe r
diaphragm secured to one of the circular apertures . The pressure requited to
burst the board is recorded by means of a pressure gauge calibrated to recor d
pounds per square inch and is reported in points . The Mullen and the Cad y
tests are popular tests of the bursting type . Plate 42, A, illustrates one of the
several machines used for making the bursting-strength test .

The bursting-strength tests indicate certain qualities of the board from whic h
fiber boxes are made, but such tests do not give an accurate measure of th e
relative serviceability of different fiber boxes since they reflect the strength o f
the board in the machine direction only and do not test the scores, which are the
weakest part of the box . The results from these tests arc influenced by a number
of conditions, such as the rate of applying pressure, the condition of the board,
and the calibration of the testing machine (19) .

st

oven-dry weight

	

X 100=moisture content in per cent .

If an oven is not available for drying the samples reasonably accurately, moistur e
determinations accurate to within 1 or 2 per cent may be made by drying the m
on steam pipes .

BURSTING-STRENGTH TEST OF FIBER BOARD
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FIBER-BOARD SCORE TES T

The paper-board score tester shown in Plate 42, B, was designed by the Forest
Products Laboratory to test the scores of fiber boxes . A specimen containing
the scored edge is cut from the box and tested in combined bending, tearing, an d
tension by means of this machine .

On the machine are two clamps, one mounted on a stationary inclined ledge
at the top and the other on an oscillating arm . The oscillating arm is connected
with a driving mechanism by means of which it can be made to swing throug h
various angles and at different speeds . The movable clamp is connected throug h
a calibrated compression spring to a screw and ratchet wheel which causes a
downward movement of the movable clamp when the oscillating arm moves bac k
and forth .

The test specimen, which is 1 inch wide and about 43 inches long, has th e
score midway between its ends and at right angles to its length . It is first
bent through an angle of 90° at the score, and is then clamped in the machin e
with the score resting at the sloping edge at the end of the extension of the lowe r
jaw of the stationary clamp . Thus when the machine is in motion, the specime n
is bent back and forth at the sloping edge, and the tension caused by the force
applied to the movable clamp causes the specimen to tear along the slopin g
edge. This action simulates the conditions which are encountered by the edge s
or scores of a loaded fiber box when it is subjected to rough handling or to the skew -
ing and racking caused by the swaying of a moving freight car. The test is con-
tinued until the specimen fails, and the maximum pull and the total number o f
bends which the specimen withstood are taken as measures of the ability of th e
box to withstand rough handling .

The degree or intensity of the tearing can be changed to simulate differen t
conditions by modification of the sloping edge together with the possible varia-
tions ire speed, angle of swing of the oscillating arm, and rate at which the ten-
sion is increased . A combined bending and tension action without tearing ca n
be obtained by using an edge having a horizontal ledge over which the tensio n
and bending is applied to the specimen instead of a ledge having a slope or incli-
nation. Tests on the scored edges of the box are especially valuable for deter-
mining the efficiency of the method used in making the score .

APPENDIX K FORMULAS AND RULES FOR THE DESIGN O F
BOXE S

As a result of years of active study of shipping containers under laboratory an d
service conditions, engineers at the Forest Products Laboratory have worke d
out formulas for determining the thicknesses of material required in sides, top ,
and bottom of boxes of certain types . Rules from which the dimensions of otherfeatures may be so determined as to produce well-balanced construction have als o
been devised .

The principal features of these formulas and rules have been in print in tenta-
tive form for a number of years . During this period they have been subjecte d
to study and criticism by shippers and by box manufacturers and have bee n
extensively used as a guide in the design of boxes and in the preparation of
specifications, improvements and modifications have been made from time t otime .
of ~s previously emphasized, it is seldom possible to determine the best desig n

container other than by making successive improvements to correct weak-
nesses developed in service . The presentation of rules and formulas in thi s
appendix is not in contradiction of, or inconsistent with, this statement . One
purpose of the rules and formulas is to afford designs that can be placed in serviceand subjected to the improvement process . Another and perhaps more importan tohject in presenting formulas and rules is to afford a framework to which furthe r
experience with various commodities may be related and thus determine prope rvalues for factors that appear in the formulas and whose values are now unknow n
except for a l osel_yr defined class of " average commodities ." Determination of

Proper values of these factors for any commodity amounts to a classificatio nof the commodity . Such classification places considerable limitation on the us eof formulas for designing boxes, since little has yet been accomplished in th eclassification of commodities .The following scheme of conunodity classification has been tentatively set u pfor use with the formulas,
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TENTATIVE COMMODITY CLASSE S

1. Those commodities that offer support to containers, are little damaged by
local punctures, and in which the contents are of a nature to absorb considerableshock. Example-lump sugar in cartons .

2. Same as class 1 except that the commodity either does not absorb so muc hshock or needs greater protection . Example-ordinary canned goods .
3 and 4. Intermediate between 2 and 5 .
5 . Those commodities that do not offer support to the containers, absorb littl eof the shock, and are badly damaged by punctures .
The formulas and rules herein presented have been incorporated in certai nspecifications as a means of defining minimum dimensions of box parts . (Seespecifications for wooden boxes, nailed and locked-corner construction, and fo rwire-bound boxes, Appendix G . )

NAILED AND LOCKED-CORNER BOXE S

THICKNESS OF SIDES, TOPS, AND BOTTOMS OF NAILED BOXES

FORMULA 1

The first formula 12 for the thickness (t 1) of the side, top, or bottom of a nailedbox is

t 1 = K.1/Wb

where b=width in inches of side, top, or bottom whose thickness is to be foun d
W = gross weight of box, that is, the weight of contents plus the estimated weight

of box
K=a factor whose value depends on the style of box, species 13 of wood, class o f
commodity, nature of transportation and storage conditions, and number o f
straps with which the box is reinforced .

The value of K also depends upon the internal packing . Suitable values of K
have been determined for only a few sets of conditions . For unstrapped boxes
carrying average commodities in domestic shipment, values of one-eighth an d
one-tenth for Group 14 1-2 and Group 3-4 woods, respectively . have been foun d
to give very satisfactory results .

FORMULA 2

Formula 1_does not take into consideration the length of the box . The influence
of length on the thicknesses required is most important in boxes with long side s
of relatively thin material in which the bending of the boards works the nail s
loose, and in boxes with relatively thick short sides, in which failures occur fro m
the direct pull of the contents on the nails . The need for thinner material in
relatively short boxes and for thicker material in long boxes is taker) into account
in a second formula for the thickness (12) of side, top, or bottom. This seccnd
formula is

t 2 '1 1 6 = K W s L

	

(2)
~b 60

where L=length of box in inches and K, TV, and b have the same meaning as in
formula 1 .

Formula 2 may also be written as
L 1i7

t2 = (\ t 1
66-

0-where tl =the thickness as determined by formula 1 .

12 Charts by means of which any of the formulas in this appendix can be easily solved are provided (pp .
90 and 91) .

13 For the purpose of determining the thicknesses of box parts the woods listed on pages 103 and 104 ar e
divided as follows : Groups I and 2 are combined into a single group designated Group 1-2, and Groups 3
and 4 into a single group designated Group 3-4, The nailing requirements depend on which of the pri-
mary Groups 1, 2, 3, or 4 includes the species used for the box ends and cleats .

Box parts made of Group 3-4 woods may be 20 per cent less in thickness than if made of woods of
Group 1-2 . Hence, for any one combination of commodity class and shipping conditions the value of H

20 per cent less for Group 3-4 than for Group 1-2 woods -

(1)

(3)
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If the ratio of length to thickness of side, top, or bottom as determined b y
formula 1 exceeds 60, formula 2 will indicate a slightly greater thickness . If
this ratio is less than 60, formula 2 will indicate a slightly smaller thickness .
The difference in thicknesses as determined by the two formulas will not excee d
5 per cent for ratios between the limits of 45 and 80 .

These formulas give the minimum required thicknesses of lumber surfaced O n
one side. If any thickness as found by formula is not an available cne, the nex t
greater available thickness should be used .

CHARTS FOR THE SOLUTION OF FORMULAS

In Figure 26 15 and Figure 27 are prcvided charts for the solution of formula s
1 and 3, respectively . The thickness t2 may be obtained by first finding fro m
Figure 26 the value of t 1 , the thickness required by formula 1, and then by usin g
Figure 27 .

TABLE 11 .-Values of K used in Figure 26

Rl~arie4 I strapped
Un-

grou11 box

One -
stra p
box

Two-
strap
box

1-2---0. 10(1 0.080 0 .064
3-1	 .080 .064 .05 1
1-2	 .125 .100 .080
3-4	 I

	

.100 .080 .064
1-2	 .156 .125 .100
3-4	 .125 .100 .080
1-2	 .195 .156 .125
3-1	 156 .125 .100
1-•2

	

. . .	 ?44 .195 .156
3-1	 1

	

.195 .156 .125

HOW TO USE THE CHART S

FIGURE 26, FORMULA 1

If an unstrapped box has been selected, for Group 1 and 2 woods place 1 .0 ,
nd for Group 3 and 4 woods place 0.8, on the thickness scale rs opposite the

commodity class on the scale representing the kind of box tc be used .
If a strapped box has been selected, for Group 1 and 2 woods place 0 .1, and for

Group 3 and 4 Woods place 0.08, on the thickness scale opposite the commodit y
ss on the scale representing a box with one or two straps, as the case may be .
Place a line, rubber band, or straight edge between the weight on the left -

hand scale and the width on the right-hand scale . Read the thickness at th eintersection of this line with the center line of the thickness scale .

FIGURE 27, FORMULA 3

	

-

(1) Find t,, the thickness required by formula 1 from Figure 26 .
(2) Connect this value of t l on the left-hand scale of Figure 27 to the length of
box on the right-hand scale by a line and at the intersection of this line with

e middle scale read ter the thickness required by formula 2 or 3 .

DIMENSIONS OF OTHER BOX PARTS

The required thicknesses of sides top and bottoru of 'nailed boxes having bee n, ,eter inmed, thicknesses (of ends, sides, tops, and bottoms) for Iocked-corne r
'xe s didifiillbl,mensions of other parts of nailed boxes, an modcatons aowa e
here boxes are strapped may be determined by rules devised for the purpose .e epee has shown that the application of these rules produces a good balanc e. box construction. The rules, which are stated in. the following paragraphs ,ve minimum dimensions . The required thicknesses of box parts are ofte n

ted a th

	

Ttise ratios of their thickness to the thickness of sides.hese raos are

Figure 26 is based on values of K as listed in Table 11 .If the thi ckness scale (the strip marked "thickness of side top or bottom") is slit along its side an d, ,
h b9rd rs it ca

n
motd

f readily placed in the desire d esired position . The entire chart may be removed from th e
iuneor

	

e ce n

Class 1	 •	
Class 2	 --------------------------------------- - - - -
Class 3	
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to be applied to the required thickness of side as found by formula and not l

o -
_ 1 5

o _m

0= 2 0

o
-
-

I- 25
Li -
0 =30
in
L 35
° -40

° -50

15-

10-

Ficuiu 26 .-Chart for determining thickness of sides, tops, and bottoms of nailed boxes by for-
mula 1-length of box not taken into account : Commodity class 1, those commodities whic h
offer support to containers, are little damaged by local punctures, and in which the content s
are of a nature to absorb considerable shock . Example-lump sugar in cartons . Commodity
class 2, same as class 1 except that the commodity either does not absorb so muoh shock o r
needs greater protection. Example-ordinary canned goods. Commodity class 5, those com-
modities which do not offer support to the container, absorb little of the shock, and are badly
damaged by punctures . Commodity classes 3 and 4, intermediate between 2 and 5

THICKNESSES FOR LOCKED-CORNER BOXE S

1. Tops and bottoms of locked-corner boxes : (a) Same thicknesses as require
for nailed boxes .

2. Ends and sides of locked-corner boxes : (a) Ends and sides should contain n
less than the total amount of lumber required for the ends and sides of uncleat e
end nailed boxes, and in no case should the thickness of the ends be less than o
and one-half times the thickness required for the sides of unstrapped nailed bo x
Sides whose ratio of length to thickness is less than 40 should be not less than t

the available thickness adopted for use .

1000-

800-,

600-

500-

4oo-

300-

200-

150-

100-

80-

60-

50-

40-

30-

20-

- 5
N -wz- 6

U
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thickness required for nailed boxes ; sides whose ratio of length to thickness i s
greater than 40 should be not less than one and one-fourth times the thicknes s
required for nailed boxes .

Directions

Find t the thickness required by

formula 1 .

Connect this value of t1 on the left-

hand Rcale of this chart to the
length of the box on the right-han d

scale by a line, and at the inter -
section of this line with the cente r
scale read t2 the thickness require d

by formula 2 or 3 .

- 1 5

- l o

- 5

FIGURE 27.-Chart for determining the thickness of sides, tops, and bottoms of nailed boxes by
formulas 2 or 3-length of box taken into account

THICKNESS OF ENDS AND CLEATS-NAILED BOXE S

des,Style 1 (uncleated) boxes : (a) Ends two times the thickness required fo r

j Styles 4 and 5 (single cleated) boxes : (a) Ends and cleats each one and one- .times the thickness required for sides-sides nailed to both ends and cleats .
t

Ends one and three-fourths times the thickness required for sides-cleats no t
hinner than sides-sides nailed to ends only .

CHART FOR DETERMIN-
12- = ING THE THICKNESS OF

SIDS, TOPS, AND
BOTTOMS OF NAILE D

11 -1 u BOXES BY FORMULA
2 OR 3 -- LENGTH OF

BOX TAKEN INTO

10

	

ACCOUNT

- 5 0

- 45

- 40

- 3 5

-- 30

-- 2S

- 20
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3. Styles 2 and 2% (double cleated) boxes : (a) Ends and cleats each one a
one-fourth times the thickness required for sides-sides, top, and bottom nai lto both ends and cleats . Applies also to style 3. (b) Cleats one and one_ h
times the thickness and cleats not less in thickness than required for sides-Si d
top, and bottom nailed only to the cleats . Does not apply to style 3 .

4. Ends and cleats of Group 3-4 woods may be 20 per cent less in thickness t h
if Group 1-2 woods are used .

WIDTH OF CLEAT S

The cleats for ordinary boxes should be not less in width than three times th ethickness . Very long cleats, however, should exceed this width in order to prev ebreaking across the grain . Triangular or square cleats used for style 5 boxe s
be not less in cross sectional area than the requirements for ordinary rectang w
cleats .

NAILING OF SIDES, Tops, AND BOTTOMS TO ENDS AND CLEATS

If the nails are driven in a single row as in the top and bottom of a style
box and the piece holding the points of the nails is of the Groups 2 or 3 wood s
thickness one and one-half times the thickness required for the sides, top, an
bottom, the size of the nail in pennies should not be greater than the thickn e
of the piece holding the points, expressed in eighths of an inch . For Group
woods, the nails may be one size larger and sometimes even two sizes for the v e
soft coniferous woods, but for Group 4 woods the nails should be one size small e
If 6d nails are required, they should not be spaced over 2 inches when held i
the side grain and not over 1% inches when held in the end grain . The spaci n
should be correspondingly decreased one-fourth inch for each size below 6d a n
increased one-fourth inch for each size above 6d . Where the two pieces fasten
together are of equal thickness, the nails may be one size larger than required b
the foregoing rule with no increase in spacing . Where the thickness of the pi e
under the nail head is less than two-thirds the thickness of the piece holding th
nail point, nails one or two sizes smaller should be used than is required whe
the piece under the nail head has a greater thickness, and the spacing shoul d
correspondingly reduced one-half inch for each reduction in size of nail .

Where the nails are driven in two rows as in the style 2 box and the thickn e
of the ends and cleats are each one and one-fourth times the thickness of t h
sides, the nails should be spaced about one-fourth inch closer than required fc .
a style 4 box having the same thickness of ends and cleats .

FASTENING CLEATS TO ENDS

In fastening cleats to the ends of boxes, the nails should not only be clinch e
but should also be driven in two rows near the edges of the cleats and spac e
approximately the same as in the ends of the adjacent side, top, or botto m
See Figure 28 for details of nailing cleats to the box ends . If the box ends ar
thinner than the cleats, the nail heads should bear against the end pieces t(}
resist more effectively pulling away of the ends from the cleats .

CORRUGATED FASTENER S

Two pieces one-half inch or more in thickness joined with corrugated fastener s
approximate the strength of a single piece where the corrugated fasteners a r
spaced approximately 8 inches along the joint and are driven alternately from
both sides to a depth slightly less than the thickness of the pieces into which they
are driven. Fasteners 1% inches in length across the joint usually do not pul l
out of the material . Corrugated fasteners are much less effective when driv e
from one side than when driven alternately from both sides . Corrugate
fasteners placed in a glued joint hold the joint while the glue is setting and pr o
duce a more rigid joint than corrugated fasteners alone .

THICKNESSES OF SIDES, Top , AND BOTTOM OF STRAPPED BOXE S

If nailed or locked-corner boxes of any style are strapped as defined uncle
metal straps in the following paragraph, the thicknesses of the sides, top, an
bottom may be reduced 20 per cent where one strap is used or 36 per cent whe r
two straps are used . The use of straps does not justify any reduction in thic k
ness of the box ends or cleats . Consequently, in applying the rules for thickne s
of ends and cleats the thickness of the sides that would be required for a box
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Side

STYLE 1

For all sty/es when the end and cleats ar e
38 /nch or less, d = i inch. For all thicker stock,
d= ;4 inch.

When W=,2 inches or less, r= tg inch. For
/arger va/ues of W, r = z inch,

In style 1, L = length of nails ho/ding sides
In style 2 , n= g to t9 of an inch.
Nails through c/eats and ends shoo/d be lon g

enough to c/inch well, and spaced approximatel y
the same as in the adjacent side, top, or botto m
as Shown .

Food construction is obtained with 6d nails by
making .5 . /f inches for sides and-5 . 2 inches for
tops and bottoms. With larger nails Smay be
increased g inch for each penny in excess of six .
These values of 5may be va.-iec/ enough to a//ow an
odd number of nails to be used in edges where the
nails are staggered in two rows, also to preven t
nails being driven in cracks, and to give addition -
al nails when conditions demand . Every board
Should have at /east two nails in each, nailing edge .

FIGURE 28 .-Details for nailing standard styles of boxes for domestic shipmen t

STYLE 4
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without straps should b e used a s the basis for the rati o o f en d to side thick nes sThe reductio n in the thicknesses o f sides , top, and bottom by the additio nstraps make s advisable some changes in the nailing of the sides , top , and butteof
to ends and cleats . (See nailing of strappe d boxes , p . 108 . )

METAL STRAP S
Whe n two or more nailless straps (fiat steel straps or steel wires) are usedthe two outer straps shoul d be applied approximately one-sixth the length ofthe box from the ends , and the other straps space d evenly betwee n them . Naile dsteel straps shoul d b e applie d around the end s of the box or may b e spaced thesame a s nailless straps if they are fastened to battens ._■■■■U■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ ..■.MN
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Weight of box and contents (pounds)FIGURE 29.-Recommended sizes o f fla t metal strap s for naile d boxe s
The total cross-sectional area of the strapping , in square inches , should equalapproximately one one-thousand-four-hundredth s of the squar e root of twice thegross weight of the box and content s in pounds for one strap, and one eight-hundred-and-fortieths of the same quantity for two or more straps ; thus, for twostraps each one will be one one-thousand-six-hundred-and-eightieths of th equantity, and for three straps each one will be one two-thousand-five-hundred -and-twentieths of the quantity . Larger straps apparently do not add a propor -tional increase to the strength of the box, while smaller straps reduce the service -ability of the box more than in proportion to the reduction in size of the strap .This relation of strap sizes applies to wires as well as to both nailed and nailles sflat metal straps . The seals fastening the ends of nailless strapping shoul ddevelop at least 60 per cent of the tensile strength of the strapping . The sizeof strapping required for boxes carrying different loads is shown in Figure 29 .
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To find the required size for one, two, or three straps, use the chart as follows :
Starting with the weight of the box and contents, move directly upward to th e
curve for the number of straps decided upon, then move horizontally to the lef t
to the line representing the thickness of the strap to be used. The first vertical
line at or beyond this point represents the width of strap required. Or, move
from the curve to the left, to the vertical line representing the width of the stra p
decided upon, and the first diagonal line at or above this point represents th e
thickness of strap required .

THICKNESS OF SINGLE-PIECE SIDE S

When the sides of nailed and locked-corner boxes are made of single-piece stoc k
they may be 12% per cent less in thickness than that required by the precedin g
formulas and rules .

THICKNESS OF PARTS SUJRFACED ON Two SIDES

When the material is surfaced on two sides, the parts may be one thirty-secon d
inch less in thickness than that required by the preceding formulas and rules .

WIRE-BOUND BOXES

THICKNESS OF SHEET MATERIAL

Three formulas for the thickness of sheet material required 17 in a wire-boun d
box have been devised and charts for their easy solution are presented on page s
97 to 100 . Which of these should be used depends on certain relations betwee n
the weight of the contents and the average of the width and depth of the box .

In the following formulas-
t=thickness of sheet material in inches .
W = weight of contents in pounds .
b=-average of width and depth of box in inches .
K1, K2, and K3 are factors in the formulas for thickness . Their values de-

pend on the nature of the commodity, the species of wcocl used, and th e
transportation conditions. For the same class of commodity and for
the same transportation conditions the values of K 1, K 2 , and K 3 should be
20 per cent greater for Group 1 woods and 10 per cent greater for Group 2
woods than icr Group 3 woods, but may be 10 per cent less fcr Group 4
woods .

C 1 and C2 are experimental values in supplementary equations defining th e
limits within which the three formulas apply .

1. For boxes with heavy contents and with narrow faces . a minimum cross-
sectional area (thickness multiplied by width) is required to prevent the breakin g
of the sheet material near the corners of the box and near the end wires . This
cross-sectional area varies with the weight of contents according to the formula

tb= K1 W3/6

	

(4)

TVT3/ 6

t

		

(5)Kl b

Formula (5) applies where b does not exceed Cr /W

2. For boxes where b is greater than C iAs/W and does not exceed Cn/yy the
thickness required for a given value of b varies directly as the square root of th e
weight, and the thickness for a given weight varies inversely as the square roo tof b . This relation is expressed as

t=K2 ~ W

	

(6 )

v The thickness actually needed in the narrow faces is sometimes greater than that needed in the wid e
sates However, since it is not practicable to use different thicknesses in the wide and narrow faces of th e

mo hOX , the average of the width and depth of the boxes is used in the design formulas .
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3 . The thickness of material for boxes the average width of whose narr o
faces (b) exceeds C2- YW is that required to prevent mashing at the box co
and is given by

t = K3ti/ W

The following values of the factors used in defining the limits of formulas 5 ,
and 7 have been found to give satisfactory results in designing boxes of rotary .e u t
lumber of Group 3 woods that carry commodities requiring average protection .

K1 =0.105 .
K2 =0.057 .
K3 =0.034 .
C1=3.33 .
C-.= 2 .85 .

SIZE OF WIRE

The size of wire required depends upon the weight of the bcx contents and may
be expressed by the formula

504

where a equals the sum of the cross-sectional area of all the binding wires, an d
W equals weight of box contents. The cross-sectional area of each wire equals a
divided by the number of wires used . This is the same general equation as tha t
developed for determining the size of straps for nailed boxes, but requires sl ightl y
greater total cross-sectional area of wire for wire-bound boxes than for naile d
boxes .

SPACING OF WIRES

Experience has shown that usually the end wires and adjacent intermediat e
wires (p. 25) need to be spaced closer than the other wires . The following is
the maximum distance the wires not adjacent the end wires should be space d
to prevent excessive springing of the sheet material under the weight and wedgin g
acticn of the contents and tc produce a well-balanced box :

With 14-inch sides, top, and bottom, the maximum spacing of wires should no t
exceed 5 inches ; with h-inch or its-inch material the maximum spacing shoul d
not exceed 6 inches ; with 7~2-inch or %-inch material the maximum spacing should
not exceed 7 inches ; with % 6-inch material the maximum spacing should no t
exceed 8 inches ; and with %-inch material the maximum spacing should no t
exceed 9 inches .

BOX END REINFORCEMENT

With the standard cleat used in the ordinary wire-bound bcx construction th e
reinforcement required for the box ends depends upon the weight and nature o f
the contents and upon the size and shape of the box . The required thickness
for the sides, top, and bottom is likewise dependent upon these same factors an d
in much the same way . The end reinforcements, therefore, can be approximatel y
associated with the thickness required of the sides, tops, and bottoms .

With the standard cleat, the ends and cleats without reinforcements are stronge r
than necessary to balance the strength of %-inch sides, top, and bottom, bu t
produce a good balanced construction without additional reinforcements if use d
in combination with %s-inch sides, top, and bottom .

In boxes with Y4-inch sides, top, and bottom the end cleats and stapling ar e
weaker than the sides, top, and bottom . Reinforcing end battens (styles D, F ,
and X) nailed in place increase the strength cf the box but do not add so muc h
strength as a wire or strap placed lengthwise around the box and over the wides t
faces .

In boxes made of ;16-inch sheet material the ends heed to be reinforced' with
battens (styles M, N, 0, or P) nailed in place or with two reinforcing wires o r
straps, one over the ends, top, and bottom, and one over the ends and sides .

The ends and cleats cf boxes with s-inch sides, tcp, and bottom should be rein -
forced with battens in addition to two wires or straps in order to balance the
strength of the sides, top, and bottom .

While the laboratory has made no tests on wire-hound boxes with % 6 -inch and
1 ;i-inch cleats as against standard 1%6-inch cleats, general deductions would lead
to the expectation that the %s-inch and the 1%-inch cleats would be in approxi -
mate balance, respectively, with the is-inch and with %g-inch sheet material .
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The sum of the cross-sectional areas of the reinforcing wires or straps shoul d
be about one-fourth the total cross-sectional area of the binding wires as foun d
from formula 8.

SPACING OF STAPLES IN WIRE-BOUND BOXES AND CRATE S

It is common practice to space the staples in wire-bound boxes 1'z to 2 inches .
The strength of boxes for carrying very heavy loads may be increased by nailin g
the sheet material to the cleats and battens or by spacing the staples as close a s
1 inch, in which event the box must be run through the fabricating machine a
second time. In boxes with relatively wide faces and carrying light loads th e
staple spacing may often exceed 2 inches without detriment . In wire-bound
crates at least two staples should be driven in each end of each slat and near th e
edges . pilpN
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FIGURE 30.-Minimum thicknesses of sheet material and number and size of binding wires for wire -
bound boxes made of Group 1 woods

4

CHARTS FOR DESIGNING WIRE-BOUND BOXES

Figures 30 to 33 are charts to facilitate solution of the formulas for determinin g
sizes of parts and reinforcements for wire-bound boxes .

HOW TO USE THE CHARTS

THICKNESS OF MATERIA L

To determine the thickness of sheet material to be used, first select the char tPertaining to the species of wood under consideration . Starting with the weigh tof contents, follow the horizontal weight line from the scale at the left border o f
the chart to its intersection with the vertical line from the scale at the lowe r
border representing the average of width and depth of box . At or above thi sintersection is the line representing the thickness of material .

NUMBER AND SIZE OF WIRE S

To determine the number and size of wires to be used, start with the weight o fthe contents . Follow the horizontal weight line to its intersection with the curv erepresenting the gauge of wire chosen . At or to the right of this intersection isthe vertical line representing the number of wires .
83899°-30
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For many weights there is a choice of gages and number of wires that may
~used . The dimensions of the box and the fact that the wires should not be s l,a c

closer than 4 inches to each other should be kept in mind, however, and the
ruh

regarding maximum spacing . of wires should be observed. These points m
a

prove the determining factors in cases where a greater range of selection is oi
:h e

wise indicated by the chart .
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FIGURE 31.-Minimum thicknesses of sheet material and number and size of binding wires for wire -
bound boxes made of Group 2 wood s

APPENDIX F. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 7

(See p. 56 )

COLUMN I, COMMON AND BOTANICAL NAMES OF SPECIES

Column 1 gives the common and botanical names of the various species of

wood as adopted by the United States Forest Service (18) .

COLUMN 2, NUMBER OF TREES TESTED

The number of trees tested shows the extent of work done on each species, and

is an aid in estimating the reliability of the average figures . The greater the

number of trees tested, the closer may the averages given be expected to approac h

the true average of the species .

loco
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COLUMN 3, SPECIFIC GRAVITY

Specific gravity is defined as the relation of the weight of a substance to tha t
of an equal volume of water . The specific gravity values given in column 3 ar e
based on the weight of wood when oven dry and its volume when green .

COLUMNS 4 AND 5, WEIGHT PER CUBIC FOOT

Ordinarily, wood is spoken of as "dry, " or as "green " or "wet ." In order to
be correct, various stages of drying or dryness must be recognized in establishin g
the weight, not only because of the effect of the moisture content on weight, bu t
because of change in volume with moisture changes .
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FIGURE 32 .-Minimum thicknesses of sheet material and number and size of binding wires for wire -
bound boxes made of Group 3 woods

When wood is green,18 or freshly cut, it contains a considerable quantity o f
water. After wood has dried by exposure to the air until its weight is practicall y
constant it is said to be "air-dry ." If dried in an oven at 212° F . until all mois-
ture is driven off, wood is "oven-dry . "

'" Green wood usually contains "absorbed" water within the cell walls and "free" water in the cellcavities . in drying, the free water from the cell cavities is the first to be evaporated . The fiber-saturatio n
Pint is that point at which no water exists in the- cell cavities of the timber but at which the cell walls ar es ./11 Satu rated with moisture . The fiber-saturation point varies with the species . The ordinary propor-
I10a of moisture-based on the weight of the dry wood-at the fiber-saturation point is from 22 to 30 pe rc °nt. . As a rule, the strength properties of wood begin to increase and shrinkage begins to occur when theli> r- satUrRtion point is reached in seasoning . See p . 88 for method of determining moisture content o fweed .
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The weights of wood at two important stages are given in columns 4 and 5The weight when green as given in column 4 includes the moisture present at the
time the trees were cut . The moisture content of green timber varies greatlyamong different species . It also varies among different trees of the same specie sand different parts of the same tree . In most softwood species the sapwood ha smore moisture than the heartwood . For instance, the sapwood of southern yel-
low pine usually contains moisture in excess of 100 per cent, whereas the heart -wood has only about 30 or 40 per cent moisture . Large variations in green
weight, depending on the proportion of sapwood, may occur in species having a
high moisture content in the sapwood . Softwood lumber in the green condition
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FIGURE 33 .-Minimum thicknesses of sheet material and number and size of binding wires for wire -
bound boxes made of Group 4 woods

that is obtained from young trees averages heavier than that obtained from old
trees because the young trees contain a larger proportion of sapwood .

The amount of moisture in air-dried wood depends on the size and form of th e
pieces, and the climate . The species vary widely in the rate at which they give
off moisture in drying, and also in the rate at which they take up moisture durin g
periods of wet or damp weather . The average air-dry condition reached in the
North Central States by material 2 inches and less in thickness, when sheltered
from rain and snow and without artificial heating, is a moisture content of about
12 per cent . 19 The figures given in column 5 are for this moisture content. The

19 The moisture content of wood is commonly expressed as a percentage of the weight of the oven-dry or
moisture-free wood . if a specimen from a board weighed 112 grams immediately after cut, and after oven
drying was found to weigh 100 grams, it is said to have contained 12 per cent moisture .
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moisture content of thoroughly air-dry material may be 3 to 5 per cent higher in
humid regions, and in very dry climates, as much lower . Large timbers will have
a higher average moisture content when thoroughly air-dry than boards or smal l
dimension stock .

When the moisture content in comparatively dry wood changes, two action s
which counteract one another take place and the weight per cubic foot change s
but little . Thus, if the wood dries further, the weight per cubic foot becomes
lower because of loss in moisture, while at the same time it increases becaus e
shrinkage causes the same wood substance to occupy less space . Conversely ,
$1 it absorbs moisture, both weight and volume are increased .

The weight of wood at any moisture content near 12 per cent may be estimated
by assuming that a 3 per cent change in weight per cubic foot accompanies a

per cent change in moisture content . For example, wood at 8 per cent moistur e
content would weigh about 2 per cent less per cubic foot than at 12 per cent ,
whereas the weight at 14 per cent moisture would be about 1 per cent greate r
than at 12 per cent .

COLUMNS 6, 7, AND 8, SHRINKAG E
Shrinkage across the grain, that is, shrinkage in the width and thickness o f
ards, results when the wood loses some of the absorbed moisture. Likewise ,

welling occurs when dry wood is soaked or when it takes up moisture from th e
air ; much as a sponge gets larger when wet . Shrinkage of wood in the directio n
Of the grain (length of boards or timbers) is usually too small to be of practica l

portance .
The figures in columns 6 and 7 are average values of the measured radial an d
ngential shrinkages which took place in drying small clear specimens from the
een state to an oven-dry condition. Radial shrinkage is that across the annual
wth rings in a cross section, such as in the width of a quarter-sawed board ;

ngential shrinkage that parallel to the curves of the annual growth rings i n
cross section, such as in the width of a flat-sawed board .
Column 8 lists figures on the relative shrinkage in volume from the green t o

the oven-dry condition for the various species . These figures are compute d
m actual volume measurements of small clear specimens, combined with actua l
al and tangential shrinkage measurements, the results of which are recorded

columns 6 and 7 . Volumetric shrinkage values that are comparable with thos e
of columns 6 and 7 may be obtained from column 8 by dividing the figures liste d
y 10 .
The shrinkage which will take place in any piece of wood depends on a great
any factors, some of which have not been thoroughly studied . In all species
e tangential shrinkage is more than the radial, the average ratio being aboutto 5 . Hence, flat-sawed boards shrink less in width but more in the thickness

quarter-sawed or edge-grain boards . Ordinarily the less the difference be-
een radial and tangential shrinkage, the less is the tendency to check in drying .Air-drying wood is continually taking on or giving off moisture with changin g
cattier or heating conditions . Time is required for these moisture changes ,however so there is always a lag between changes in air conditions and their ful l,effect one the moisture condition of the wood . The lag is greater in some species

than in others . As a result some species, whose shrinkage from the green totan
oven-dry condition is large, do not cause as much inconvenience in use as

°ods with lower shrinkage, because the changes in dimensions do not follow°spheric changes so closely . The shrinkage figures given do not take int ocount the readiness with which the species take on and give off moisture .
nsequently they should be considered as the relative shrinkage betweenis after long exposure to fairly uniform atmospheric conditions or to the sam enge in moisture content .

COLUMN 9, BENDING STRENGT H
,Column 9 gives figures on bending strength . Bending strength is a measurethe load-carrying capacity of beams, which are usually horizontal member s;rig Oil two or more supports . Examples of beams are crate skids and box sides .

figures for bending strength afford a direct comparison of the breaking
ngth of clear beams of the various species .a species is low in bending strength, it does not necessarily follow that it issui table for use in boxes and crates . It does indicate, however, that large r
ma !' be necessar

y
than if species which rank hi her in this property are used .

la

e s

and crate parts are subjected to bending action and, while bending strength
some importance, it is, particularly in sides, tops, and bottoms of boxes, of
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less importance than fastening resistance . As pointed out elsewhere, it is
possible to fasten box parts together securely enough to utilize the full ben
strength of clear lumber .

COLUMN 10, COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (ENDWISE )

The figures of column 10, compressive strength, apply to comparativel y
compression members . Compression members in boxes and crate§ are u s
rectangular in cross section, and support end loads which act in the direction
the length. Endwise compressive strength of short members is seldom a contr a
ling factor in the selection of box and crate woods except where they are used f Up :
blocking the commodity in place .

When the length of a compression member becomes more than about 11 tis u
its least dimension, it is classed as either an intermediate or a long column ,
the values in column 10 do not apply .

When compression members are of a length more than about 11 times the least .dimension, stiffness begins to be a factor in the strength, and at a length of 20 t o
30 times the least dimension, as in diagonal braces and edge members of :,tes,
it is the controlling property and the member is classed as a long column .
values in column 10 are not applicable to long columns .

If one species is lower in compressive strength than another, the differenc e
be compensated by using a member of correspondingly larger cross-sectiona l

COLUMN 11, STIFFNES S

When any weight or load is placed on a member, a deflection is produced,
Stiffness is a measure of the resistance to deflection and relates particularly t o
beams. It is one of the properties required in diagonal braces for crates . The
figures in column 11 give the average stiffness of the different species . Diff erenee '
in stiffness between species may be compensated by changing the size of membexs,

COLUMN 12, HARDNES S

Hardness is the property which makes a surface difficult to dent .or scratch .
The harder the wood, other things being equal, the better it resists wear, the les s
it crushes or mashes under loads, and the better it can be polished ; on the other
hand, the more difficult it is to cut with tools, the harder it is to nail, and the more
it splits in nailing . . The greater the figure given in the table, the greater th •
hardness of the wood .

There is a pronounced difference in hardness between . the spring wood and the
summer wood of some species, such as southern yellow pine and Douglas fir .
Where this is true, differences in surface hardness occur at close intervals, depend -
ing on whether spring wood or summer wood is encountered . In woods like
maple, which do not have pronounced spring wood and summer wood, the hard-
ness of the surface is more nearly uniform .

COLUMN 13, SHOCK RESISTANCE

Shock resistance is the capacity to withstand suddenly applied loads . Hence,
woods high in shock resistance are resistant to repeated shock, jars, jolts, and
blows. The greater the figure in the table, the greater is the shock resistance o f
the species .

PERCENTAGE ESTIMATED PROBABLE VARIATION

The percentage figures in the bottom two lines of Table 7 exclusive of foot -
notes offer a means of estimating the variability, a detailed discussion of whic h
is given in the Comparative Strength Properties of Woods Grown in the Unite d
States (12) .

The percentage figures in the last line of Table 7 indicate the variation, abov e
and below the average, which may be expected to include half of all the material
of a species. For example, consider the hardness of red alder in Table 7 . The,
hardness (column 12) is 48, and the variation of an individual piece is 16 pe r
cent. From these figures, it may be estimated that the hardness of one-half o f
the red alder would fall within the limits 40 and 56 . The approximate propor -

tion of material of a species falling within certain other percentages of the Tabl e
7 values may be estimated on the basis of the following relations :

75 per cent is within 1 .71 times the percentage probable variation.
82 per cent is within 2 .00 times the percentage probable variation .
90 per cent is within 2 .44 times the percentage probable variation .
96 per cent is within 3 .00 times the percentage probable variation.
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The percentage figures in the next to last line indicate that there is an eve n
chance that the true average is within these percentages of the figures in Table 7 .
The percentages given applying to species represented by various numbers o f
trees from 1 to 50 are presented in Comparative Strength Properties of Woods
Grown in United States W) .

Mortality statistics upon which insurance rates are based tell very closely ho w
many men of any large group will live to be a certain age, but they do nut enabl e
one to say whether John Doe at that age will be included among the living_
In a similar manner, the variability figures given in the next to the last line o f
Table 7 permit one to estimate how many of the species of wood will have thei r
averages raised or lowered by a specified amount by additional tests, but on e
can not say that red alder or any other designated species will be raised by thi s
amount . Such calculations are of most value when applied to groups, but ar e
less definite when applied to individual species .

APPENDIX G. SPECIFICATIONS
The following specifications are given as examples of the application of the

principles, formulas, and rules presented in this bulletin and as a guide for ob-
taining containers of balanced construction . These specifications have been
prepared by the container committee of the Federal Specifications Board . 20 This
specification for nailed and locked-corner boxes is a revision of the specificatio n
which was adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials as tentativ e
standard in 1920 . It retains the salient features of the older specification but
new information which has been approved by leading manufacturers, shippers ,
and carriers has been added .

PROPOSED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MASTER SPECIFICATION
FOR BOXES, WOODEN, NAILED AND LOCKED-CORNER CONSTRUC-
TION

I . GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

There are no general specifications applicable to this specification .
II . STYLES

This specification covers two forms of construction, nailed, styles 1, 2, 2%, 3, 4,
and 5, and locked-corner, style G . (Pl . 1 . )

Material :
(a) Lumber-

(1) Seasoning .-All pieces shall be made of well-seasoned lumber.
(2) Defects .-The pieces shall show no defects that materially

weaken them, expose the contents of the box to damage, o r
interfere with the prescribed nailing .

No knot or knot hole shall have a diameter exceeding one -
third of the width of the piece .

(3) Species of wood .-The principal woods used for boxes are
classified as follows :

GROUP 1

COMMON NAM E

a8Peu , largetooth .asswne4
But lerna s
r uleye, yellow .r' norther

n Sr Port Orfor
d white.

~ .~, western red.er tnut .Coilsnwoo(l black .
Yn W, southern

.

m The Federal Specifications Board was organized under the Bureau of the Budget in 1921 . It is corn-
of each of the purchasing units of the United States Government, the directo r@ ,Bureau of Standards being chairman of the board es-officio . Its purpose is to unify Governmen t

ations and to bring them into harmony with the best commercial practice wherever the condition s
The Governrneat specifications are submitted before adoption for criticism by industry .

III . MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHI P

Fir, alpine.
Fir, balsam .
Fir, California red .
Fir, lowland white.
Fir, noble .
Fir, silver .
Fir, white .
Magnolia, cucumber.
Magnolia, evergreen.
Pine, jack .
Pine, lodgepole .
Pine, northern white .

Pine, Norway .
Pine, sugar .
Pine, western white.
Pine, western yellow.
Poplar, yellow .
Redwood.
Spruce, Engelmann .
Spruce, red.
Spruce, Sitka.
Spruce, white.
Willow, black.
Willow, western black
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GROUP 2
COMMON NAME

Fir, Douglas . Pine, loblolly. Pine, pond .
Hemlock, eastern . Pine, longleaf . Pine, shortleaf.
Hemlock, western . Pine, mountain . Pine, slash.
Larch, western . Pine, pitch . Tamarack.

GROUP 3
COMMON NAME

Ash, black .

	

Gum, black .
Ash, pumpkin .

	

Gum, red .
Elm, American.

	

Gum, tupelo .

GROUP 4

COMMON NAME

Ash, green.

	

Elm, rock .
Ash, white.

	

Elm, slippery .
Beech.

	

Hackberry.
Birch, sweet .

	

Hickory.
Birch, yellow .

	

Maple, black .

(b) Nails-Cement-coated nails of the dimensions given in Table 12 shal l
used . Uncoated nails may be used in accordance with Section 1
6 (a) and IV . 7 (b) (2) .

TABLE 12.-Dimensions of cement-coated steel wire nail s

Twopenny	
Threepenny	
Fourpenny	
Fivepenny	
Sixpenny	 ••	Sevenpenny	 • •	
Eightix ;nny	 •	Ninepenny	
Tenpenny	

Inches Gage No .
1

	

18
134 :

	

15/
1 4

11

	

134
1 7,il

	

13
2361

	

12 ½
2 1; .

	

11 ½
21,

	

11 ½
2

	

11

	

11

1 Cooler nails and sinker nails are identical except for their heads . The head of the cooler nail i s
on the underside, while the head of the sinker nail is cone shaped on the underside and slightly smalle r
Either can be used in a nailing machine . Standard box nails are the same length as cooler nails and sin k
nails, but are smaller in diameter .

(c) Strapping-
(1) Either round or flat metal straps may be used . When u

without nails, flat strapping shall have a tensile strength a
approximately 84,000 pounds per square inch, and rou n
strapping shall have a tensile strength of not less than 60,00
pounds per square inch . When used with nails, round o
flat strapping shall have a tensile strength of not less th a
60,000 nor more than 84,000 pounds per square inch .

(2) Seals used to hold together the ends of nailless straps shall hav
not less than 60 per cent of the tensile strength of the stra p

2. Workmanship :
(a) Fabrication-All parts of the box shall be cut to size and the box shall

be fabricated in accordance with good commercial practice .
(b) Variation in thickness-The wooden parts shall average not less than th e

required thickness . Occasional variations in thickness due to mis-
manufacture will be permitted in not over 10 per cent of the pieces
but no part of any piece shall be less than seven-eighths the requir e
thickness .

(c) Driving of nails : Nails shall be driven so as not to project above t h
surface of the wood . Occasional overdriving of nails will be permitt
but no nail shall be overdriven more than one-eighth the thickne s
of the piece.
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IV. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Thickness of parts of unstrapped boxes :
(a) Thickness by formula-The thickness of the sides and of the top an d

bottom shall not be less than the thickness computed by the following
formula :

t-% b
in which t=thickness of sides, or of top or bottom-inche s

w=gross weight of the box and its contents-pounds
b=width of a side or width of top or bottom-inche s

Example .-What is the thickness of ends, cleats, sides, top, an d
bottom of a style 2 box, 36 inches long, 22% inches wide, and 12 %

Weight- box and

	

Thickness of side, top,

	

Width of
contents (pounds)

	

or bottom (inches)

	

or bottom
/ooo-

side, top,
(inches)

900
800

=
-

700_-
600 -

500 - 2

400 E.-
3

30 0

250 1 4

200 - 5
6

/50 - 7

9
100 - 3,6 10

90 -
80 -
70 - /5
60 ---
50 - 2 0

40 25

30
30= /8

25 40

20 - 50
60

/5 -

IC-

	

-

	

-

FleuRE 34 .-Chart for determining the thickness of side, top, or bottom of unstrapped boxe s

inches deep, for carrying a net load of 190 pounds? Estimated gros s
weight of box and contents, 200 pounds .

t (of side) %V	 20°12.5 iz inch

t (of top or bottom) =%V22.28-38 inch
From Section V. 2 (b), the ends and cleats may each be one an d

one-fourth times the thickness of the sides, which could be five -
eighth inch ; or from Section V . 2 (c), the ends may be equal to the
sides in thickness if the thickness of the cleats is one and one-hal f

(b) times the thickness of the sides, which would be three-quarters inch .
Thickness by chart-The thickness of the sides, top, and bottom may

also be determined from the chart designated as Figure 34 . This
done as follows : Place a straight edge on the chart so that it crosses
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the vertical left-hand scale at the point corresponding to the gross iveigtlpivot the straight edge on this point so that it crosses the Vertie i
right-hand scale at the point corresponding to the width of the si dtop, or bottom ; the straight edge will then cross the middle scale ea point which will be the proper thickness for the part in question

(c) Thickness of parts of various species of wood-The thickness of pardetermined as indicated in Section IV . 1 (a) and (b) applies to pa rmade of the woods in Groups 1 and 2, Section III . 1 (a) (3) . If tparts are made from woods in Groups 3 and 4, the thickness ma y
less than the specified value by the amount given in Table 13 .

TABLE 13.-Reduction in thickness of part if made of woods in Groups 3 and
4

Specified thickness (woods in Groups 1 and 2)

1.$ to y~Z inch,inclusive	 •	Over 3a to finch,inclusive	
Over 1 Co 2inches, inclusive	 .	 .____ .	 ..___ .__ _

(d) One-piece sides-
(1) Sides made from one piece of wood may be not less than seve n

eighths of the thickness determined as indicated in Secti o
IV.1 (a) and (b) .

(2) Two or more pieces, which are Linderman jointed and glued
shall be considered one piece .

(3) Two or more pieces one-half inch or more in thickness and n o
less than 1 1/2 inch in width at either end which are eithe
butt-jointed or matched and which are fastened with corm
gated fasteners shall be considered one piece . The eorru
gated fasteners shall be 1% inches in length and shall pe n
trate about three-quarters the thickness of the materia l
They shall be spaced not more than 4 inches from the end
of the boards and not more than 8 inches apart . If thr
or more corrugated fasteners are used in a joint, they s
be driven alternately from opposite sides of the part .

2. Number of pieces in any part : The number of pieces in any part (namely
side, top, bottom, or end) shall not exceed the number given in Table 14 .

1 .
2 .
3 .
1 piece for each 3 inches of width . No piece shall be less than 2% inches i

width .

3 . Thickness of parts of strapped boxes : The thicknesses of the sides, tops, a n
bottoms of strapped boxes may be less than those given for 1lnstrappe
boxes by the amounts given in Table 15 .

TABLE 15.-Thickness of sides, tops, and bottoms

Strapped boxes
with- I

Strapped ho
with-

Unstrapped boxes
Onep
stra

Two or
more

straps

Unstrapped boxes
On e
strap

T

	

„ .., .
mem . .s pa,;,

	

,

Inch Inch Inch .1'66h
--------------------------------- 9i `	

'316	 /e	 . . . . . .	 94 6
9	 •	 3z 3iz / 6

z.,
fry	 946

Under 4 inches	
4 to 7 inches	
7 to 10 inches	
10 inches and over	
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4. Uncleated ends :
(a) Thickness-The ends shall not be less than twice the thickness re-

quired for sides, but no end shall be less than three-eighth inch thick .
(b) Joining-

(1) Ends made of two or more pieces seven-eighth inch or less i n
thickness shall be either, first, cleated ; or second, butt
jointed, or matched and fastened with corrugated fasten-
ers, in accordance with Tables 16 and 17 .

TABLE 16.-Size of corrugated fasteners

Thickness of box end Size o f
fasteners

3b inch	
y46,and 91sinch	 •'4ia,and 4 inch	
1 346and ;#s inch	

Inches
4by 14

byly
g by1 lrh
Ns by 1 1rii

TABLE 17.-Number of fasteners

Length of box end Fasteners

Number
16 inches and under 	 ---------------------------------- - 2
16 to 24 inches	 3
24 to 36 inches	 ----- - 4

(2) Two or more pieces Linderman jointed shall be considered
one piece .

5. Surfacing :
(a) Smoothness-The outside surface of the box shall be sufficiently smoot h

to permit legible marking .
(b) Allowance for surfacing-If the boards are surfaced on both sides (t o

protect the contents), the thickness may be one-thirty-second inch
less than the thickness required for boards surfaced on one side .

6. Nailing :
(a) Uncoated nails-If nails which are not cement coated are used (except

for cleats), the number of nails required shall be increased by 25 per
cent .

(b) Size of nails for unstrapped boxes-Cement-coated nails shall be of
the size given in Table 18, depending upon the species of the woo d
and the thickness of the piece holding the points of the nails .

TABLE 18.-Sizes of cement-coated cooler, sinker, and box nails for unstrappe d
boxes

Size of nail used for nailing-

sp ecies of
wood

Sides, tops, and bottoms to ends or cleats of the thickness state d
in parts of an inch

Top and bottom to side
of the thickness stated
in parts of an inch

9 or less %6 1 g6 or 3`'l6 ift
Less

than } Y2 0946 34 to ; 6

Group 1Grou p
Group 3 -- -

Penny
4
4

Penn y
5
4

Penny
5
5

Penn y
6
5

Penny
7
6

Penn y
8
7

Penny
8
7

Penn y
9
8

Penny
4
4

Penn y
6
5

Penny
7
6

3 4 4 5 5 6 7 7 3 4 5
3 3 4 4 4 5 6 7 3 4 5

( c) Spacing of nails-
(1) Nails holding the side, top, or bottom to the ends shall b e

spaced about as given in Table 19 .



(2) The next smaller nails than the size required by Table 18 mabe used for unstrapped boxes, but they shall be spaced o n
fourth inch closer than required by Table 19 for the siz e
nail used .

(3) Each board in the side, top, or bottom shall have at least tw
nails at each nailing end, except that boards less than 2
inches in width which are, (1), Linderman jointed, or ( 2
either butt jointed or matched and are fastened with c o
rugated fasteners as required by Section IV . 1 (d) (3) ma
have only on nail .

(4) If the sides are less than one-half inch in thickness, neit h
the top nor the bottom shall be nailed to the sides unl e
the order requires side nailing .

(5) When ends and cleats are the same thickness, approximat e
half of the nails in the ends of the sides, top, and botto
shall be driven into the ends and the remainder into th
cleats .

(6) If the top or bottom is nailed to the side, the nails shal l
spaced between 6 and 8 inches .

(7) When the sides, top, and bottom of strapped boxes are redu c
in accordance with the thicknesses given in Table 15 t h
boxes shall be fastened with the next smaller nail than t h
size required by Table 18 and they shall be spaced o n
fourth inch closer than required by Table 19 for the size o
nails used .

7. Cleats :
(a) Widths-The width of cleats shall not be less than three times t h

required thickness .
(b) Nailing-

(1) Each piece of the end shall be nailed to each cleat with not le s
than two nails, except that boards less than 2%l inches i
width which are joined in accordance with either Secti o
IV. 1 (d) (2) or (3) may have only one nail .

(2) The nails shall pass through both the cleat and the end and b
clinched . Either cement-coated or uncoated nails may b
used. If the cleats are thicker than the ends, the nails s h
be driven through the ends into the cleats and clinched .

(3) The nails in each cleat shall be driven in two rows space d
given in Table 19 .

8. Strapping :
(a) Size-Straps shall be of the size required by Figure 29, depending on t h

gross weight (box and contents) .
(1) To find the size of flat straps from this diagram, start with t h

gross weight and move upward to the curve for the number
of straps, then move horizontally toward the left to the li n
for the thickness of the strap. The width of the strap i
given directly below this point . For example, weight 26
pounds, 2 straps, thickness 0 .020 inch ; the required width o
strap is eleven-sixteenths inch and the next wider strap i
three-fourths inch.
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TABLE 19.-Spacing of cement-coated nails for unstrapped boxes

Sevenpenny	 . .	
Eightpenny	
Ninepenny	 • -•	
Tenpenny	
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(2) To find the size of wire straps start with the gross weight an d
move upward to the curve for the number of straps, then
move horizontally to the left to scale showing cross-sectional
area of one strap. Determine from Table 20 the gage o f
wire having the required cross-sectional area. For example ,
weight 260 pounds, two wire straps. Required cross-
sectional area is 0 .014 square inch . From Table 20 it i s
found that 0 .0143 square inch is the cross-sectional area of
a 10-gage wire .

TABLE 20.-Conversion of cross-sectional area of one strap to gage of wire

Cross-
sectional Washburn

Cross-
sectional Washburn

area of one & Moen area of one & Moen
wire wir e

Square inch
Gage

number Square inch
Gage

number
0.0041 15 0.0127 10/
.0050 14 .0143 10
. 0066 13 .0156 9½
.0075 121i .0172 9
.0087 12 .0206 8
. 0098 11 / .0246 7
. 0114 11 .0290 6

(b) Tightness-All straps shall be drawn tight so as to sink into the edges o f
the box .

(c) Distance between straps-If two or more nailless straps are used, th e
distance between any strap and either end of the box shall not b e
less than one-sixth the length of the box .

(d) Nailing straps-If the straps are nailed, one shall be placed aroun d
each end of the box and secured by nails of the size required by
Table 18 spaced twice the distance required by Table 19.

V. DETAIL REQUIREMENT S

1 . Style 1. Nailed construction, no cleats :
(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown fo r

style 1, Plate 1 .
(b) Grain in ends-In the ends the grain of the wood shall run the long way .
(c) Allowable weight of box and contents-Several pieces in sides, style 1

boxes, having sides made from two or more pieces, may be used i f
the weight of the contents does not exceed 60 pounds .

(d) Allowable weight of box and contents-One-piece sides style 1 boxes ,
having single-piece sides of sawed lumber or veneer, may be used if
the gross weight (box and contents) does not exceed 100 pounds .

2• Style 2 . Nailed construction, having four cleats (plain) at each end :
(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown for styl e

2, Plate 1 .
(b) Thickness of ends and cleats-Either the ends or the cleats shall b e

three-eighths or more in thickness . The thickness of the ends and
cleats may be the same provided this thickness is not less than one
and one-quarter times the required thickness of the sides .

(c) Thickness of ends and sides-The thickness of the ends and sides may be
the same provided the thickness of the cleats is not less than on e
and one-half times the required thickness of the sides .

(d) Length of cleats-The ends of the cleats which run across the grain of
the end boards shall be one-eighth inch from the inside surface o f
the top and bottom .

(e) Cleats overlapped-The sides, top, and bottom shall extend over th e
cleats .

(f) Allowable weight of box and contents-Boxes of style 2 may be used fo r
any gross weight .
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3. Style 2% . Nailed construction having four cleats (two notched) at each end .(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown for style2%, Plate 1 .
(b) Thickness of ends and cleats-Either the ends or the cleats shall b e

three-eighths inch or more in thickness . The thickness of the ends
and cleats may be the same provided this thickness is not less tah n
one and one-quarter times the required thickness of the sides .

(c) Thickness of ends and sides-The thickness of the ends and sides may
be the same provided the thickness of the cleats is not less than on eand one-half times the required thickness of the sides .

(d) Length of cleats-The ends of the cleats which run across the grain o fthe end boards shall be one-eighth inch from the inside surface of the
top and bottom .

(e) Cleats overlapped-The sides, top, and bottom shall extend over th ecleats .
(f) Allowable weight of box and contents-Boxes of style 2S may be used

for any gross weight .
4. Style 3 . Nailed construction having four cleats (beveled ends) at each end :

(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown for style 3 ,
Plate 1 .

(b) Thickness of ends and cleats-Either the ends or the cleats shall b e
three-eighths inch or more in thickness . The ends and cleats must
each have a thickness at least one and one-fourth times the thicknes s
required for the sides .

(c) Cleats overlapped-The sides, top, and bottom shall extend over the
cleats .

(d) Allowable weight of box and contents-Boxes of style 3 may be used
for any gross weight up to 250 pounds .

5. Style 4. Nailed construction having two cleats at each end :
(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown for style 4 ,

Plate 1 .
(b) Thickness of ends--The thickness of the ends shall not be less than

three-eighths inch .
(c) Thickness of ends and cleats-The ends and cleats may be of the sam e

thickness provided this thickness is not less than one and one-hal f
times the required thickness of the sides .

(d) Thickness of cleats and sides-The cleats may be the same thickness a s
the sides, provided the thickness of the ends is not less than one an d
three-quarters times the required thickness of the sides .

(e) Direction of grain in cleats and ends-The cleats shall run across the
grain of the end boards and shall extend within one-eighth inch o f
the outside surface of the top and bottom .

(f) Cleats overlapped-The sides shall extend over the cleats .
(g) Allowable weight of box and contents-Boxes of style 4 may be used fo r

any gross weight up to 250 pounds .
6 . Style 5 . Nailed construction having two inside cleats at each end :

(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown for style 5 ,
Plate 1 .

(b) Thickness of ends-The thickness of the ends shall not be less tha n
three-eighths inch .

(c) Thickness of ends and cleats-The ends and cleats may be of the sam e
thickness provided this thickness is not less than one and one-hal f
times the required thickness of the sides .

(d) Thickness of cleats and sides-The cleats may be the same thickness a s
the sides, provided the thickness of the ends is not less than one an d
three-quarters times the required thickness of the sides .

(e) Shape of cleats-The cleats may be either triangular or square in section ,
provided the cross-sectional area is not less than the cross-sectional
area of the required rectangular cleats .

(f) Direction of grain in cleats and ends-The cleats shall run across th e
grain of the end boards and shall extend within one-eighth inch of
the inside surface of the top and bottom .

(g) Ends overlapped-The sides shall extend over the ends and be flus h
with the outside face of the ends .

(h) Allowable weight of box and contents-Boxes of style 5 may be used for
any gross weight up to 250 pounds .
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7. Style 6 . Locked-corner construction :
(a) Construction-The box shall be made substantially as shown for styl e

6, Plate 1 .
(b) Thickness of ends and sides-The ends and sides may be of the sam e

thickness, provided they are not less than one and one-half times th e
thickness required in Section IV . 1 or 3 .

(c) Thickness of sides-The thickness of the sides may be not less than on e
and one-quarter times the thickness required in Section IV . 1 or 3 ,
provided the thickness of the ends is not less than one and three -
quarters times the thickness required in Section IV . 1 or 3 .

(d) Allowable weight of box and contents-Style 6 boxes, having side s
made from two or more pieces, may be used if the gross weight does
not exceed 60 pounds.

(e) Allowable weight of box and contents-Style 6 boxes, having single-piec e
sides of sawed lumber, may be used if the gross weight does no t
exceed 100 pounds .

VI. METHOD OF INSPECTION AND TEST

1 . Visual and manual inspection : The boxes shall be inspected visually an d
manually for compliance with this specification, particularly that the lumber
is well seasoned and that the construction is that shown in Plate 1 for th e
style of box stated in the order .

2 . Measuring instruments : Suitable measuring instruments, such as a microm-
eter caliper, a graduated scale or rule, etc ., shall be used in determining the
dimensions of either the boxes or the component parts including nails an d
strapping .

3 . Moisture content : The moisture content of the wood need not be determine d
by laboratory methods.

4. Strength of seals : The strength of the seals, Section III . 1 (c) (2), for flat
nailless straps, shall be computed from the average tensile strengths o f
three specimens of sealed straps and three specimens of the strapping .
These specimens may be any convenient length (say 18 inches) . Each
sealed specimen shall be prepared by fastening together the ends of tw o
pieces of strapping with the seal applied in the usual way . The seal shal l
be near the middle of the specimen . A testing machine or other apparatus ,
such as weights, spring balance, etc ., approved by the inspector shall b e
used to determine the strength .

VII. PACKING AND MARKING OF SHIPMENTS

1. (See Section VIII, 3 .)
VIII . NOTES

1 - Scope of specification : This specification applies to all empty wooden boxes ,
nailed and locked-corner construction, purchased by the Government for
the domestic shipment of Government property by common carrier .

2 . Exceptions to specifications : This specification applies to the majority o f
domestic shipments in wooden boxes . Exceptional commodities may
require lees protection, while other commodities, especially dangerou s
articles, may require better boxes than are specified here . In no case shall
the container fall below the specifications prescribed in the Interstate Com-
merce Commission Regulations for the Transportation of Explosives and
Other Dangerous Articles _ . . (25) for the particular articles to which thos e
specifications apply. (The Interstate Commerce Commission regulation s
apply to such articles as explosives, inflammable and corrosive liquids ,
compressed gases, inflammable solids, oxidizing materials, poisons, etc . )

Requirements for packing : Since these boxes are packed, closed, and marke d
by the shipper and not by the manufacturer of the box, requirements fo r
these operations are not included in this specification (see railroad, express ,
and parcel post regulations) .4 . Well-seasoned lumber : For box construction, well-seasoned lumber has a
moisture content of 12 to 18 per cent of the weight of the wood after ove n

5

	

drying at 212° F. to a constant weight .
APlying strapping : All strapping shall be applied immediately before th e
box is shipped and should be drawn sufficiently tight to sink into the edge s
of the box . Nailless straps should be applied at right angles to the edge s
of the box; otherwise they are likely to become loose .
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6 . Orders for boxes : Orders for nailed or locked-corner boxes should give the
number of boxes required, the style, the inside dimensions-length, breadthand depth (in inches)-and the weight of the contents (in pounds) .

PROPOSED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MASTER SPECIFICATI O
FOR BOXES, WOODEN, CLEATED PLYWOOD CONSTRUCTION

I . GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

There are no general specifications applicable to this specification .

II. STYLES

1. The wooden boxes covered by this specification are of styles A, B, C, D
E, F, G, H, I, J, and K. The construction of these styles is shown in Figure 4 '

2. Boxes furnished under this specification shall be of style B, D, E, or G (havi n
3-way corners), unless there is some special reason for using one of the othe r
styles .

III. MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHI P
1 . Material .

(a) Species of wood-The principal woods used for boxes are classified as
shown in Table 21 .

TABLE 21 .-Classification of woods

Group

	

Species

1	
2	
3	
4	

(Same as Group 1, p. 103 . )
(Same as Group 2, p . 104 . )
(Same as Group 3, p . 104 . )
(Same as Group 4, p . 104 . )

(b) Seasoning-The parts shall be made from thoroughly seasoned lumber .
(c) Defects-No defects shall show in the parts that will materially weake n

the boxes, expose their contents to damage, or interfere with th e
prescribed nailing.

2 . Workmanship :
Plywood-

(a) The plies shall be firmly glued together throughout the entire are a
in contact .

(b) If a ply is made of two or more pieces, the edges shall be butted
and the space between the edges shall not exceed one-fourt h
inch.

IV. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1. Plywood construction :
(a) Each face of the box shall be covered with a single piece of plywood .
(b) The plywood shall be made of three plies or of five plies, and the grai n

of each ply shall cross the grain of the adjacent ply or plies at an
angle of approximately 90° .

(c) The thickness of each ply shall not exceed one-twelfth inch .
(d) The thickness of the plywood shall comply with the requirements give n

in Table 22. Occasional pieces shall not be more than 6 per cent les s
than the thickness specified.

TABLE 22 .-Minimum thickness of plywood for boxes of various gross weights

Gross weight of box and contents

Not over 150 pounds	
150 to 450 pounds	 . . . . . .	 . . . . .	450 to 800 pounds 	 ••	Over800 pounds	 . . .	
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Cleat construction :
(a) Number of cleats-

(1) Two cleats shall be used along each edge of the box, style s
A and B, when the gross weight (box and contents) exceed s
150 pounds .

(2) One cleat may be used along each edge of the box, styles C t o
K, inclusive, when the gross weight does not exceed 15 0
pounds .

(b) Size of cleats-
(1) The thickness and width of the cleats for boxes of styles A an d

B shall comply with the requirements given in Table 23.
(2) Cleats on boxes of styles C to K, inclusive, shall be not less

than three-fourths inch thick and of the width given in
Table 23 .

(3) The cleats shall average not less than the required thickness .
Occasional variations in thickness due to mismanufactur e
will be permitted in not over 10 per cent of the pieces, bu t
no part of any cleat shall be less than seven-eighths the
required thickness . The variation of the occasional clea t
below the width specified shall not exceed one-eighth inch .

TABLE 23.-Minimum size of cleats for boxes of styles A and B

Minimum thick -
ness 1 of cleats Minimum
for woods in-

	

width of
cleats for

Groups 1 Groups 3 all woods
and 2

	

and 4

Gross weight of box and contents

8

1

Not over 75 pounds	
75to 150 pounds	
150to 450 pounds	
450 to 800 pounds	
Over 800 pounds	

Actual, not nominal .

Inches

1 N
17/I

234

3 . Nailing requirements :
(a) The plywood panels shall be nailed or stapled to the cleats . (See fig . 4 . )

The nails or staples shall be driven through the plywood into an d
through the cleats and clinched . The nails or staples shall be
staggered and spaced nut more than 3 inches apart .

(b) If a panel has an edge which is not cleated, the plywood along tha t
edge shall he fastened to the cleats on an adjacent face by cement -
coated nails driven through the plywood into the cleats . The nails
shall be not less than 1 inch in length, and have heads not less tha n
three-eighths inch in diameter, and be spaced not over 3 inches
apart .

(c) The plywood and cleats of a face shall be fastened to the cleats on th e
adjacent face by cement-coated nails . The size of the nails and their
spacing shall comply with the requirements given in Tables 24 and 25 .

TABLE 24.-Sizes of cement-coated nails for fastening together adjacent face s

Size of nail 1 of type stated for nailing woods in-

Thickness of cleat

	

Group 1

	

Group 2

	

Group 3

	

Group 4

i nch_ _i'IICh	 . . .--'	
P ; r

%12 to 7	
._ . _

lipCllIr1Cl1	

Cooler
an d

sinke r

Penny
7
8
9

10

Coole r
an d

sinker

Penny Penn y
7

	

6
8

	

8
9

	

8
	 10

Stand-
ar d
box

Coole r
an d

sinker

Penn y
6
7
7
9

Stand-
ar d
box

Penny
0
7
7

Cooler
an d

sinker

Penn y
5

7
9

Stand-
ar d
box

Stand-
ar d
box

Table 12 gives the length and gage of the three kinds of nails .
83899°-30	 8
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TABLE 25.-Spacing of cement-coated cooler and sinker nails for fastening together
adjacent faces

Boxes nailed with standard cement-coated box nails shall have approximately10 per cent more nails than boxes nailed with cooler and sinker cement-coated:nails .
Two nails shall be driven through each end of a cleat into the cleat on theadjacent face, except that when the gross weight does not exceed 150 pound sone nail may be used.

V. DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

Plywood boxes shall be constructed as illustrated in Figure 4 for the styl eordered .
In no case shall the container fall below the specifications prescribed in theInterstate Commerce Commission Regulations for the Transportation of Explo .

sives and Other Dangerous Articles . . . (25) for the particular articles to whic h
those specifications apply . (The Interstate Commerce Commission regulation sapply to such articles as explosives, inflammable and corrosive liquids, com-
pressed gases, inflammable solids, oxidizing materials, poisons, etc.) .

VI. METHOD OF INSPECTION AND TES T

1. Visual and manual inspection .-The boxes shall be inspected visually and
manually for compliance with these specifications, particularly that the lumbe r
is well seasoned and that the construction is that shown in Figure 4 for the styl e
of box ordered .

2. Measuring instruments .-Suitable measuring instruments, such as a
micrometer caliper, graduated scale or rule, etc ., shall be used in determining
the dimensions of either the boxes or the component parts, including nails .

3. Moisture content .-The moisture content of the wood . need not be deter-
mined by laboratory methods .

VII . PACKING AND MARKING OF SHIPMENTS

1 . (See Section VIII, 3 .)
VIII . NOTES

1. Scope of specification .-This specification applies to all empty wooden boxes ,
cleated plywood construction, purchased by the Government for the domesti c
shipment of Government property by common carrier .

2. Exceptions to specifications .-This specification applies to the majority of
shipments in wood boxes . Exceptional commodities may require less protection
while other commodities, especially dangerous articles, may require better boxe s
than are specified here .

3. Requirements for packing.-Since these boxes are packed, closed, and
marked by the shipper and not by the manufacturer of the box, requirements for
these operations are not included in this specification (see railroad, express, an d
parcel post regulations) .

4. Well-seasoned lumber.-For box construction, well-seasoned lumber has a
moisture content of from 12 to 18 per cent of the weight of the wood after oven
drying at 212° F. to constant weight .

5. Three-way corners .-In a box having 3-way corners, the sides overlap th e
ends, the ends overlap the top and bottom, and the top and bottom overlap th e
sides .

6. Orders for boxes .-Orders for plywood boxes should give the number of
boxes required, the style, the inside dimensions-length, breadth, and depth (in
inches)- and the weight of the contents (pounds) .

Gross weight of box and contents

Not over 75 pounds	 --------- -75 to 150 pounds	
to 450 pounds	

450 to 800 pounds	
Over 800 pounds	
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7. Selection of style .-The selection of the style of box depends largely on the
nature and weight of the commodity and how the commodity is to be supported .
Types B, D, E, and G (having 3-way corners) are all satisfactory if the boxes ar e
not to be opened for inspection. If the boxes are to be opened and reclosed ,
types A and K would, in general, be preferable . The full-cleated types A and B
are the strongest and most suitable for heavy commodities if the weight may b e
applied over the entire area of any of the faces .

I

PROPOSED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MASTER SPECIFICATION
FOR BOXES, FIBER, CORRUGATE D

I . GENERAL SPECIFICATION S

There are no general specifications applicable to this specification .

H. STYLES

s

1 . Material :
(a) The box shall be made of either double-faced corrugated board of o r

double-wall board .
(b) Double-faced corrugated board shall have one corrugated sheet betwee n

two flat facings. The corrugations shall be securely glued to th e
facing over all of the surfaces in contact .

(c) Double-wall board shall have one flat filler between two corrugated
sheets and one flat facing on each outer surface . The corrugations
shall be securely glued to the filler sheet and to the facings over all o f
the surfaces in contact .k (d) Facings and liners shall comply with the requirements in Table 26 .

;

	

(e) Corrugated sheets may be strawboard, chestnut fiber board, pine woo d
z; fiber board, or other material which has been demonstrated to give

equal service. The sheet before corrugating shall be calendered to a
uniform thickness of not less than 0 .009 inch. The sheet shall neithe r
crack nor break when corrugated . There shall be not less than 32
corrugations per foot . There are no bursting strength requirement s
for corrugated sheets .

( .f) The outer facing of each board shall be waterproofed except the boar d
for the inner slide of style 6 boxes .

(g ) Metal fasteners (rivets, staples, and stitching wire) shall be steel ,
treated to resist rust, and when subjected to conditions of use shal l
not show cracks or other evidence of weakness .

(h) Pads, when required by transportation rules for filling the space be-
tween the ends of inner flaps of style 1 and style 2 boxes, shall b e
made of the same board that is used in the box .P

	

(i) Gummed tape-
(1) Gummed tape for boxes made of board, items 1 and 2, Tabl e

26, may be either paper or cloth . The tape shall be not less
than 2 inches wide, shall have a bursting strength of no t
less than 60 points, and shall he uniformly coated with glue .

(2) Gummed tape for boxes made of board, items 3, 4, and 5 ,
Table 26, shall be cloth . The tape shall be not less than 3
inches wide, shall have a bursting strength of not less tha n
80 points, and shall be uniformly coated with glue .

1 . This specification covers the usual styles of corrugated fiber boxes withou t
wooden frames, as follows :

(a) One piece-
Style 1-1-piece box.

(b) Two piece-
Style 2-half-slotted box .
Style 3-design box .
Style 4-telescope box (design style) .
Style 5-telescope box (taped-corner style) .

(c) Three piece-
Style 6-triple-slide box .

2. The construction of these boxes is shown in Figure 8 .

III. MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP
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2. Workmanship : All corrugated board parts shall be cut square and shau '
the required size . They shall be creased and slotted so that in the ag s
bled box the parts fit closely without undue binding. Further, all o r
ing shall be performed so as not to cause surface breaks in the h o
either at the time of creasing or when filling and sealing the box, no r
separation of the facings or fillers from the corrugated sheet . No
shall project beyond the edge of the box .

IV. GENERAL REQUIREMENT S

1 . Corrugated fiber board : The corrugated board of the box shall comply wTable 26 .

TABLE 26 .-Requirements for corrugated fiber board

Site of Minimum thick- Minimum b n
Gross box ness of hoard strength of b

Ttem
No .

weight of
box an d
contents

(length ,
breadth ,

and depth
Kind of board

Facingnotover- added) filler Board Facing 13 (
not over- or

Pounds Inches Inch Inch Points Pc
1 40 60 Double-raced	 . .	 . .--- 0.016 siSe 85
2 65 65 	 do	 .	 .016 5s 100
3 90 70 	 .	 .030 94 13 5
4 65 65 Double-wall	 .016 ai 85
5 90 70 ----------------------------- .016 % '85

Bursting strength requirement also applies to filler in item No . 5 .

2. Metal fastenings :
(a) Metal fastenings may be rivets, staples, or stitching wire .
(b) Staples or stitches shall be not less than one-half inch wide, shall p

through all the pieces to be fastened, and shall be clinched .
(c) Rivets of an equivalent strength and holding power may be substitu

for wire staples or stitches .
3 . Body joints :

(a) Body joints shall be butt, spliced, or lapped .
(b) Butt joints shall have the edges of the board meet and shall be fastene

with tape glued along the entire length of the joint .
(c) Spliced joints shall have the corrugated portion of one edge (and t t

filler, if any) removed and the inner and outer facings spliced ov i
the adjoining edge. The overlap shall be not less than 1 inch an
both facings shall be securely glued .

(d) Lapped joints shall have the edges overlap not less than 1% inches a n
shall be secured with metal fasteners spaced not more than 2% inchej

4. Body piece: For styles 1, 2, and 6, the body piece shall be made from 'a '
piece and shall have the joint along one of the four edges perpendicular t
the opening .

5 . Covers : Separate covers shall be made from one piece of corrugated boar s
Corner joints may be butt, spliced, or lapped as defined for body joint
except that if lapped joints are used, each joint shall have not less than t w
metal fasteners .

V. DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

1 . Style 1, 1-piece box :
(a) This box shall be made from one piece, slotted and scored to form a bed

piece having four flaps for closing each of two opposite faces .
(b) The width of each of the inner flaps shall be not less than one-half i t

length measured along its creased edge .
(c) The two outer flaps when in the closed position shall either meet at th

middle of the face or shall overlap not less than 1 inch .
(d) The body joint shall be butt, spliced, or lapped .2. Syle 2, half-slotted box :
(a) The body of this box shall have four flaps which close one face as i i

style 1, and a separate cover shall fit over the opposite face .
(b) All joints shall be butt, spliced, or lapped .
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3. Style 3, design box :
(a) The body of this box shall have a continuous (undivided) bottom an d

sides . The depth of the cover shall be less than the depth of the body .
(b) All body joints shall be lapped .
(c) All cover joints shall be butt, spliced, or lapped .

4 . Style 4, telescope box (design style) : This box shall be similar to style 3 ,
except that the body and cover shall have the same depth .

5 . Style 5, telescope box (taped-corner style) : This box shall be similar to style 4 ,
except that the joints in the body and cover shall be butt joints .

6. Style 6, triple-slide box : This box shall be made of three rectangular bod y
pieces each having four faces. All joints shall be butt or spliced joints .
The pieces shall slide together snugly and there shall be two thicknesses o f
corrugated board on each of the six faces of the box .

VI. METHOD OF TESTIN G

I . Bursting-strength apparatus : The bursting-strength test consists essentially
in clamping the fiber board between two surfaces having concentri c
circular apertures 1 .24 inches in diameter and then applying hydrauli c
pressure through a fluid to a rubber diaphragm secured to one of the
circular apertures . The pressure required to burst the board is recorde d
by means of a pressure gauge calibrated to record pounds per squar e
inch and is reported in "points. " For detailed information, see Officia l
Paper Testing Methods of the Technical Association of the Pulp an d
Paper Industries (19, v . 83, p . 51-55) .

2. Bursting-strength method : The bursting strength of corrugated fiber boar d
or gummed tape shall he determined as follows :

(a) In testing, the board or tape shall be clamped firmly in the machin e
to prevent slipping; the wheel of the testing machine shall be turne d
at a uniform speed of approximately two revolutions per second .
The corrugations of the corrugated board must not be crushed whe n
clamped in the testing machine .

(b) Six punctures shall be made, three from each side of the board. For
the hoard to comply with this specification, not more than on e
puncture shall fall below the strength specified in Table 26 .

(c) If the board fails to pass the test as specified in VI .2 (b), then a retest
may be made consisting of 24 punctures, 12 from each side of th e
board. If not more than four punctures fall below the strengt h
requirements, the board complies with this specification .

(d) The punctures should preferably be made on the specimen after it ha s
come to moisture equilibrium with an atmosphere of 65 per cen t
relative humidity at a temperature of 70° F .

(e) When testing double-faced corrugated board, if a puncture gives tw o
"pops," the result shall be disregarded and another puncture made .

3. Strength of joints : The strength of the joints shall be observed by graspin g
a body or a cover in the hands, one each side of the joint, and pullin g
until the joint ruptures. Failure shall occur in the board, not in th e
fastenings nor by separation of the glued surfaces .

I (a) Visual and manual inspection : The boxes shall be inspected visually fo r
compliance with this specification, particularly that the constructio n
is that shown in Figure 8, for the style of box stated in the order .

(b) The fit of the flaps, slides, and cover shall be determined by assemblin g
and disassembling the box .

b . Measuring instruments : Suitable measuring instruments such as a graduate d
scale or rule shall be used to determine the dimensions .

__ . .ACKING AND MARKING OF SHIPMENTS

I . (See Section VIII, 4 .)
VIII. NOTES

I . Scope of specification : This specification applies to all empty corrugated fibe r
boxes purchased by the Government for the domestic shipment of Govern-
ment property by common carrier .

2 • Exceptions to specifications : This specification applies to the majority o f
shipments in fiber boxes . Exceptional commodities may require less pro-
tection while other commodities, especially dangerous articles, may requir e
better boxes than are here specified . In no case should the quality of the
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container fall below the specifications prescribed in the Inters'sate Com.
merce Commission Regulations for the Transportation of Explosives an d
Other Dangerous Articles . . . (25) for the particular articles to whic h
those specifications apply . (The Interstate Commerce Commission

regu-lations apply to such articles as explosives, inflammable and corrosiv e
liquids, compressed gases, inflammable solids, oxidizing materials, poison s ,
etc . )

3 . Variations within styles : It is not intended to prevent the use of ordinar y
variations within styles, such as different lengths of closing flaps . Such
variations are subject to the discretion of the department ordering th e
boxes . The design of special styles of corrugated fiber containers is no t
covered by this specification .

4 . Requirements for packing : Since these shipping containers are packed, closed ,
and marked by the shipper and not by the manufacturer of the container ,
requirements for these operations are not included in this specificatio n
(see railroad, express, and parcel post regulations) .

5 . Selection of style : The following information dealing with the six styles o f
corrugated fiber boxes included in this specification may be helpful in
making a satisfactory selection :

(a) Style 1, 1-piece box .-This style of box is often called a "slotted carton ."
It is probably in more general use than any other style considere d
in this specification, and is used for shipping a wide variety of ma,
terials. It is shipped flat, takes up but little room in storage, and i s
set up and sealed by the shipper . For freight and express shipments ,
the flaps must be sealed according to rules of the transportatio n
companies .

(b) Style 2, half-slotted box.-This box differs from style 1 in the fact that
it has a separate cover which makes it a convenient shelf packag e
as well as shipping container . It is also convenient to cut down it s
depth to change the size of the box . The flaps must be sealed in the
name manner a provided for style I . Express rules require tying with
specified materials, while freight rules offer several optional method s
of sealing .

;;(c) Style 3, design box .-The body part of this box is ordinarily folded flat
for shipment and is set up by the shipper with a hand stapling device .
The covers are usually finished with tape on the corners ready fo r
use and are shipped either set up or nested . The cover may also be
made the same as the body if it is desired to have it fold flat . This
box was originally intended for express shipments where somethin g
stronger than the ordinary cardboard carton was desired, but it is
also used for freight . For express shipments, it must be closed by
tying in a prescribed manner . Freight rules provide several optional
methods of closing, some of which involve gluing or sealing wit h
tape.

(d) Style 4, telescope box (design style) .-Both top and bottom of this bo x
may be shipped and stored flat to be set up by the user . It is usually
used when a shallow container is desired, as for books, pictures, an d
lithographic cutouts . Because of the added thicknesses of material,
the sides and ends provide more cushioning protection than the top
and bottom . For freight shipments, this box must be tied and sealed
in a prescribed manner. For express, the rules are somewhat similar
except that seals are not required .

(e) Style 5, telescope box (taped-corner style) .-This box is shipped to the
user set up and ready for use . It is used for the same materials as
style 4 and the same closing requirements apply .

(f) Style 6, triple-slide box.-This style has two thicknesses of material o n
all faces, thus offering the same cushioning protection on all sides .
It is used for freight, express, and parcel post shipments and is use d
in a large number of sizes . The closing requirements for this style of
box are fairly simple and easy to comply with .

6 . Orders for boxes : Orders for corrugated fiber boxes should give the numbe r
of boxes required, the style, the inside dimensions-length, breadth, dept h
.(in inches)-and the weight of the contents (pounds) .
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PROPOSED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MASTER SPECIFICATIO N
FOR BOXES, FIBER, SOLID

I . GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

There are no general specifications applicable to this specification.

II . STYLE S

1. This specification covers the usual styles of solid fiber boxes without wooden
frames as follows :

(a) One piece-
Style A, 1-piece box.

(b) Two piece-
Style B, half-slotted box .
Style C, design box .
Style D, telescope box .

2. The construction of these boxes is shown in Figure 9 .
3. The style of box shall be stated in the invitation for bids .

III. MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHI P
1. Material :

(a) The box shall be made of fiber board consisting of three or more plie s
of either fiber or pulp board firmly glued together .

(b) No ply shall be less than 0.016 inch thick.
(c) The outer ply shall be waterproofed .
(d) Pads, when required by transportation rules for filling the space be-

tween the ends of inner flaps of style A and style B boxes, shall b e
made of the same board as the box .

(e) Metal fasteners (rivets, staples, and stitching wire) shall be of steel ,
treated to resist rust, and when subjected to conditions of use shall
not show cracks or other evidence of weakness .

2. Workmanship :
(a) All fiber board parts shall be cut square and shall be of the required

size . They shall be creased and slotted so that in the assembled bo x
the parts fit closely without undue binding . All creasing shall be
performed so as not to cause surface breaks in the board, either at
the time of creasing, or when filling and sealing the box. No flap
shall project beyond an edge of the box .

IV. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1 . Fiber board : The fiber board in the box shall comply with Table 27.

TABLE 27.-Thickness and bursting strength of solid fiber boar d

Maximum
Maximum
size of box, Minimu m

weight of length Minim, thicknessumbursting
box and breadth, strength
contents and depth of board of board

adde d

Pounds Inches Inch Pound s
40 60 0 .060 175
65 65 .080 200
90 70 .100 275

2. Metal fastenings :
(a) Metal fastenings may be rivets, staples, or stitching wire .
(b) Staples, or stitches shall be not less than one-half inch wide, shall pas s

through all the pieces to be fastened, and shall be clinched .
(c) Rivets of an equivalent strength and holding power may be substitute d

for wire staples or stitches .
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3 . Body joints :
(a) The joint is that part of the box where the box manufacturer joins th e

body of the box together .
(b) For styles A and B the body piece shall be made from one piece and shal l

have the joint along one of the four edges except that, if the grai n
(machine direction) of the fiber board is parallel to the joint, the body
piece may have two joints, one at each of two diagonally opposite
edges .

(c) At each joint in the body piece the fiber board shall overlap not less
than 1% inches and be secured either by metal fasteners or by glue .

(d) If metal fasteners are used, they shall be spaced not over 2% inches an d
the distance between the outer fasteners and the end of the joint shal l
not exceed 1 inch. If the length of the joint exceeds 18 inches, a n
additional fastener shall be used about 1 inch from each end .

(e) If glue is used, it shall secure firmly the entire surface of the joint . If
the length of the joint exceeds 18 inches, a metal fastener shall b e
used about 1 inch from each end .

4 . Covers : Separate covers shall be made from one piece of fiber board, and eac h
corner joint shall be fastened with not less than two metal fasteners .

V. DETAIL REQUIREMENT S
1 . Style A, 1-piece box :

(a) This box shall be made from one piece, slotted and scored to form a
body piece having four flaps for closing each of two opposite faces .

(b) The width of each of the inner flaps shall not be less than one-half it s
length measured along its creased edge .

(c) The two outer flaps when in the closed position shall either meet at th e
middle of the face or shall overlap not less than 1 inch .

2 . Style B, half-slotted box : The body of this box shall have four flaps whic h
close one face as in type A . A separate cover shall fit over the opposite
face .

3. Style C, design box : The body of this box shall have a continuous (undivided)
bottom and sides. The depth of the separate cover shall be less tha n
the depth of the body .

41 . Style 1), telescope box : This box shall be similar to style C except that the
body and the cover shall have the same depth .

VI. METHODS OF TESTIN G

~, . Bursting-strength apparatus : The bursting-strength test consists essentiall y
in clamping the fiber board between two surfaces having concentric cir-
cular apertures 1 .24 inches in diameter and then applying hydrauli c
pressure through a fluid to a rubber diaphragm secured to one of the cir-
cular apertures. The pressure required to burst the board is recorde d
by means of a pressure gauge calibrated to record pounds per square inc h
and is reported in "points ." For detailed information see Official Pape r
Testing Methods of the Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industrie s
(19, v . 83, p . 51-55) .

2. Bursting-strength method : The bursting strength of fiber board shall be de-
termined as follows :

(a) In testing, the board shall be clamped firmly in the machine to prevent
slipping, the wheel of the testing machine shall be turned at a unifor m
speed of approximately two revolutions per second .

(b) Six punctures shall be made, three from each side of the board. For
the board to comply with this specification not more than one punc-
ture shall fall below the strength requirements .

(c) If the board fails to pass the test as specified in VI . 2 (b), then a retest
may be made consisting of 24 punctures, 12 from each side of th e
board. If not more than four punctures fall below the strength
requirements, the board complies with this specification .

(d) The punctures should preferably be made on the board after it has com e
to moisture equilibrium in an atmosphere of 65 per cent relativ e
humidity at a temperature of 70° F .

3. Waterproofing : The waterproofing of the board shall be determined by th e
decrease iii bursting strength after the board has been exposed at ordinar y
room temperature to a column of water 3 inches high and not less tha n
4 inches in diameter for three hours . When making the test the clam p
shall be centered so as not to cover any portion of the board which has
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not been exposed to the column of water . The bursting strength shal l
be determined in accordance with VI . 1 and 2 . Boards when subjected
to this test shall have at least 50 per cent of the bursting strength de-
termined by VI . 2 .

4 . Strength of joints : The strength of the joints shall be observed by graspin g
a body or a cover in the hands on each side of the joint and pulling unti l
the joint ruptures . Failure shall occur in the fiber board, not in th e
fasteners nor by separation of the glued surfaces .

5 . (a) Visual and manual inspection : The boxes shall be inspected visually an d
manually for compliance with this specification, particularly that the
construction is that shown in Figure 9 for the style of box state d
in the order .

(b) The fit of the flaps, slides, and cover shall be determined by assembling
and dissembling the box .

6. Measuring instruments : Suitable measuring instruments such as a graduate d
scale or rule shall be used to determine the dimensions .

VII. PACKING AND MARKING OF SHIPMENTS

1 . (See Section VIII, 4.)
VIII . NOTES

1 . Scope of specification : This specification applies to all empty solid fiber boxes
purchased by the Government for the domestic shipment of Government
property by common carrier .

2. Exceptions to specifications : This specification applies to the majority o f
shipments in fiber boxes . Exceptional commodities may require les s
protection while other commodities, especially dangerous articles, ma y
require stronger boxes than are here specified . In no case should the
quality of the container fall below the Interstate Commerce Commissio n
Regulations for the Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerou s
Articles . (25) for the particular articles to which those specification s
apply . (The Interstate Commerce Commission regulations apply t o
such articles as explosives, inflammable and corrosive liquids, compresse d
gases, inflammable solids, oxidizing materials, poisons, etc . )

3 . Variations within styles : It is not intended to prevent the use of ordinar y
variations within styles, such as different lengths of closing flaps . Such
variations are subject to the discretion of the department ordering th e
boxes. The design of special styles of solid fiber boxes is not covere d
by this specification .

4 . Requirements for packing : Since these boxes are packed, closed, and marked
by the shipper and not by the manufacturer of the boxes, requirement s
for these operations are not included in this specification (see railroad ,
express, and parcel post regulations) .

5. Selection of style : The following information dealing with the four style s
of solid fiber boxes included in this specification may be helpful in making
a satisfactory selection .

(a) Style A, 1-piece box-This style box is often called a "slotted carton ."
It is probably in more general use than any of the styles considere d
in this specification and is used for shipping a wide variety o f
of materials . It is shipped flat, takes up but little room in storage ,
and is set up and sealed by the shipper . For freight and express
shipments, the flaps must be sealed according to rules of the trans-
portation companies .

(b) Style 13, half-slotted box, 2-piece-This box differs from style A in tha t
it has a separate cover which makes it a convenient shelf package a s
well as a shipping container . The body may be cut clown decreasing
the depth which is a convenient way to change the size of the box .
The flaps must be sealed in the same manner as provided for style A .
Express rules require tying with specified materials, while freight
rules offer several optional methods of sealing .

(c) Style C, design box-The body part of this box is ordinarily folde d
flat for shipment and is set up by the shipper with a hand staplin g
device. The covers may also be shipped flat and be made up by th e
shipper. This box is used for both express and freight shipments .
Freight rules offer optional methods of sealing, depending on the cove r
construction. Express rules are somewhat different from freigh t
rules for methods of sealing this box .
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(d) Style D, telescope box-This style of box is often used when a shallow
container is desired, such as for hooks, pictures, and lithographic cut _
outs. For freight shipments, this box must be tied and sealed in a
prescribed manner. For ex press, the rules are somewhat simila r
except that seals are not required .

6. Orders for boxes : Orders for solid fiber boxes should give the number of boxes
required, the style, the inside dimensions-length, breadth, and dept h
(in inches)-and the weight of the contents (pounds) .

PROPOSED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MASTER SPECIFICATION
FOR WIRE-BOUND BOXES 2 1

I. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

There are no general specifications applicable to this specification .

If. STYLES

This specification covers all common styles of wire-bound boxes .
(Definitions of the wire-bound box and its parts are given under " Notes,"

paragraph 1 (a) . )

1 . Material :
(a) Lumber-

(1) Seasoning-All pieces shall be made of well-seasoned lumber .
(2) Defects-The pieces shall show no defects that materiall y

weaken them, expose the contents of the box to damage ,
or interfere with the prescribed stapling or nailing .

Each cleat and batten shall be free from knots and from
cross grain which runs across it within a distance equal t o
one-half its length .

In the thin boards of the sides, top, bottom, and end s
large knots at the ends of the pieces, slanting shakes, and
decayed wood are especially objectionable .

(3) Species of wood-The principal woods used for boxes are
classified as follows:

Group

	

Specie s
1	 (Same as Group 1, p . 103 . )
2	 (Same as Group 2, p . 104 . )
3	 (Same as Group 3, p. 104 . )
4	 (Same as Group 4, p . 104 . )

(b) Binding wire-The binding wire shall be of a quality that will make an
efficient closure which can not easily be opened and reclosed withou t
giving evidence of the operation .

(c) Staple wire-The staple wire shall be of such a quality and hardness as
to produce well-formed staples that will drive properly .

(d) Nails-Cement-coated cooler or sinker nails of the dimensions given in
Table 28 shall be standard for wire-bound boxes .

TABLE 28 .-Dimensions of standard cement-coated cooler and sinker nail s

Size Length Diameter Size Length Diameter

Twopenny	
Inches

1
Gage No . l

16
Inch
0 .0625 Sixpenny	

Inche s
1?i

Gage No. ~
13

Inch
0.091 5

Threepenny	 1?s 15} .0672 Sevenpenny	 2y 12', .098.5
Fourpenny	 14 14 .0800 Eightpenny	 23 11y .1130
Fivepenny	 1 ;fs 13l .0857 Ninepenny	 23~ 11 z .1130

I Washburn & Moen .

If nails less than 1 inch long are required, standard cement-coated
barrel nails of the following sizes are suggested : Three-fourths inch b y
15 1/2 gage, and seven-eighths inch by 14 ;Z gage .

21 Prepared by the Forest Products Laboratory in cooperation with the Wirebound Box Manufacturer's
Association . The specification is tentative and subject to revision before being adopted as standard .

DI. MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP
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(e) Reinforcing wires-
(1) Either wires, having a tensile strength of not less than 60,000

pounds per square inch, or "special annealed" flat meta l
straps may be used . (Special annealed strapping has an
average tensile strength of approximately 84,000 pounds pe r
square inch . )

(2) Closures or seals used to hold together the ends of the reinforcing
wires or straps shall have not less than 60 per cent of th e
tensile strength of the wire or strap .

2. Workmanship :
(a) Fabrication-All parts of the box shall be cut to size and the box shal l

be fabricated in accordance with good commercial practice. The
separate sections of the mat shall be spaced such a distance from each
other that, when assembled, the thin boards and wires shall fold i n
such a manner as to give enough tension to the wires to make a tigh t
corner .

(b) Variation in thickness of thin boards-
(1) The thin boards in each box shall average not less than th e

specified thickness. No part of any piece shall be less than
seven-eighths the specified thickness .

(2) An allowance not greater than 5 per cent below the thicknes s
of veneer specified shall be made for shrinkage, it bein g
assumed that the material was cut full thickness when green .

(3) Thicknesses of resawn lumber are specified for material S1 S
or S2S. If neither side is surfaced, one sixty-fourth inc h
thicker material must be used .

(c) Variations in dimensions of cleats-
(1) A variation of not more than one-sixteenth inch in one or one-

thirty-second inch in each dimension below the specifie d
cross-sectional dimensions of the cleat will be permitted .

(d) Driving of staples-
(1) The staples on the wires which are coincidental with cleats shal l

be driven home astride the binding wires, through the thin
boards into the cleats. The points of the staples may go
through the cleats and clinch but must not protrude fro m
the cleats .

(2) The staples on intermediate wires shall be driven astride the
binding wires, through the thin boards, and shall be firmly
clinched.

(3) The staples or nails securing the end boards to the inside of th e
cleats and battens shall be driven flush with the surface o f
the wood. Occasional overdriving of staples or nails wil l
be permitted, but the head of no staple or nail shall protrud e
or be overdriven more than one-eighth the thickness of th e
piece .

(e) Application of binding wires-Each binding wire shall be continuou s
once around the box with the ends of sufficient length to be securel y
twisted at one side ; provided, that wires not less than No . 12 gage
may be in sections, if there are loops at the connection end of eac h
section one of which may be passed through the other and bent back
securely against the box .

IV. GENERAL REQUIREMENT S

See detail requirements .
V. DETAIL REQUIREMENT S1 . Sides, top, and bottom :

(a) Thickness-The thin boards of the sides, top, and bottom shall be no t
less than the thicknesses indicated by the appropriate design chart ,
Figures 30, 31, 32, and 33.

( b) Method of determining thickness of thin boards-To determine th e
thickness of thin boards, proceed as follows : First, select the chart
pertaining to the species of material under consideration. Start with
the weight of contents. Follow the horizontal weight line from the
scale at the left border of the chart to its intersection with the vertical
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line from the scale at the lower border representing the average o fwidth and depth of box . At or above this intersection is the lic erepresenting the thickness of material required .
(c) Minimum width of thin boards-Thin boards less than 2 inches wide ateither end shall not be used .

2. Ends:
(a) Thickness-The thickness of the thin boards (if any) in the ends shal lbe not less than that of the sides, top, and bottom .

3. Cleats :
(a) Dimensions-Cleats shall be designated as light (thirteen-sixteenth inc h

thick by nine-sixteenth inch wide), standard (thirteen-sixteent h
inch thick by seven-eighth inch wide), and heavy (1% inch thick b y
thirteen-sixteenth inch. wide) . The thickness of a cleat is defined a s
the dimension parallel to the grain direction of the thin boards in the
sides, top, and bottom .

4. Battens :
(a) Thickness-Battens shall be the same thickness, measured in the sam e

direction, as the cleats .
(b) Arrangement-Most of the common arrangements of battens are show n

in Figure 7, page 27.
(c) Purpose of battens-Battens may be required for one or both of tw o

principal purposes ; (1) to reinforce the thin boards of the ends, and
(2) to reinforce the cleats .

(1) End reinforcement-When the thin hoards of the ends are o f
the same thickness as the sides, top, and bottom, they shal l
be reinforced with battens across the grain so spaced that
the distance between battens or between cleats and batten s
is not greater than as follows : (These battens shall be no t
less than thirteen-sixteenth inch in width . )

For % -inch ends, 10 inches .
For ;c or %s-inch ends, 12 inches .
For % 2 or %-inch ends, 14 inches .
For %s-inch ends, 16 inches .
For is-inch ends, 18 inches .

Liners not thinner than the ends may be substituted fc r
battens on ends %s inch or less in thickness . The liners
adjacent to the side cleats shall be not less in width than th e
cleats. Intermediate liners shall be not less than 3 inches
wide. If liners inside the end interfere with the contents
of the box they may he positioned between the end an d
cleats (on the outside of the end but inside the cleats) .

(2) Cleat reinforcement-I-No reinforcement is required for cleats
of the species and sizes indicated below if the weight o f
contents is rot greater than that shown in Table 29.

TABLE 29.-Weight of contents permitted in boxes without cleat reinforcemen t

Wood in cleats
For light

cleats (~1 7, 6
by 94 s
inch)

For stand-
ard cleats

( 13ll6 by
finch)

For heav y
cleats (1 %
by lsi 1
inch)

Group 1	
Group 2	
Group 3	
Group 4	 •	

Pounds
29
38
50
69

Pounds
98

126
169
234

Pounds
231
30 0
400
547

Reinforcement for standard cleats of the species and for the weights of con -
tents indicated shall be not less than given in Table 30 . (The battens shall be
not less than 1% inches in width .)
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ABLE 30.-Reinforcements required for standard cleats of boxes carrying various
weights of content s

Cleat reinforcemen t

roup 1___ 98 to 231	
roup 2___ 126 to 300	 . . Battens adjacent to and parallel with the short cleats, or (2) one reinfore .
roup 3___ 169 to 400	

-(1)
ing wire over faces of widest dimension .

roup 4___ 23.4 to 547	
roup 1___ 231 to 450	 (1) Battens adjacent to and parallel with all cleats, or (2) battens adjacen t
roup 2___ 300 to 585	 to and parallel with the short cleats and one reinforcing wire over face-s o f
roup 3___ 400 to 780	 widest dimension, or (3) two reinforcing wires (one over ends and side s
roup 547 to 1,068	 and one over ends, top . and bottom) .
rou p
oup 2___

Over 450_ _ .
Over 585	 adjacent to and parallel with all cleats, and two reinforcing wire s

oup

	

__ over 780	
}Battens

(one over ends and sides and one over ends, top, and bottom) ,
oup

	

__ Over ],O68	

Stapling of sides, top, and bottom :
(a) The spacing of staples is defined as the average distance between center s

of staples .
(b) Staples on wires which are coincidental with cleats made of Groups

3 and 4 woods shall be of not less than the gauge and length show n
below and shall be spaced not farther apart than as indicated below :

For thin boards one-eighth inch in thickness-

	

Gage

	

Length (inches)

	

Spacing (inches)

	

16

	

%

	

2
For thin boards more than one-eighth inch to and including one- -

fourth inch in thickness-
Length (inches)

1
For thin boards more than one-fourt h

eighth inch in thickness-
Gage Length (inches) Spacing (inches )

16 1% 2
16 1% 1j2
15 1 1 %
14 1 134

(c) At least two staples must be placed in each end of each thin board .
(d) When cleats are made of woods of Groups 1 and 2, the staples shall b e

spaced at least one-fourth inch closer than as specified for cleats o f
Groups 3 and 4 woods .

(e) The staples on intermediate wires shall be not smaller than as follows :
For thin boards ofie-eighth inch in thickness-18 gage by three -

eighth inch long .
For thin boards more than one-eighth inch to and including seven -

thirty-seconds inch in thickness-18 gage by seven-sixteenths inc h
long.

For thin boards more than seven thirty-seconds of ail inch, to an d
including three-eighths of an inch in thickness-18 gage by nine -
sixteenths of an inch long .

(.f) The staple nearest each corner of the box shall be not more than 1 %
inches from the end of the cleat .

astenings of ends :
( a) Staples or cement-coated nails used to fasten the ends to the cleats an d

battens shall be not smaller than 16 gage, and shall be long enoug h
to penetrate at least three-fourths the thickness of the cleats or bat -
tens. If these nails or staples extend through the cleat or batte n
they shall be clinched .

Spacing (inches)
2
1%
1%
2

inch to and including three -

r
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(b) The average space between staples or nails in cleats or battens exten t
across the grain of the ends shall be not more-than 2% inches begin rnot more than 1/ inches from the open face of tyke box, and in hat tC
extending along the grain of the ends the space between nails or st $')
shall be not more than 6 inches .

(c) Staples used to fasten the liners to the ends shall be long enough to eli nsecurely. In the intermediate liners the staples shall be staggere das to have two rows, and the distance between staples in each r
shall be not more than 3 inches .

7. Auxiliary fastenings :
(a) One sixpenny nail for light cleats and one or more sevenpenny nail sstandard and heavy cleats shall be driven through the thin board a

cleat into each end of each batten that comes in end contact `4th a ele .(b) Battens required adjacent to and parallel with the standard cleats sh
not only be secured to the thin boards of the ends, as indicatedparagraph 6, but shall have sevenpenny nails, spaced not more th
5 inches apart, driven through the thin boards and cleats into t
battens .

Longer nails than those specified in paragraph 7 (a) and (b) may
used . provided they are not of larger gage .

8. Thick ends :
(a) As indicated by paragraph 4 (c) (1) thicker ends without battens ra

be used in some cases in place of the thinner ends with battens . F
example, if the ends are 18 inches long between the cross cleats a i
the thin boards are less than three-eighths of an inch in thickn c
one batten (style A) is required, whereas three-eighths-inch en
without battens (style T) could be used .

(b) If the sides, top, and bottom or the box are fastened to ends have
thicknesses of not less than that shown in Table 31, with nails of t
sizes indicated and spaced not more than 2% inches apart, batt e
may be dispensed with .

TABLE 31.-Thicknesses of ends, sides, tops, and bottoms, and nailing . that may
used without end reinforcements

Required thickness of thin boards
Thickness

of ends
without
battens

Size of nailin
of sides, ta p
and bottom

to ends o

Over 34e to It inch	

Inc h

3

	

to
Over 3i to §fe inch	 ------------- ---_--__------------- -Over Me to fit; inch	

1 For fastening of ends to cleats see par . 6 (a) and (b) .

9. Binding wires :
(a) Number and gage-The binding wires shall be of not less than t h

number and gage (Washburn .& Moen) indicated by the desi g
charts, Figures 30, 31, 32, and 33.

(b) Method of determining number and gage of binding wires . The wir
curves are the same on all four of the charts . To determine the num
ber and size of wires to use, start with the weight of the conten t
Follow the horizontal weight line to its intersection with the cur v
representing the gage of wire chosen . At or to the right of thi
intersection is the vertical line representing the number of wire
required.

For many weights there is a choice of gages and number of wir e
that may be used . The dimensions of the box must be kept in min d
however, and also the fact that the wires can not be spaced clos e
than 4 inches to each other, and the notes in paragraph 9 (c) regardin g
maximum spacing of wires should be observed . These points ma!
prove the determining factors in a given case where a greater rang e
of selection is otherwise indicated by the chart .
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(c) Maximum spacing of binding wires-Unless otherwise specified, th e
binding wires must be uniformly spaced, and the distance betwee n
the wires shall be not greater than as follows :

For -inch material, 5 inches .
For % and s inch material, 6 inches .
For %2 and J4 inch material, 7 inches .
For is-inch material, S inches .
For h-inch material, 9 inches .

It is often advantageous to use closer spacing between the first
and second wires from the ends of the box than between the othe r
wires .

(d) Binding wires of gages other than those shown in Figures 30, 31, 32 ,
and 33 may be used provided the aggregate cross-sectional area is
equal to that required by the figures .

10. Reinforcing wires :
(a) The size of reinforcing wires of flat metal straps around the box (end s

and sides, or ends, top, and bottom) when required shall be not les s
than as indicated in Table 32 .

TABLE 32.-Minimum size of reinforcing wires or flat metal strap s

weight of contents One wire Two wires One flat meta l
strap,' size

150 to 250 pounds	
Gage 4

13
Gaiie. 1

--------

	

- -
Inch
by 0 . 07 8

250 to 400 pounds	 12 14 1,; by

	

.018
400 to 570 pounds	 11 13 i, by .023
570 to 800 pounds	 10 12 .

ff by

	

.023

i Flat metal straps of other widths and thicknesses but of equivalent cross-sectional area may be substi-
tuted for the sizes indicated .

2 Washburn & Moen gage .

11 . Use of heavier material : Nothing herein contained shall be construed as
prohibiting the use of boxes constructed of thicker thin boards, additional
or heavier wires, heavier cleats, longer staples, or with closer spacing o f
staples .

VI . METHOD OF INSPECTION AND TES T

1 . Visual and manual inspection : The boxes shall be inspected visually an d
manually for compliance with the specifications, particularly that th e
lumber is well seasoned and that the construction is that of the style of
box stated in the order .

2 . Measuring instruments : Suitable measuring instruments, such as a micrometer
caliper, a graduated scale or rule, etc ., shall be used in determining th e
dimensions of either the boxes or the component parts including wires ,
nails and staples .

3 Moisture content : The moisture content of the wood need not be determine d
by laboratory methods .

VII . PACKING AND MARKING OF SHIPMENT S

(See Section VIII, 3.)
VIII. NOTES

Scope of specification : This specification applies to all empty wire-bound boxes
purchased by the Government for the domestic shipment of Government
property by common carrier .

(a) Definition of the wire-bound box and its parts-
(1) The wire-bound box is a container, the sides, top, and botto m

of which are stapled to several steel binding wires, and fas-
tened to a framework of cleats at each end by staples driven
astride the end binding wires, the ends being nailed or stapled
to the end cleats . The box is closed by looping the wires, o r
by twisting together or otherwise joining securely the end s
of each binding wire, the method used depending upon
whether the binding wire is sectional or continuous .
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(2) By mat is meant that part of the box consisting of the f
which are attached to the binding wires ; a knocked_d
wire-bound box exclusive of the end pieces .

(3) By cleats is meant those strips of lumber used to form
framework of the wire-bound box and to which the side 3top, and bottom are stapled .

(4) By battens is meant those reinforcing strips of lumber attac h
to the end faces of the box .

(5) By liners is meant thin strips of wood fastened inside or ontsi dacross the grain of the end .
(6) By reinforcing wires is meant those wires which are in additi cto, and usually to be applied at right angles to the reg ulabinding wires, after the box has been packed and olo S e d

their principal purpose being to reinforce the end const ruction
2 .. Exceptions to specifications : This specification applies to most domes .

shipments in wire-bound boxes . Exceptional commodities may req
less protection, while other commodities, especially dangerous arti '
may require better boxes than are specified here . In no case shall
container fall below the specifications prescribed in the Interstate Cornmerce Commission Regulations for the Transportation of Explosi v
and Other Dangerous Articles for the particular articles to which th ospecifications apply. (The Interstate Commerce Commission r e
tions apply to such articles as explosives, inflammable and corrosiv
liquids, compressed gases, inflammable solids, oxidizing materials, poison
etc .)

3. Requirements for packing : Since these boxes are packed, closed, and marke
by the shipper, and not by the manufacturer of the box, requireme n
for these operations are not included in this specification (see railr o
express, and parcel post regulations) .

4. Well-seasoned lumber : For box construction, well-seasoned lumber ha s
moisture content of 12 to 18 per cent of the weight of the wood of
even drying at 212° F. to a constant weight .

5. Heavy cleats :
(a) Reinforcement for the heavy cleats is not covered in these specii ati o
(b) Relatively few wire-bound box manufacturers are prepared at - presen

to furnish the heavy cleats . Bids should, therefore, be mad e
cover alternate construction,- heavy cleats, or standard cleats w
appropriate reinforcement.



APPENDIX H. WOOD CONSUMED IN THE MANUFACTUR E
OF BOXES AND CRATES, 1928

TABLE 33.-Wood consumed in the manufacture of boxes and crates, 1928 1 by kinds
of wood and forms

[Quantities in thousand feet, board measure ]

SOFTWOOD S

Cedar, eastern red	
Cedar, eastern white 	
Cedar, western	
Cypress	
Douglar fir	 I
Firs other than Douglas	
Hemlock	
Larch	
Pine, southern yellow	
Pine, whit

e
Redwood rnyellow	

Spruce	

Total	

HARDWOODS

5
33 3

21,03 9
22,16 4
74,804
46,059

321,368
5, 271

1,150,99 8
1,003,588

708,762
209

278,666

3, 633, 266

	 25 -

___________ _
19 7

35, 47 0
1,282

40
1

5
41 8

21,039
25, 848
75,30 1
52,995

322,09 0
5, 33 5

1, 226,353
1,005, 527

716, 923
21 0

280,31 0

3,732, 354

Alder	

As
hApple woad	

Basswood	
Beech	
Birch	
Buckeye	
Butternut	
Cherry	
Chestnut	
Cottonwood- -Elm	
llackberry	 -------------

-
------------- -

-
--

-
-
-
- -Hickory	

Ilornbeam	
Mapl °Oak ------- -

-
------------------------------------------ -Red gum	

Sycamore	
Tupelo	
Willow	
Yellow poplar	 ---- - ----------------- -Miscellaneous	

Total	
Foreign woods	 ---------------------- -

Total	

30

13,854
57, 40 1
44, 81 9

105, 702
1,462

35
158

10, 734
147,952
48, 01 4

23 1
94 7

3 5
94, 535
68, 218

421, 020
11,220

120, 558
5, 09 8

96, 61 9
14 2

1,248,78 4
92

4,981, 23 0

	

30	
	

	

1 1
42

,
,42

1 863

	

1
1,181

	

29, 237

	

2 198

	

86,868

	

13,857

	

1,462

	

I	

	

35	

	

32

	

__

	

_

	

10, 567

	

64

	

110,741

	

8,284

	

33,312

	

2, 726

	

21	

	

154

	

43

	

35	

	

72, 268

	

9, 578

	

66, 100

	

30

	

251,603

	

90, 560

	

5,196

	

593

	

97, 488

	

10, 529

	

4,263

	

_ _

	

_

	

88,905

	

1,939

	

89

	

,

	

3

1, 837
13, 799
13, 384
4, 977

----------- -126
103

28,927
11,976

210
750

12,689
2, 088

78, 85 7
5,43 1

12, 54 1
83 5

5,77 5
5 0

	

912, 690

	

141, 739

	

194,35 5
92 I	

	

4, 546, 048 I

	

179, 497

	

255, 68 5

i This table includes wood used in the manufacture of boxes and crates for sale, and also material for boxe s
and crates manufactured and used by firms that make other wooden products . It does not include materie l
used for boxes and crates by firms that manufacture products of materials other than wood, except in ease swhere such firms have separate establishments for making boxes and crates . A small percentage of th e
quantities included in this table was used for baskets .

In some cases the names of woods given in the table include several species ; also, some of the woods ar ecommonly known by various trade names, as follows :
Western yellow pine covers not only this species, often known in the trade as "western white pine, "California white pine," "pondosa pine," and "western soft pine," but also includes lodgepoie pine .
White pine includes northern white pine (also called "eastern white pine"), western white pine (ofte n

called " Idaho white pine"), sugar pine, and Norway pine .Cottonwood includes also aspen .
Red gum includes "sap gum," which is the trade name for the sapwood of the red gum tree .Tupelo (known as "tupelo gum," "cotton gum," and "bay poplar ") includes also black gum .
Yellow poplar includes also cucumber and magnolia.
Forest Service : The Bureau of the Census cooperating in the canvass . These data form a part of th e

Forest Survey of the United States .

83899°-30	 9 129
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TABLE 34.-Wood consumed in the manufacture of boxes and crates, 19,28,1 by
States and forms of raw materia l

[Quantities in thousand feet, board measure ]

State

Lumber Veneer

SoftwoodsSoftwoods Hardwoods Total Hardwoods

Alabama	 16, 826 15, 742 32, 568 1, 063 5, 043 6,10 6Arizona	 29, 884 29, 884
Arkansas	 17, 571 35, 220 52, 791 10 10
California	 652,119 3, 746 655, 949

I, 3
1, 28 3

Colorado	 10, 778 2 10, 780 	 390 39 0Connecticut	 9, 842 887 10, 729
Delaware	 7, 192 600 7, 792 	 100 ------____ _367 	 46 7District of Columbia	 9 9
Florida	 39, 422 7, 692 47, 114 18,8 27 3, 495 22,32 2
Georgia	 29, 735 14, 294 44, 029 4, 469 2, 111 6, 580I

	

Idaho	
Illinois	

41, 81 2
74, 987

3 0
67,457

41, 84 2
142, 444

__________
10, 815
	

11,159
Indiana	 48, 591 38, 278 86, 869 132 4, 603 4,73 5
Iowa	 28, 441 10, 555 38, 996 503 503V

	

Kansas	 1, 134 470 1, 604 18 18
Kentucky	 12, 467 31, 009 43, 476 2, 325 1, 832 4, 15 7
Louisiana	 23,187 65, 182 88, 369 1, 500 9, 265 10, 765
Maine	 103, 551 122 103, 673 8,451 8,45 1
Maryland	 65, 265 22, 834 88, 099 ________ _
Massachusetts	 201, 344 12, 787 214, 131 56 208
Michigan	 244, 687 66, 399 311, 086 31 8, 992 9, 02 3
Minnesota	 53, 322 20, 472 73, 794 405 405
Mississippi	 10,717 51, 391 62, 108 1

- 000
15, 907 16, 907

Missouri	 40, 990 36 .471 77, 461 52 1, 862 1 .914
Montana	 5, 345 5, 34 5

1, 295Nebraska	 4, 557 9, 85 2
New Hampshire	 130, 518 1, 107 131, 625 3 3
New Jersey	 51, 436 5, 171 56,615	 267 267
New Mexico	
New York	

27, 300
164, 058 22, 322

27,300
186, 380

__________ _
1 .079 1, 655 	 2,734

North Carolina	 148, 349 20, 477 168, 826 4, 130 20, 271 2'1, 40 1
Ohio	 65, 831 54, 748 120, 579 516 4, 719 5,235
Oklahoma	 378 1, 526 1, 904 ---------- -
Oregon_ 383, 080 383, 080 45 45----------- -

97, 084
____ -_________________ _

Pennsylvania	 104, 674 201, 758 34 	 1 .419 1, 453
Rhode Island	 11,877 65 11, 942 100 100
South Carolina	 30, 988 23, 967 54, 955 3 7, 712 7, 715
South Dakota	
Tennessee	

6, 324
18, 886 17, 852

6, 324
36, 738 63 3, 949 	 4,012

Texas	 6, 425 27, 870 34, 295 33 6, 677 6, 710
Utah	 1, 740 1,740

	 1,, 986
-

	

------- -
	 I	Vermont	

Virginia	
10, 015

153, 748 31,182
12, 00 1

184, 930 	 377
8, 550 8.550

11, 274

	

11, 65 1
Washington	 449, 635 6, 402 456, 037
West Virginia	 1, 816 16, 268 18, 084 14 3 4
Wisconsin	 92, 413 77, 728 170, 141 100 1,104 1, 204

Total	 3, 633, 266 912, 690 4, 546, 048 I

	

37, 753 141, 739

	

179,497

1 This table includes wood used in the manufacture of boxes and crates for sale, and also material for
boxes and crates manufactured and used by firms who make other wooden products . It does not include
material used for boxes and crates by firms that manufacture products of materials other than wood, excep t
in cases where such firms have separate establishments for making boxes and crates . A small percentage
of the wood included in this table was used for baskets .

I
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TABLE 34.-Wood consumed in the manufacture of boxes and crates, 1928, by
States and forms of raw material-Continue d

[Quantities in thousand feet, board measure ]

Bolts All forms Firms
report -

ing

ber )
State

Soft -
woods

Hard-

	

Tota l
woods Softwoods Hardwoods Tota l

170 ! /

	

170 17, 889 20, 955 38, 844 1 5
Arizona	 ____ -----__________ 29, mm 29, 884 4
Arkansas	 300 10, mm /uwm 17,o45, 579 63,wm 24
California	 --' - -'--- - 653, wo 3, 746 657, 232 127
Colorado	 wm mm 820 11, mm 892 11, em 1 8
Connecticut 9, *e 887 10, 729 4 5________________ _

--_
-- -

/ ' 2 .5m --~, 256
'

~
--

3- ,506 8, 542 3, 223 11, 765 1 2
District

	

--- --- - 9 1.
Florida	 . 14, om

	 .----
.3,687i

	

17, 972

	

72, z, om 87, wm 24
Georgia ______________________ 10, 874 6, 349

	

17, 223

	

45, 078 22, 754 67, 832 29
Idaho	 -_______ -_

	

«/ om 30 41, 842 8
Illinois	 2, um

-
~~
.--

12,
-

93 810,

	

77, ro/ 88, om 166, 541 305
'Indiana	 125 9, ««1

	

u 786

	

48, mm 52, 542 101, 390 177
1, mm

'

	

1, mm

	

28, 441 12, sa 40, 999 46
Kansas	 _____ mo

	

650

	

1, 134 1, 138 2, 272 15
___~	
Louisiana	

-----
__________

aim

	

14, 792
T20'5

	

um

	

24, 687~um
33, mo
78, 567

48, 438
103, 254

33
27

Maine 5,989 22

	

6, ou

	

109, 540 mo 118, 135 44______________________ _
Maryland ___________________ 250 4, 252

	

4, mo

	

65, om 27, mm 92, 601 53
Massachusetts _______________ 676 m i

	

751

	

202, no 12, mo 215, 090 162
Michigan	 wm 762i *m 246, 203 83, 153 329, 356 209
Minnesota_ 6, mm ou

	

13, 332 59, »22 28, om 87, 531 84_________________ _
Mississippi	 .	 ! 3, mm 7, 7 :w

	

11, 574 15, mr 75, oxz 90, 589 23
Mxwoon	 __________ 7,658

	

7,658 41, 042 45, oo/ 87, 033 83
Alontana	
Nebraska	

---- -
---- -

---~~' ---
~~l

mxo
mm

5, 34 5
10, 052

5
15

New Hampshire 4m 2, mm

	

2, «o 130,933 3, /m 134, 043 46____________ _
New Jersey	 972 1, 642

	

2, ow 52, mm 7, mm 59, 496 63
New Mexico	 ----' _____ __________ 27,300 4
New York 88 11, mu 1\mo z-'225~'--~~~~~~' 200, 223 382__

	

_______________ _North 440 2, mm 2, om 42,152, nm

	

nm 195, 682 80_________ _
Ohio .	 __________ 6, mn 6, 637

,
66, mn

	

66, 104 132, 451 220
Oklahoma	 '	 ' __________ 266 266 378 1, mo 2, 170 12
Oregon	 mo 327 -.	 383, 452 43
-Pennsylvania

	

-_'	 43 430 473 104, no 98, mm 203, 684 238
Rhode Island	 ' 	 . _ 	 ' z on 65 12, 042 13
South Carolina 100 3, 200 3, 300 o

	

091 34, aa 65, 970 15
Sou th

	

xkota_ ~~~-~~-~~ ~	 32m	 6, 324 2
Tennessee	

---'' '
2, 033
	 '__ _

16, 833
_________ _

u\mm 20, *u
.

38, p« 59, 616 46
uetXtS	 2, mm 22, 039 24, 839 258 56, 586 65, 844 46

----- 200 ----- 200 wm ----- - 1,940 4
_ 47 132 179 10, mm 10, mm 20, 730 36

____________________ 3, o*n 19, 721 23, 266 157, 670 62, 177 219, 847 5 2
Washington	 60 _________ 6G 449, 695 wm 456, 097 8 2

11mcooo~- .~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~
--'- - ----- ---- - 1, um! 16, 282 18, 098 14

2, 456 z2, 809 z5, 265 94, 969 101, 641 196, 610 147

Total	 61, 330 194, mm/ 255, 685 3, 732, 354 1, 298, 784 4, 981, 230 3, 133
	 ~ ~--

Forest Service : ohe Bureau of the Census cooperating in the canvass . These data form apart of the
Forest Survey of the United States.
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